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Not Evolutionary,

Pioneer's Revolutionary C -90/M-90 preamThpereCa-ca

Elite High -Fidelity Components. for the video revo-
lution, with six video
inputs, a built-in

video enhancer, and two -buss switching
(separate "Record" and "View" selectors). The
C -90's unique system remote -control unit
features volume adjustment, input source
selection, and control of audio and video
input devices such as Pioneer's"Slr compat-
ible VCRs, CDs, LaserVision players and
cassette decks.

The M-90 is a superb high -power stereo
amplifier, utilizing dual -mono construction.
It is conservatively rated at 200 W/CH into
8 ohms' and delivers 800 W/CH of dynamic
power at 2 ohms? The wide dynamic range of
digital sources can now be reproduced effort-
lessly, with any loudspeakers. The M -90's high
current capacity of 47 amps can handle the
challenge of the most complex speaker loads.
To further enhance S/N ratio and channel
separation, relay -operated electronic switches
and a long shaft volume control keep the length
of signal paths down to a minimum. Why in-
clude a high quality volume control on a power
amp? Simple. To pursue the straight -wire-
with -gain philosophy when using a CD player
connected directly. Pure sound, redefined.

The exquisite finish of the M-90 and C-90
reflects their quality. Elegant rosewood side
panels and front panels with a deep hand-
brushed lacquer finish emphasize the care of
craftsmanship we've lavished on these two
components. The Pioneer C-90 Preamp and
M-90 Power Amp. Evolutionary? Hardly.
Revolutionary? Most definitely.

For your nearest Pioneer Elite Hi-Fi
dealer, phone1-800-421-1404.

Audiophiles, take note: The preamp and ampli-
fier you've been waiting, for are finally here.

Introducing the Pioneer Elite Hi-Fi C-90
Preamp and M-90 Power Amplifier. Togethec
they combine the finest in both audio and
video to retrieve every detail and nuance found
in your cherished records, tapes, compact discs,
LaserVisionTM discs and other software. Imagine
a soundstage spread throughout your entire
listening room! Stunning, transparent, three-
dimensional music, the likes of which you've
never heard, apart from a live performance.

We paid fantastic attention to detail to gain
this level of musical truth. One example: the
C-90 volume control is a motorized, high pre-
cision rotary potentiometer. This permitted
us to create the world's first high -end prearnp
with a no -compromise handheldSRTM
remote -control unit.

The C-90 features three separate power
transformers-two to power left and right
audio channels for vanishingly low crosstaic,
and a third transformer to the preamp's
unique video capabilities, relays, display and
microprocessor. All switching functions are
accomplished by electronic relays. Thus the
signal paths are as short as possible, improving
signal-to-noise ratio and channel separation.
Anti -vibration measures taken to further the
C -90's sonic excellence include a solid alurri-
num volume control knob, polycarbonate
chassis feet, and rubber-craded PC boards.
Soft copper -plated screws insure a snug fit
of chassis, transfuriiiers, transistors, and help
to dampen vibration.

©1986 Pioneer Ebctronics (USA! Inc., Long Beach, CP. 'Based on FTC rules regarding measurement of amplifier power ratings.
2Measu-ed by EIA method.
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Matthew Polk's Awesome Sounding SDA-SRS & SDA-SRS 2

SDA SRS 2
5995 ea. Digital Disc Ready

Matthew Polk, the loudspeaker genius, with his Audio Video Grand Prix winning SDA-SRS and latest technological triumph:
the extraordinary SDA-SRS 2, honored with the 1986 CES Design & Engineering Award.



"The Genius of Matthew Polk
Has Created Two Awesome Sounding

Signature Edition SDAs"
"Spectacular... it is quite an experience"

ow the genius of Matthew Polk brings
you the awesome sonic performance of
the SDA-SRS in a smaller, more mod-

erately priced, but no less extraordinary
loudspeaker, the SDA-SRS 2.

Matthew Polkk own dream
speakers can now be yours!

Matthew Polk's ultimate dream loudspeaker,
the SDA-SRS, won the prestigious Audio Video
Grand Prix Speaker of the Year award last year.
'Stereo Review said "Spectacular...it is quite an
experience" and also stated that the SRS was
probably the most impressive new speaker at
the 1985 Consumer Electronics Show. Thou-
sands of man hours and hundreds of thousands
of dollars were spent to produce this ultimate
loudspeaker for discerning listeners who seek
the absolute state-of-the-art in musical and
sonic reproduction.

Matthew Polk has, during the last year,
continued to push his creative genius to the
limit in order to develop a smaller, more
moderately priced Signature Edition SDA incor-
porating virtually all of the innovations and
design features of the SRS without significantly
compromising its awesome sonic performance.
The extraordinary new SRS 2 is the spectacularly
successful result. Music lovers who are priv-
ileged to own a pair of either model will share
Matthew Polk's pride every time they sit down
and enjoy the unparalleled experience of lis-
tening to their favorite music through these
extraordinary loudspeakers, or when they
demonstrate them to their admiring friends.

"Exceptional performance no
matter how you look at it"

Stereo Renege

Listening to any Polk kue Stereo SDA* is a
remarkable experience. Listening to either of
the Signature Edition SDAs is an awesome
revelation. Their extraordinarily lifelike three-
dimensional imaging surrounds the listener in
360° panorama of sonic splendor. The awe
inspiring bass performance and dynamic range
will astound you. Their high definition clarity

PaleM No. 4,44111, 432 and 4,4117, OM. *thew Wad* 11...11.11.

Stereo Review Magazine

allows you to hear every detail of the original
musical performance; while their exceptionally
smooth, natural, low distortion reproduction
encourages you to totally indulge and immerse
yourself in your favorite recordings for hours
on end.

Julian Hirsch of Stereo Review summed it up
well in his rave review of the SDA-SRS: "The
composite frequency response was exceptional
...The SDA system works...The effect can be
quite spectacular...We heard the sound to our
sides, a full 90° away from the speakers...As
good as the SDA feature is, we were even more
impressed by the overall quality of the Polk
SDA-SRS....The sound is superbly balanced and
totally effortless...Exceptional low bass. We
have never measured a low bass distortion level
as low as that of the SDA-SRS...lt is quite an
experience! Furthermore, it is not necessary to
play the music loud to enjoy the tactile qualities
of deep bass...Exceptional performance no
matter how you look at it."

The awe-inspiring sonic performance of the
SDA-SRS 2 is remarkably similar to that of the
SRS. Words alone can not express the experi-
ence of listening to these ultimate loudspeaker
systems. You simply must hear them for yourself!

"Literally a new dimension in
sound" Stereo Review

Both the SDA-SRS and the SDA-SRS 2 are high
efficiency systems of awesome dynamic range
and bass capabilities. They both incorporate
Polk's patented SDA 'the Stereo technology
which reproduces music with a precise, life-
like three dimensional soundstage which is
unequalled and gives you, as Julian Hirsch of
Stereo Review said, "literally a new dimension
in sound". Each beautifully styled and finished
SRS 2 cabinet contains 4 Polk 61/2" trilaminate
polymer drivers, a planar 15" sub -bass radiator,
2 Polk 1" silver -coil polyamide dome tweeters
and a complex, sophisticated isophase cross-
over system. It is rated to handle 750 watts. The
SRS utilizes 8-6Y2" drivers, a 15" sub -bass radia-
tor, 4 Polk tweeters and an even more complex
crossover. It is rated to handle 1000 watts.

Both the SDA-SRS and SRS 2 incorporate:
1.) time compensated. phase -coherent multiple

driver vertical line -source topology for greater
clarity, increased coherency, lower distortion,
higher power handling, increased dynamic
range and more accurate imaging. 2.) a mono-
coque cabinet with elaborate bracing and MDF
baffle for lower cabinet read-out and lower
coloration. 3.) progressive variation of the high
frequency high-pass circuitry for point -source

"the best SDAs yet...
impressive and worthy of

Matt Polk's signature"
Htgb Fidelity Magazine

operation and wide vertical dispersion. -t.) the
use of small active drivers in a full complement
sub -bass drive configuration coupled to a large
15" sub-hass radiator for extraordinarily tight,
quick and three-dimensional mid and upper
bass detail combined with low and sub -bass
capabilities which are exceptional. The speakers
are beautifully finished in oiled oak and walnut.

Other superb sounding Polk
speakersfrom $85. ea.

No matter what your budget is, there is a
superb sounding Polk speaker perfect for you.
Polk's incredible sounding/affordably priced
Monitor Series loudspeakers start as low as $85
ea. The breathtaking sonic benefits of Polk's
revolutionary km Stereo SDA technology are
available in all Polk's SDA loudspeakers which
begin as low as $395. each.

"Our advice is not to buy
speakers until you've heard
the Polks" Musician Magazine

The experts agree: Polk speakers sound
better! Hear them for yourself Use the
reader service card for more information
and visit 'four nearest Polk dealer today.
Your ears will thank you.

polk
The Speaker Specialists

5601 Metro Drive. Baltimore, Md. 21215

Whrs to buy Polk Speakers? For your nearest dealer, see page



Matthew Polk's Incredible Affordable Monitors
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129.95 ea.
ontni.t9o5r Monitor 7C/atthew Polk's remarkable Monitors offer state-of-the-art technology and performance usually found only in systems

which sell for many times their modest cost.

$2.411.95 e



"Polk Audio's Remarkable Monitors Deliver
Incredible Sound/Affordable Price"

"Vastly Superior to the Competition"
Musician Magazine

olk Audio was founded in 1972 by- three Johns Hopkins University grad-
uates, who were dedicated audiophiles
with a common dream: superior sound for
everyone.

"The iffordable dream"
CV the Record

They believed that it was possible to design
and manufacture loudspeakers of uncom-
promising quality which performed as well as
the most expensive and exotic loudspeakers
available, but in a price range affordable to
virtually every music lover. The Monitors are
the spectacularly successful result of their quest.

Polk Monitor Series loudspeakers have
earned a well deserved reputation for offering
state-of-the-art performance and technology
usually found in systems which sell for many
times their modest cost. In fact, they have been
compared in sound quality with speakers which
sell for up to $10,000 a pair.

Matthew Polk has continued to work hard
over the years to maintain the Monitor Series'
preeminent position as the standard for quality
and value in the audio industry. There have been
literally thousands of improvements made to the
Monitors and the current models incorporate
the same high definition silver coil dome
tweeters and Trilaminate Polymer drivers used in
the SDAs. They are absolutely the best sounding
loudspeakers for the money available on the
market. It's no wonder Musician Magazine said,
"Our advice is not to buy speakers until you
hear the Polks." You owe it to yourself

Win a Free Pair

of Awesome Sounding
Polk Audio SDA SRSs

7berek A Polk Monitor Perfectfor You

The RTA 12C ($479.95
ea.) has won the Audio
Video Grand Prix Speaker
of the Year Award. Its
extremely high power
handling (500 watts) and
efficiency (92db 1 meter 1
watt) result in remarkable
dynamic range and bass
perfor amplifierom large or
small rs.

The Monitor 10B (S329.95
ea.) is considered one of
the world's best sounding
loudspeakers and in the
words of Audiog.am
Magazine. "At the price
they're simply a steal.
Like the 12. the 0 utilizes
dual Polk trilam nate
polymer bass midrange
drivers coupled so a built-
in subwoofer for outstand-
ing bass pertorrr ance and
dynamic range.

The Monitor 7C (S249.95
ea.) is a smaller, less
expensive version of the
Monitor 10. Audio Alter-
natives Magazine said,
"It is amazing.'

The Monitor 58 ($189.95
ea.) is similar In design
and performance to the
7, however It utilizes an
8' subwooter rather than
a 10' .

The Monitor 51r. (S129.95
ea.) has been caned. "the
best sounding speaker of
its price in the world. re-
gardless of site."

The Monitor 44 1584.95
ea.) was called by Audio
Critic Lawrence Johnson,
"an all around star of
great magnitude." The
4A's low price means that
no matter how small your
budget, you can afford the
incredible sound of Polk.

"Absolutelyflrst rate...
superior sound at a
moderate price."

Stereo Review Magazine

All the Polk Monitors regardless of price offer
consistently superb construction and sonic per-
formance. They achieve open boxless, three
dimensional imaging surpassed only by the
SDAs. In addition dynamic bass performance,
lifelike clarity silky smooth frequency response.
ultra wide dispersion, high efficiency and high
power handling are all much appreciated hall-
marks of all the Polk Monitors. This is in large
part due to the fact that they all utilize very
similar components and design features. How-

ever, more importantly, it is the elegant integra-
tion of concepts and components which results
in the superior sonic performance and value
which sets the Monitor Series apart.

"At the price they're
simply a steal."

Audiogram Magazine

Audiogram magazine said, "How does Polk
do it? We think it is mostly execution. They hear
very well and they care." Audiogram is abso-
lutely right! At Polk we take the same care with
each and every product we build, whether it is
our most or least expensive. We lavish the same
lengthy amount of critical listening and tuning
on every single Polk speaker because we know
that having a limited budget does not necessarily
indicate that you have a limited ability to
appreciate true musical quality.

You can afford the incredible
sound of Polk

The experts agree: Polk speakers sound
better! There is a Polk speaker which is
perfect to fulfill your sonic dreams at a price
you can afford. Visit your nearest Polk dealer
today and audition the remarkable Monitors
and the revolutionary SDAs. You'll always be
glad you bought the best.

polk
The Speaker Specialists

;Nil Metro Urnc Baliumore. 11d 21215

Win a Pair
of SRSs

 Listen to the Polka
 Give this coupon
to your Polk dealer

 You may win a $2800 pair of SRSs
This is an entry form in a world-wide drawing for a free pair of SDA-SRS loudspeakers. Simply fill out this form and
leave it with your participating Polk dealer, after you audition the Polks

Name

Address

City. State County Zip

Phone (please include area code)

What most impressed you about the Polks?

E Deep. tight. full bass 0 High efficiency and power handling
El Huge sound field and image El Crisp, lifelike clarity

Before Dec. 15, 1986

H

Where to buy Polk Speakers? For your nearest dealer, see page 79.
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Challenging
Desi n.

FOR UNDER $500 YOU CAN OWN AN
AMPLIFIER JUDGED TO HAVE THE EXACT

SOUND CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ESOTERIC

$3000 MODEL.

Bob Carver recently shocked the staid audiophile
world by winning a challenge that no other amplifier
designer could ever consider.

The new M -1.0t was judged, in extensive listening
tests by one of America's most respected audio-
phile publications, to be the sonic equivalent of a
PAIR of legendary, esoteric mono amplifiers which
retail for $3000 each!

CARVER'S GREAT AMPLIFIER CHALLENGE.
Last year. Bob Carver made an audacious offer to
the editors of Stereophile Magazine, one of Ameri-
ca's exacting and critical audio publications. He
would make his forthcoming amplifier design sound
exactly like ANY high-priced, esoteric, perfectionist
amplifier (or amplifiers) the editors could choose.
In just 48 hours. In a hotel room near Stereophile's
offices in New Mexico! As the magazine put it, "lf it
were possible, wouldn't it already have been done?
Bob's claim was something we just couldn't pass
up unchallenged"

What transpired is now high fidelity history. From
the start, the Stereophile evaluation team was skep-
tical ("We wanted Bob to fail We wanted to hear a
difference") They drove the product of Bob's round-
the-clock modifications and their nominees for "best
power amplifier" with some of the finest components
in the world. Through reference speakers that are
nothing short of awesome. Ultimately, after exhaus-
tive listening tests with carefully selected music
ranging from chamber to symphonic to high -impact
pop that led them to write, each time we'd put the
other amplifier in and listen to the same musical
passage again, and hear exactly the same thing On
the second day of listening to his final design, we

(A14TER

threw in the towel and conceded Bob the bout
According to the rules... Bob had won.'

BRAIN CHALLENGES BRAWN. 3elow is a
photo of the 20 -pound, cool -running IV -1.0t. Above
it are the outlines of the pair of legendary mono

amplifiers used in the Stereophile challenge. Even
individually, they can hardly be lifted and demand
stringent ventilation requirements. And yet, accord-
ing to some of the most discriminating audiophiles
in the world, Bob's new design is their sonic equal.

The M-1.0t's secret is its patented Magnetic Field
Coil. Instead of increasing cost, size and heat output
with huge storage circuits, Magnetic Field Amplifi-
cation delivers its awesome output from this small
but powerfu component. The result is a design with
the dynamic power to reproduce the leading edge
attacks of musical notes which form the keen edge
of musical reality.

PO Box 1237 Lynnwood. WA 98046

A DESIGN FOR THE CHALLENGES OF
MODERN MUSIC REPRODUCTION. The M-1.0t's
astor 'shingly high voltage, high current output and
exclusive operation features make it perfect for the
demands of compact digital discs, video hi-fi and
other wide dynamic range playback media. The
M -1.0t

 Has a continuous FTC sine -wave output con-
servatively rated at 2(X) watts per channel. *

 Produces 350-500 watts per channel of RMS
power and 800-1100 watts momentary peak power
(depending on impedance).

 Delivers 1000 watts continuous sine wave output
at8 ohms in bridging mode without switching or

 Is capable of handling unintended 1 -ohm speaker
loads without shutting down.

 Includes elaborate safeguards including DC Off-
set and Short Circuit Power Interrupt protection.

SHARE THE RESULTS OF VICTORY. We invite
you to compare the new M -1.0t against any and all
competition. Including the very expensive amplifi-
ers that have been deemed the M-1.Ot's sonic equiv-
alent. You'll discover that the real winner of Bob's
remarkable challenge is you. Because world class,
superlative electronics are now available at reason-
able prices simply by visiting your nearest Carver
dealer.

*SPECIFICATIONS: Power, 200 watts/channel into
8 ohms 20Hz to 20 k Hz, both channels driven with
no more than 0.15% THD. Long Term Sustained

Bridged Mono power, - Noise,
. - Weight,

POWERFUL MUSICAL ACCURATE

evolution
Distributed in Canada by technology
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NEXT YEAR'S STAR?

Ir HIS YEAR FOR THE FIRST TIME, WE ARE RECOGNIZING
I significant audio and video products through the HIGH
FIDELITY Product of the Year awards. As elaborated upon
elsewhere in these pages by Editor Michael Riggs, finalists
are those products that are deemed truly innovative, either
I hrough the introduction of a new technology or in their ap-
plication of an existing technology.

Some idea of what innovative products are expected in
the coming year can be gleaned from the Japan Audio Fair
held in October, about three months prior to the Winter
Consumer Electronics Show here in the U.S. As the capsule
report below shows, digital audio tape (DAT) was the hot
item.

LEFT TO RIGHT, FROM TOP: AT THE 35TH JAPAN AUDIO FAIR HELD IN TOKYO IN EARLY OCTOBER, SEVERAL COMPANIES SHOWED CD-ROM PLAY-

ERS. VCRs RECEIVED A SHOT OF DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY, SPROUTING SUCH SPECIAL -EFFECTS MODES AS "STROBE" AND "ART," WHICH ALLOW YOU

TO DIGITALLY ALTER THE IMAGE ON YOUR MONITOR. PROMINENT WERE DOZENS OF PROTOTYPE DAT DECKS, SUCH AS THE VICTOR (JVC) MODEL

SHOWN HERE. TAPE COMPANIES DISPLAYED PROTOTYPE DAT CASSETTES, AND CAR STEREO MANUFACTURERS DEMONSTRATED IN -DASH DAT

DECKS, SOME OF WHICH WERE PAIRED WITH DIGITAL SURROUND -SOUND SYSTEMS.
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microfilm from University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Mich. 18106. Microfiche copies 11973 forward) ore ovoilable
from Bell & Howell Micro Photo Div., Old Mansfield Rd., Wooster. Ohio 44691.
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CD PLATER INLIADILITT

SINCE THE SONIC DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MOST

good Compact Disc players are almost nil.
the significant concern for most of us will be
how dependable the machines we buy turn
out to be. I could have used some reports
along these lines before I acquired my lem-
on. but in fact, all the reviews of CD players I
ever read were favorable and spent more
time rattling off the bells and whistles, with
hardly a word about long-term reliability.
Now that some of the brands have been
around for a while, could you report on their
track records? That kind of information
might be hard to come by. but if you could
do it, you might raise some eyebrows.
Mow Derr
Narberth,

See October's "Basically Speaking" for a full treat-
ment of this subject. In short, you are right on both
counts: Information on rehabihty would be ten
useful, but it is ten hard to come by. It'e do not have

the players we review on hand long enough to deter-

mine how reliable they are the reports would be ob-

solete by the time they hit the stands r, and even if we

did, how would we know in any particular case
whether a failure was the result of a design weakness

or just a fluke? We would need many samples of

each model tested. The only other nay we can think

of to obtain such data would be to sumer dealers and

repair shops. and given the time required for that
plus our three-month publication lead time, the
information would be badly' out of date by the time it

reached print. -Ed.

VIDEO COVIRAIN MATED
I AGREE WITH JOHN L. MILEWSHI

junel: If I wanted information and articles
about video. I'd buy a video magazine. In
other words, I think that Meat Flamm' is a
great source of information to its readers
and that it shouldn't waste space on matters
that are of no use or interest to many of
them.
AI Pahozzl
WM NR -FM
Monroe, Conn.

I SUBSCRIBE TO YOUR MAGAZINE (AND NOT TO

your competition) precisely because of the
completeness of your video product cover-
age. Your attention to the technical aspects
of video is all the more welcome now that
one of the dedicated video monthlies has
oriented itself more toward "lifestyle" arti-
cles. In fact. 1 would welcome more video
coverage-a test report on at least one video

product per month. for example, and a regu-
lar monthly column on the subject. How
about t?
Itioseeld J. Kopookkl

New York, N.Y.

It's a rare issue that doesn't include a test of at least

one video component. For the time being. however,

Technical Editor David Ranada's video column,
"Scan Lines." will run approximately every other
month.-Ed.

DUAL SOLUTION
I.IKE EDWARD PIC:KERING rCROSSTALK,..
October]. I own a Dual turntable with which
I have had tracking problems. Recently. I
could not get any of my records to play prop-
erly with either of my two principal car-
tridges. I thought that maybe by some coin-
cidence both styli had worn out or broken
simultaneously, but inspection proved that
both were in very good condition. I finally
traced the trouble to a rubber ring (part ref-
erence number 230, part number 216 845)
in the detent mechanism for the 1229Q
"single/multi" selector. If this ring is not
tight enough. the tonearm can rise just
enough to cause the two other parts to rub
against each other, resulting in excessive

Discwashergets the grubbies out of your grooves.

din(val,her

c 1986 Discwasher
A Division of International Jensen Inc

The Discwasher't
D44-1TM Record Care
System features a unique
fluid and special direc-
tional micro -fiber pad to
clean your records safely
and effectively. It picks
up the grubbies without
leaving behind any
residue.

For your stylus,
DiscwasherR SC-2MA

Stylus Care System
loosens and wipes away
all damaging con-
taminants. Gently and
thoroughly.

Discwasher is the
technological leader in
keeping your records
and equipment in top
condition. Discwasher,
4309 Transworld Road,
Schiller Park, IL 60176.

Find out what we can do for your tape,
compact disc and video equipment, too!

discwasher For good, clean fun.
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The
last word
in
phono
cartridges
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horizontal friction and mistracking. I re-
placed the ring with a vinyl grommet and
have had no more trouble of this type.
David O'Reoleis
Santa Maria, Calif.

FREEDOM AND CULTURE

I HAVE FOLLOWED THE DEBATE ON THE TIKIION

Khrennikov interview I-the Czar of Soviet
Music," March; see also "Letters," May and
July, and "A Reply to Tikhon Krennikov,"
August], and I must say that, whatever the
limitations on intellectual freedom under
communism, the anti-Soviet diatribes that
make up most of the replies generate more
heat than light. One correspondent suggests
that the dearth of Russian composers of the
stature of Prokoliev and Shostakovich
means that the system finally has won. Well.
all I can say is that a system that takes that
many years to win clearly is not trying very
hard.

Is there even any obvious correlation be-
tween freedom and cultural flowering?
Would your readers, I wonder, consider
19th -century England relatively free com-
pared with much of continental Europe at
the time? If so. how can we account for this

being a musical (though not literary) Dark
Age in Britain? Is it possible that some form
of oppression can be a spur to creative activi-
ty, just as the Great War produced great po-
etry with the same prodigality with which it
slaughtered the poets?
Robert Monte
Midanbun , England

ME IDENTITY OR "RECORDING AMOUR"
HARLOW ROBINSON IF ON
the Soviet record company Melodiya June]
failed to identify the "private concern bear-
ing the romantic name 'Recording Amour'
[that] operated out of the same building"
before the Revolution. Its disc label bore the
name Pushushchy Amour (in Cyrillic, of
course) and EMI's 1898 trademark, which
we still call the Recording Angel. Fred Gais-
berg's pioneering recordings-produced in
Russia for EMI (then the Gramophone Com-
Dam ) before and after the Revolution-

c locally marketed with the little angel
,c( ularized as Cupid or Amour.
George Sponlialtz

ngel Records
Ilollywood. Calif.

BAD BUSINESS?

I ,1 I I II JAY C. TAYLOR'S OBSERVATION IN

the July "Autophile" that "a HIGH FIDELITY
reader can't be considered an average
American." So shame on Telarc and HIGH
FIDELITY, both for doing business in South
Africa, and the latter especially for letting its
readers know that a South African business-
man is "overwhelmed by the demand" for
CDs, despite "the strong dollar that has
made their prices outrageous" I"Letters,"
May]. Surely none are so obtuse as those
who fail to see that for the average black
South African-indeed, for all 24 million of
them-neither Telarc nor HIGH FIDELITY is
within reach, to say nothing of liberty and
freedom.
Carotid. A. Forsberg
Williamsville. N.Y.

ll'e can't see what harm South African sales of
HIGH FIDELITY (or Telarc recordings, for that
mailer) could do that country's blacks. (Our sales
there are very small, in any event. ).-Ind why is it bad

for our readers to know that there is strong demand
for Compact Discs in South Africa? ll'e are remind-
ed, paradoxically, of a letter we received some time

back from a reader incensed at our description of
Nelson Mandela as a South African nationalist. He

felt that Mandela was a Communist and a terronst
and that we had unwittingly served the cause of So-

viet imperialism. Sometimes you just can't win.-
Ed.

ANOTHER REMEMBRANCE OF RUBBRA

I WAS MOVED 155 ROBLR I R. RE.11.1.1S EULOGY

for Edmund Rubbra 1"Nfedlev ." August].

How right he is in his remarks.
It might interest your readers to know

that the Albany Symphony Orchestra com-
missioned what turned out to be Rubbra's fi-
nal composition: Sinfonietta for Large String
Orchestra. It will be given its world premiere
on December 5, 1986. Rubbra was a superb
composer. Too few people know this, espe-
cially in the United States. I hope Mr. Reilly's
remarks help correct this.
Peter R. Kerusteal

President, Board of Directors
Albany Symphony Orchestra

SACK ISSUES WANTED

I'VE ENJOYED READING HIGH FIDELITY FOR
almost 20 years: You have a truly fine maga-
zine. I would now like to add to my collection
of copies from the 1950s and 1960s. If any
readers have individual copies or whole col-
lections that they would like to sell, please
contact me at 505 King Ave., Columbus,
Ohio 43201.
Freemen Matthews
Columbus, Ohio

Leant ,noun./ be addreued to The Editor, Mat Flown. 82T ith

.1ve . Neu, York, N 10019 All letten are sub/ea to edatng for

brevity and dank.

10 HIGH FIDELITY
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FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF AN ELECTRONICS

aficionado, this decade could very well be re-
garded as the beginning of mankind's Digi-
tal Era. Nonetheless, decisions on new prod-
uct development are being made with more
than a little consideration for compatibility
with existing goods.

A case in point is today's videocassette

R

recorder, which, though seemingly an ultra-
modern device, has remained fundamentally
unchanged from its predecessors of ten
years past. Differing formats aside, efforts to
improve VCR performance have been
reined in by the need to maintain compati-
bility with those models already in 30 per-
cent of American homes. So far, audio per -

T S

Video
Noise
Reduction
VCRs

Discwasher takes the tackles off your tape path.

For horne and car.

Discwasher tape care products
do away with tacky contaminants
for the purest sound possible.

The Discwasherh Perfect Path
Cassette Head Cleaner removes
oxides and residues from all tape
heads and the entire tape path. This
unique dry cleaning system is gently
effective and totally non-abrasive.

Discwasher C.PRJm cleans
capstans and pinch rollers to prevent

tape jamming. And Discwasherh
D'Magrm eliminates magnetism
problems that could erase portions
of your tapes.

Discwasher, with a complete
tape care system, is the technological
leader in seeping your tapes and
equipmert in top form. Discwasher,
4309 'framsworld Road, Schiller
Park, IL &)176.

Find out what we can do for your record,
compact disc and video equipment, too!

discwasher®
For good, clean fun.

1986 Discwasher
A Dins of, i International Jensen Inc
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formance has made the greatest strides, as
evidenced by Beta Hi-Fi, VHS Hi-Fi, and.
more recently, the entirely new 8mm format
with both AFM and PCM sound recording.
More subtle have been the picture improve-
ments made possible by Super Beta and HQ
circuitry. Digital circuitry has not been a fac-
tor in improving actual picture quality:
Field -storage techniques have been em-
ployed in so-called digital VCRs solely to

provide jitter -free still frames and slow mo-
tion. clearer picture scanning, special ef-
fects, and picture -in -picture displays.

But now NEC, the world's largest pro-
ducer of semiconductors, has developed a
digital video noise reduction system for
VCRs that actually seeks to improve the pic-
ture quality of any tape being played. The
technique is said to increase the video sig-
nal-to-noise ratio by as much as 9 dB (as

SOUTHND
E

OF THE
FUTURE

THE SYMPHONY I.
$550/PR.

BY TENNESSEE
SOUND COMPANY

The state-of-the-art speaker
system with sound clarity
unmatched at any price.

Please call or write for further
information or direct sales.

Dealer inquiries invited.
MasterCard and Visa accepted.

law

Tennessee Sound Company
P.O. Box 1252  Bristol, TN 37621
(615) 878-4121

compared to 2 or 3 dB with HQ alone).
Video noise manifests itself in three ways: as
flecks of spurious color, as graininess in the
dark areas of a scene, or as "snow." Since the
noise is random, some of it can be canceled if
successive video fields (two fields equal one
picture "frame") are averaged. The NEC cir-
cuit does this by digitizing and temporarily
storing one field, then adding it to the next
and halving their sum (in effect, taking the
average), creating a single field with as much
as 29 percent less noise (a figure derived
from the probability of the two fields cancel-
ing some of each other's noise). Each succes-
sive original video field is then averaged with
the previously stored notsr-reduced field
(which is itself an average). All of this, of
course, is happening very rapidly, displaying
a picture that is composed entirely of these
noise -reduced fields. The degree of noise
reduction is governed by a feedback loop
and can be adjusted to suit the quality of the
tape being played (high -quality material
might actually be compromised if too much
noise reduction were to be used).

Two NEC VHS videocassette recorders
are the first to get this digital treatment: the
monaural DX -1000U and the VHS Hi-Fi
DX -2000U (pictured). Definition is im-
proved by the effects of two HQ circuits:
white -clip extension and detail enhance-
ment. Although each model has just two
video heads, the quality of effects like slow
motion and still frame is said to surpass that
of conventional four -head machines-an
added benefit of the digital field -storage
process. Also, a freeze frame can be taken
from any off -air broadcast received on the
VCR's tuner. Other features common to
both models are a wireless remote control
that also works with current NEC TV moni-
tors. an electronic cable -compatible tuner.
and on -screen timer programming. The DX -
2000U has an MTS/SAP TV tuner and can
record and play back both VHS Hi-Fi and
Dolby linear stereo soundtracks. Price is
$700 for the DX -1000U and not yet an-
nounced for the DX -2000U. For further
information, write NEC Home Electronics.
1255 Michael Dr.. Wood Dale, III. 60191.

VERSATILITY, FOR SHORE

SHURE BROTHERS CALLS ITS MODEL AVC-20
the Power Station. It's a remote -controlled
four -channel integrated amplifier with a
built-in Dolby Surround decoder and video
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and audio switching and processing con-
trols, and according to the company, it is de-
signed to act as a "foundation on which to
build a home entertainment center."

The unit contains four amplifiers rated at
30 watts (14.8 dBW) per channel (bridge-
able to 60 watts, or 17.8 dBW, per channel
for stereo), making it possible to connect
two pairs of speakers for surround sound
without using an additional back -channel
amplifier. A monaural center -channel out-
put can be used to reproduce the dialogue in
Dolby Surround-encoded movies (a sepa-
rate amplifier is needed); a separate sub -
woofer output is also provided. In addition
to Dolby, there are two surround modes for
use with other stereo sources. Three sets of
video connections (one for playback only)
and a fourth hookup for an audio tape deck
are included. Switching among the sources
is arranged for easy dubbing. An unusual
(and welcome) feature for a component of
this type is a phono input, although owing to
Shure's heritage, it seems almost obligatory.

Other features include a video image en-
hancer, a high -frequency noise filter for
videotape hiss, individual volume controls
for the four channels, and a master volume
control. Most functions can be operated
from the wireless remote. The AVC-20 inte-
grated amplifier is priced at $550 and is
available from Shure Brothers, Inc., 222
Hartrey Ave.. Evanston, III. 60202.

CLARION CAR COMPONENTS

-10 ,:a.
.."..."*" - - - -

CLARION AUDIA 200 (TOP), AUDIA 200E (BOTTOM)

CLARION'S TOP -OF -THE -LINE CAR UNITS ARE

headed by the Audia 200 ($580). which in-
cludes a digital tuner that receives both FM
and AM stereo broadcasts, a full -logic auto -
reverse cassette deck with Dolby B and C, a
preamp output. and separate bass and treble
controls. The 200E is a DIN -size version
priced at $590. The Audia 20 ($500. avail-
able in compact chassis only) is a similar
model without full -logic control or AM
stereo reception.

Two passive seven -band equalizers, the
EQX-70 ($200) and the EQX-700 ($330),
each have RCA and DIN inputs in a slim 1 -
inch -high chassis. The EQX-70 has an "ef-

DIGITAL
AUDIO

STORAGE
The prect marriage be-
tween fine cabinetry and
high technology has been
achieved to give you the
versatility and expandability
a compact disc collection

demands.

Specific features include

solid oak cabinets, fine dove -

ail joinery, wall mountable,
horizontally and vertically
expandable.

Optional services include

any cabinets available in vir-
tually any hardwood also
custom cabinets designed to
customer dimensional and
capacity needs. Call or write
for quote.

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES E5

P.O. Box 1082, Palmdale CA 93550
(805) 947.4588

VISA, MC or COD orders
Hours: 9-5 pst M-F

Call or write for free brochure

SA 241-1/$80.00 ppd
SA 25V/$80.00 ppd
SA 50V/$95.00 ppd (not shown)
SA 75V/$115.00 ppd
Glass - Clear/Smoked
Fin ish - Lt - Med - Dk
Shipping paid within Continental U.S.
Calif. residents add 6.5* Sales Tax

L7.

The best sound you can hear
next to Carnegie Hall.

Toshiba's new CD player makes concert quality sound portable.
Yet, hooked up to your stereo system it's atop of the line home CD player.
Offering 16 program random memory 3 beam laser pick up, even
a wireless remote. Toshiba's XR-P9 is the In Touch wsthTonoor-ow

TOSHIBA
a concert hall nothing sounds better. Wm.) Arne.. inc 82 Tom.. Root Vg.vne NJ 0 WO

complete, portable CD player. Outside of



FOR THOSE OBSESSED WITH MUSICAL PERFECTION,



TECHNICS NOW OFFERS FOUR WAYS TO ATTAIN IT.

Compact disc players
for your home. Car. And everywfiere

in between.

Before we could satisfy your obses-
sion ,ivith musical perfection, we had
to satisfy our own. And we have.

Our newest home compact disc
player is the ultra -sophisticated and
fully programmable SL -P500. It plays
any selection. In any order. Even by

remote. Cr you may choose
to drive off with the qew

Technics combination car

I
CD player and digital AM/FM tuner.
Its shcc<-absorbing suspension sys-
tem helps ensure a truly flawless
musical performance no matter
where the road leads. Or select our
biggest achievement-the incredibly
small S_-XP8 portable CD p ayer. It's
barely larger than the disc it plays.
It even has a built-in AIVI/F'Vl tuner

Or perhaps you'd prefer a Technics
CD player that comes with every-
thing-because it's part of a perfectly
pre -marched audio rack system.

Technics
The science of sound

No matter which you chcose,
experience the MUSIGa perfec-

tioi of the compact disc. Because
every Ted -rocs CD player his been
engineered with a poN.ve-ful and
ac:urate tine -focus sina e -beam laser
system (FF1)

A wort of cautici. hcweve-
Knowing about Technics CD players
could lead to another obsession
waitinc b cwn all of them.

A -B repeat

111111110110

repeat

auto cue

ter e

scan4
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fector" control that is said to create a "con-
cert hall" experience. The EQX-700 is an
electronic design with an LED spectrum an-
alyzer. a three -preset EQmemory, and sepa-
rate front/rear defeat controls.

A fourth model has been added to Clati -
on's amplifier line. The slimline four -chan-
nel AFX-20 ($100) delivers a claimed 20
watts (13 dBW) per channel (5 percent total
harmonic distortion) in its bridged stereo
mode. Additional information may be ob-
tained by writing Clarion Corporation of
America, 5500 Rosecrans Ave., Lawndale.
Calif. 90260.

ZENITH'S HI -Fl TVs
/.1St 1)E51.1.01.1 I, I ul. TIA:11No1.0(:1' FOR
multichannel telt-% ',ion sound I NI I.S), which
showed the potential fOr high -quality stereo
audio in TV broadcasts. Unfortunately, the
dismal audio quality of most TV sets severe-
ly limits the benefit of MTS: serious listeners
have to run the sound through their hi-fi sys-
tems. But not anymore, according to Zenith.
The company has retained the services of
the loudspeaker manufacturer Bose for the
design of a high-performance sound system

ZENITH SC -2793S STEREO TELEVISION

that's built into a 27 -inch digital set.
The Bose system is (-entered on the com-

pany's "acoustic waveguide" design, which
is basically a small woofer with two different -
length tubes (waveguides) attached at either
end. The tubes are folded so that each end is
directed out the back of the set, and the en-
tire assembly fits into the top rear portion of
the cabinet, making the 'UV no deeper than
competitive models. The key characteristics
of the waveguide design are high operating
efficiency and extended bass reproduction
unusual for such a small enclosure. (See our

report on the Bose Acoustic Wave Music
System its the June 1985 issue.)

One amplifier powers the driver in the
waveguide, while mid and high frequencies
are reproduced through two front -mounted
"twiddlers" (a name coined by Bose for
combination midrange -tweeters). each driv-
en by its own amplifier. Loudness compen-
sation is achieved by what Bose calls its "dy-
namic equalization circuitry." which
automatically adjusts the bass output to
maintain the same tonal balance at all vol-
ume levels. To permit the Bose system's use
as a hi-fi sound system. an "audio only"
switch disengages the TV picture.

The set itself rides on a digital chassis,
converting incoming video and audio sig-
nals to their digital equivalents: an on -board
computer then controls the picture -process-
ing circuitry and ensures that the set stays up
to spec. Naturally, an MTS/SAP decoder is
part of the package. Other features include
on -screen display of remote -controlled
ffinctions and 178 -channel tuning.

The Digital System 3 Color T\' with
Sound by Bose is available in four styles: The
SC -2793S and the SC -27931' are table mod-
els with slate and pecan finishes, respective-
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ly: the SC -2747P is a pecan -finish compact
console with doors: and the SC -2749V is a
black -lacquer compact console with "Chi-
nese style" doors. Prices are empected to
range from $1,400 to $1,700. More infor-
mation is available from Zenith Electronics
Corp., 11:00 Milwaukee Ave.. Glenview, III.
60025.

AUDIOSOURCE SURROUND
PROCESSOR

AdIMPOOMI".

TIIE REAR-CIIANNEL SOUNDS EN.A)DED IN
Dolby movies can be reproduced using Au-
diosource's Mode. SS -One Dolby Surround
Processw. It leatot es an ampl.fier rated at
IS watts (11.8 &IVO per channel to power
the back -channel speakers for two additional
effects: "Matrix" is said to create a stereo im-
age front a mono source, and "Hall" uses a
variable delay (10 to 30 milliseconds) to si m -
ulate the acoustics ()fa larger list (min rvmom.

Delay time is variable as well in the Dolby
Surround mode, to optimize the effect in

rooms of different sizes. Separate left and
right "calibration" controls can be adjusted
to effectively cancel any front -channel infor-
mation coming out the back, according to
the company. There arc two tonal boost
switches, centered at 100 Hz and 10 kHz,
that affect only the back -channel signals.
Overall balance between front and back re-
quires adjustment of both the SS -One's vol-
ume control and that of the front amplifier.
Price is $290 For $50 more, a pair of LS -Ten
two-way speakers (with 4 -inch woofers) is in -
chided for the surround channel. For more
information, contact Audiosource, 1185
Chess Dr.. Fostet ( , Calif. 94404.

DISCWASHER CD RACK
SI.\DE (.K.N1 ABS 1'1..55 IC. THE CD
Storage s stem from Discwasher can be
wall-moanted or placed on any flat surface.
Its light weight makes it easily portable be-
tween I and car. Measuring 6 by 15 by 2
inches, the $20 device can hold as many as
20 C pat Disc jewel boxes in its pivoting
storage dips. Details are available from Disc -
washer. 4309 Transworld Rd., Schiller Park,
III. 60176.

SHERWOOD'S TOP RECEIVER

o

THE `, 7(1R RECEIVER INCLUDES A WIRELESS

remote control that can also operate certain
other Sherwood components. A seven -band
graphic equalizer can memorize four EQset-
tings that can be called up by the remote.
Three video components can be connected
(two for playback only), and an RF terminal
is pros ided for hookup to a standard TV.
During video dubbing, an original sound-
track can be replaced with audio from any
connected source. A surround -sound circuit
is said to create a "home theater" expe-
rience when a pair of back -channel speakers
is used. Other features include a digital Ire-
quencv -synthesis AM/FM tuner with 16 pre-
sets and inputs for tape deck, turntable, and
CD player. The receiver is rated at 70 watts
(18.5 dBW) per channel. The price is $450.
Details can he obtained by writing Sher-
wood. 13845 Artesia Blvd., Cerritos, Calif.
90701.

Our new UX tapes deliver
higher highs, lower lows and
wider dynamic range.

If you're going to list( 11 to music at all,
you may as well get it all. No matter how
high or low, how loud or soft. Captured so
faithfully that trying one of these new
tapes at least cnce is something you owe
yourself And your music.

Each of these four new UX tapes rep-
resents the kind of advancement of music
reproduction you've come to expect from
Sony. UX-ES, for instance, offers the best
frequency response of any Type II tape
we've ever formulated. Yet UX-PRO actually
goes one beter with a ceramic tape guide
that yields the most incredibly quiet tape
housing Sony has ever produced.

Sony UX tapes. Now when a musician
really extends him- soNy
self, so will your tape.

1986 Sony Corporation ' in t

trademark.; of Sony.

THE ONE AND ONLY.

1 lin ao Ir I, at
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Lots of com3anies let you run a compo-
nent hi-fi system .rom across the room. Some
even let you do it with only one remote con-
troller. Sound terrific? That depends ...0f1 how
the components sound.

At Denon, we believe that superior sound
is the only thing that makes high fidelity worth
the money. We call this philosophy Design
Integrity. And it's evident in every new Denon
remote cornponert -from the top of the line
you see here* to our most affordable remote
models.

The DCD-110 Compact Disc Player
(shown) has already been declared "Reference
Class" by Germany's Audio and HiF Vision
magazines. In the U.S., Digital Audio pro-
claimed, "The Denon engineers who created
the DCD-1500 should be honored in public:'

Denon's expertise in making pro digital
recorders and blank tape is reflected in the new
DRM-30HX Cassette Deck. You can see it in the
three -head design. in the super -smooth three -

motor transport. A Id in the choice of Dolby' B,
C, and HX Pro.

Thanks to Design Integrity, the DRA-95VR
Receiver uses the same Pure Current Power
Supply, Non-NFB circuitry; and MC cartridge
inputs as Denon in-egrated amps. What's more,
every Denon receiver provides switching
facil ties for a VCR, a video disk player and a
video monitor.

So before you buy components whose
most impressive feature is a remote control, get
yourself to a Denon dealer. And listen to the
remote control whose most impressive feature
is t ie components it controls.

DENONDESIGN INTEGRITY



To hear why Genesis
records on Sony digital equipment,play them

back on a Sony Compact Disc Player.
When it comes to capturing the experience of

live music, no audio equipment delivers the lifelike
reproduction of digital audio.

That's why the only digital recording equipment
chosen by Tony Banks, Phil Collins and Mike
Rutherford of Genesis is, not surprisingly, the
leader in the industry: Sony.

Not only has Sony led the way in profes-
sional digital recording equipment, we
invented the digital audio system for play-
back-the compact disc player. Sony also
introduced the first home, car and portable
CD players. And Sony sells more types of compact
disc players than anyone else in the world.

But whichever Sony Compact Disc Player you
choose, each allows you to hear the music the way the
artist originally intended.

So why not do what Genesis does? Play back
the top -selling compact discs like "Invisible
Touch" the way they were mastered. On

Sony Digital equipment. You'll
find that when it comes

to bringing you close to
the music, nothing
even comes close.

The Sony CDP-55.
Sony's best value in
a full -featured compact
disc player.

From its Unilinear Converter and digital filter to its
programming flexibility and supplied Remot,

Commander unit, the Sony S ONYCDP-55 has everything you
need in a home CD player. THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO'"

1986 Sony Corporation of America Sony Remote Commander and The Leader In Digital Audio are trademarks of Sony



Buy Any Sony
Compact Disc Player
and get 2 CDs free.
Between September 15, 1986 and Jan-

uary 31, 1987 buy any Sony home, car, or
portable compact disc player and re-
ceive 2 CDs free from the 20 listed be-
low. (You pay only for shipping and
handling.) Just mail the coupon below,
together with a copy of the proof of
purchase for your Sony CD player.
346478 Madonna
True Blue (Sire)

346312 Billy Joel
The Bridge (Columbia)

346270 Wham
Music From the Edge of
Heaven (Columbia)

346023 Genesis
Invisible Touch (Atlantic)

343327 Wynton Mersalis
JoliverIbmasi Trumpet Con
certos (CBS Masterworks)

346809 Enrique Rafts
Dvorak Sym No 9 'New
World" London Philharmonic
(Verese Sarabande)

346015 Joan -Claude Malgorie,
Cond. Handel Royal Fire
works Music. La Grande
Ecurie Et La Chamber Du
Roy (CBS Masterworks)

345892 Ruthless People
Original Sound 'hack (Epic)
345827 Bob James and David
Sanborn. Double Vision
(Warner Bros )

343095 Phihp Glass
Songs from Liquid Days (CBS)

345553 Branford Manuals
Romances rot Saxophone
(CBS Masterworks)
343947 Tony Bennett
The Art of Excellence
(Columbia)
343582 Van H11811
5150 (Warner Bros )
342097 Barbra Streisand
The Broadway Album
(Columbia)
339226 Michael Tilson
Thomas, Gershwin Rhapsody
in Blue. Etc Los Angeles
Philharmonic (CBS
Masterworks)
336222 Dire Straits
Brothers in Arms
(Warner Bros )
334391 Whitney Houston
(Arista)
326629 Bruce Springateen
Born In The USA
(Columbia)
323261 Lionel Rictus
Can I Slow Down
(Motown)
339200 Stevie Wonder
In Square Circle (Tamla)

And, as a special bonus we'll enroll you
in the CBS Compact Disc Club-which
offers you the CDs you want at substan-
tial savings! But you have absolutely no
obligation to buy anything, ever-and
you may cancel your membership at any
time.
How the Club works: every four weeks (13 times a
year) you'll receive the Club's music magazine. If
you want only the Selection of the Month, do noth-
ing-it will be shipped automatically. If you prefer
an alternate selection-or none at all-mail the re-
sponse card, always provided, by the date speci-
fied. You will always have at least 10 days to make
your decision. If you ever receive any selection
without having had at least ten days, you may re-
turn the selection at our expense. The CDs you or-
der as a member will be billed at regular Club
prices, plus shipping and handling.

PPony/CBS CD Offer, 1400 N. Fruitridge, 1
O Box 1129, Terre Haute. Indiana 47811

I have enclosed a copy of proof of Sony CD play-
er purchase. Rush my 2 FREE CDs (1 will be
billed$3 00 forshipping and handling only)and
enroll me in the Club under the terms outlined
above. I understand I have absolutely no obli-
gation to buy anything, ever -and may cancel
at any time.

Send these 2 CDs

Insert Code I Insert Code

My main musical interest is
( ) Rock/Pop ( ) Classical

Name

Address

City State Zip
Coupons must be postmarked by February 15 1987 CBS
Compact Disc Club reserves the right to cancel any mem
bership Offer good in continental USA only excluding
Alaska SONY

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO
C.) 1986 Sony Corpora ion of America. Sony and The

Leader in Digital Audio are trademarks of Sony
RDWiNA

T APE T R A C K S

No STOP

eQUEALING TAPE IS ONE

aproblem for which, more
than any other, I wish I could
be of some help to our readers;
frankly, it has me entirely sty-
mied. I've experienced it-but
not for many years, though I
work with all sorts of decks and
all sorts of tapes.

Squealing is a form of R 0 B

scrape flutter. Instead of mov-
ing at a constant speed, the
tape is slowed by friction,
jumps ahead when tension overcomes the
friction, slows when the tension is released,
and so on. This not only modulates tones
that the recorder is trying to record or play
but produces acoustic output directly from
the site of the friction. The frequency of the
squeal is a function of both the deck and the
tape, just as tonearm resonance in turnta-
bles is determined by both the arm and the
cartridge.

I've brought up the subject with deck and
blank -tape manufacturers. Most don't seem
to know what I'm talking about; others ac-
knowledge that such a problem could exist,
with tape makers citing the deck and deck
makers citing the tape. Usually, the only con-
crete advice I turn up is to try a different
brand of tape (if not another deck).

Most of those who have written to me
about the problem have done just that.
Along the way, they have compiled lists of
the variety of decks and tape types and
brands used (ranging from well-known,
high -quality brands to some that I've never
heard of or would avoid using any way).

I understand the frustration that this
problem generates. But while I can empa-
thize with it. I can't dispel it beyond citing
some obvious remedies: readjustment of the
deck's tape tensioning, checking the cap-
stan(s) for worn bearings or a bent shaft, ex-
amining all parts in the tape path (guides,
heads, pucks) for signs of wear or misalign-
ment, checking the reel- or hub -drive parts
for alignment or friction, and cleaning the
deck.

AINNO-0111.1f VCRs?

LETTERS CONTINUE TO ARRIVE ASKING ABOUT

the potential of Hi-Fi videocassette record-
ers for audio -only use. As a reader from Hol-
lywood, Maryland, puts it: "We need better
metering, level controls that are easier to use
(larger and visibly calibrated), and easier
cueing." And, as he goes on to imply, off -
the -tape monitoring during recording.

Frankly, I don't see much hope of VCR -

I. 0 N

based recorders replacing
open -reel home audio decks,
though that looked like a fair
bet only a few years ago. The
reason is that digital audio
tape recorders (using the
RDAT format) are close to in -

t troduction, and that's where
the manufacturers willing to

R T go after a new high-per-
formance audio format are

G placing their chips. The stor-
age density is far better (two-

hour RDAT cassettes are even tinier than
8mm videocassettes). and the RDAT format
is engineered from the ground up for audio.
whereas Hi-Fi VCRs (and the PCM digital -
sound option in 8mm video decks) are de-
signed with video as the top priority.

Among other things. that means
cramped and undercalibrated audio con-
trols. Even as is, many VCRs are monstrous-
ly complicated. I know of one line of models
that can't be operated until the owner has
gone through a complex installation ritual
that is difficult for many to understand. The
result: The decks come back to the company
in droves as "defective." The company in
question can legitimately point out that the
manual gives all of the necessary instruc-
tions, so if buyers can't or won't follow that
much, the prospect of piling on still more
functions and controls for audio use is dim.
Add to this the fact that the potential market
for audio -only features is minute compared
with that for the advanced video capabilities,
and you can see why there's little incentive
for designers to compromise good video de-
signs by catering to audiophiles. And that
readily translates into no dollars for the de-
velopment of monitoring rotary heads. With
all that's going on already in a Hi-Fi VCR
head assembly, I shudder to think what the
structure would be like with an added set of
playback heads.

But monitoring heads aren't as impor-
tant with Hi-Fi VCRs as they are with con-
ventional audio recorders because what
comes off the tape has less opportunity to
differ from what's fed to it; and if there is a
difference you don't like, there's relatively
little you can do about it. With conventional
machines-particularly professional -grade
open -reel decks-you can tweak bias, re-
cording EQ or head azimuth or some com-
bination of the three to tailor the sound. The
frequency modulation system in a Hi-Fi
VCR doesn't respond the same way to these
factors. And digital systems (such as RDAT)
are virtually unaffected by them.

DECEMBER 1 9 8 6 21



C R OS S T A L K

CD OVER 1.11

I'VE NOTICED THAT SOME (:1) PACKAGES CARRY

the message that the enclosed disc is limited
by the quality of the original tape from which
it was mastered. Is it safe to assume that if an
LP contains a lot of background noise or
sounds bad, then the CD version also will
sound inferior because it was made from die
same master tape? If so, why can't the tioi.e
be filtered out of the original tape to make a
better -sounding Compact Disc?
John Pendiede

Hawthorne, N.Y.

It all depends. If the reason on LP sounds bad is
that the original master tape was hissy or poorly
recorded, the CD version is not going to sound
much, if any, better. But making a record is a com-

plicated process: There can be many a slip 'twixt
tape and disc. In other words, you can take a good

master tape and make mediocre records. It's even
possible (though harder) to goof up the CD trans-
fer. So the short answer to your first question is
that unless the fault you're hearing is steady, low-
level hiss (which most likely is tope hiss from an old

analog master), you can't be certain that it will be
duplicated on CD-or even on a reissue of the LP.

The answer to your second question is less
equivocal but may change soon. It's very hard with

current technology to remove preexisting noise
without taking some of the desired signal along.
However, after -the -fact noise reduction schemes
based on digital signal processing are under inten-

sive development. When such methods become
available, record companies will be able to issue
CDs (and LPs, for that matter) from old master
tapes that will sound (at least in terms of noise) as
though they were recorded on modern equipment.

TAPE FOR TOMORROW

WHENEVER I BUN' A PRERECORDED TAPE, I DUB

it onto a Type 4 (metal) blank cassette; I then
store the original safely away and use the
copy for listening. This keeps the original
tape in mint condition, so that if the dub ever
wears out or gets damaged. 1 can easily re-
place it with a new copy that's just as good.
However, a friend tells me that Compact
Discs have greater longevity than cassette
tapes, which can wear out and will stick after
being stored for a long time. Would it make
sense for me to get a CD player and copy the
discs onto cassettes, instead of buying and
copying prerecorded cassettes the way I do
now? Which approach will give me the best
sound and greatest longevity?
Steven Douglas Taylor

Norton A.F.R., Calif.

You will be better off on both counts buying CDs
instead of cassettes. In fact, you probably will be
amazed at how much better Compact Discs (and
tapes made from them) sound compared to prere-
corded tapes, which often are pretty bad sonically.
And since Compact Discs do not wear out and only

rarely sustain permanent damage in normal han-
dling, you probably could forgo the hassle of dub-
bing to tape every one you buy, unless you make
the tapes primarily for use in a portable or car cas-
sette deck.

QUAD DECODERS

ARE. THFIRE ANY COMPANIES Iii F CURRENTLY

manufacture matrix decoders for extracting
back -channel information from old QS and
SQquadriphonic recordings?
Paul R. Wilkinson

Washington. D.C.

Many surround -sound decoders have settings that
either ore designed specifically for this purpose or
will do a creditable job of it. Sansui's D5-77, for
example, has a QS setting, and the Sony SDP-
505E5's Matrix mode is intended for use with SQ
and QS records.

Ili regret that the valuate of leader mall 11/00 prat far 10 ill women

all guettant,

A
BALANCHINE
A Balanchme Album features four of George
Balanchine's most enduring ballets: Tchaikovsky's
Serenade, Hindemith's The Four Temperaments,
Stravinsky's Agon, and Emeralds with music from
Faure's Pelleas and Shylock), performed by the New
York City Ballet Orchestra, Robert Irving, conductor.
'Just as there is a Balanchine style in choreography
and in dancing, there is a Balanchine-or Balanchinei
Irving-style in the performance of music. Irving
brings to the music years of watching the ballets
being created, reshaped, rehearsed and performed...
and so the score for him is not only a cluster of black
notes on white paper, but the images of dancers
dancing as well:' If rom the liner notes)

Nonesuch 791351

STRATASSINGSWEILL
Stratas Sings Weill is Teresa Stratas' long awaited
follow up to The Unknown Kurt Weill Only the sec
and solo recording in her career, it features fifteen
of Weill's greatest American, French and German
theatre songs in the composer's original orches-
trations. with Gerard Schwarz conducting the Y
Chamber Symphony.

Nonesuch 119131

The release of "the dancing, hypnotically involving"
IN. If Times) Sextet and Six Marimbas marks Steve
Retch's first compositions for percussion ensemble
since the classic Music for 18 Musicians.

Nonesuch 79138,

IM
photo credits (clockwise ham lairHenri Cartier Bresson. Beth Bergman 1986 Clive Bardai

ON NONESUCH RECORDS, CASSETTES AND COMPACT DISCS



The Energy 22 Pro Monitcr has
been hailed by critics as one of the
majo- loudspeaker design
brezkthrougi-s of the last decade.

Ir tact, the Energy 22 m y well
rank as a stardard against which
other spezke-s should be judged.
Audition either the Energy 22 Pro
Monitors or the Reference
Connoisseurs and we tiin<
agree that they are not Dnly the
mo=t exciting speakers you've ever
heart, but ma stunning
achievement" indeed!

"A STUNNING ACHIEVEMENT"
Top Retail Experts
Personal Views About
The Energy 22

New York, New York, The Listening Room, Ron Mintz -Owner...As one of the
First dealers in the U.S. tc realize the cuality of the E-22. we continue to be amazed by
the imaging and spaciousness c' this speaker of sucn compact size & price."

Hicksville, Lorg Island, New York, Designation, John Thomas - Manager.
"Never before have we experienced a speaker system which exhibits the level of realism
that the Enengy 22 provides. The excitement generated by Energy speakers is only
exceeded by the pleasure of owning them. The Energy 22 sets a reference standard by
which all other speakers must be judged:"

Washington, D.C., Audio Associates, Mike Zazanis - Owner. -.The ENERGY
22 is a very musical speaker at a very inexpensive price that easily CO -1.0 cost a lot more
money."

Chicago, Minds, Pro Musica, Ken Christianson, John Schwarz -
Co -owners. "The Enegy 22 Reference Connoisseur & Pro Monitors simply
outperform the competition. Musically satisfying to the most demanding :isteners:'

Miami, Florida, Audio By Caruso, Don Caruso - Owner. The REFERENCE
CONNOISSEURS are among the most neutral. uncolored. speakers we nave found!!!
They provide very relaxing listening.'

El Paso, Texas, Sound Room. Mark Pearson - Owner. Energy 22 pro monitor is
the most three dimensional speaker ever

Phoenix, Mesa, Arizona, HI Fl Sales, Dave Ross - G. Mgr. -ENERGY 22. One of
the most accurate. best imaging speakers we have ever heard:

Los Angeles, California, Christopher Hanson Ltd., Christopher Hanson -
Owner. "The Energy 22 is very musically involv ng - 'Absolutely BOIT-it':

San Diego. California, Stereo Sound Co., Bob Kokley -Owrer-Over. the
years we have heard mans promises of new breakthroughs in speakersw th
disappointing results. The ENERGY 22 is oneof the only products which performed
beyond those promises. A job we I bone!"

Berkley, California, The Sounding Board, Jeff Smith, Jim Serena
Co -Owners.
"The Energy 22 is an outstanding speaker. Whars incredible is the value. compact size
and its performace level."

THE DEALER'S #1 CHOICE

Copyright AR1985. Energy Loudspeakers
Energy Lou ispeakers 135 Torbay Road. Markham On'ario
L3F11G7 - (4161475-0350  TLX 06-98E689
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Nakamichi OMS-MII

Compact Disc Player
DIMENSIONS: 17' , BY 4' INCHES ;FRONT..12' , INCHES DEEP PLUS

CLEARANCE FOR CONNECTIONS. PRICE $1,650. WARRANTY "LIMIT-

ED," ONE YEAR PARTS AND LABOR. MANUFACTURER NAKAMICHI

CORP...JAPAN: U.S. DISTRIBUTOR. NAKAMICHI U.S.A.CORP.. 19701 S.

VERMONT AVE., TORRANCE, CALIF. 90502

E\ l'ERNALLY, THE ONIS-7A11 COMPACT DISC

player shows its heritage most obvious-
ly in its use of well -placed, luxurious -

feeling slanted -keypad transport controls
similar to those found on Nakamichi cassette
decks. A 24 -slot programmed -playback
memory is provided, and the tastefully sim-
ple status readout is all of one color (pale
yellow -green), not the usual razzle-dazzle.
The remote control duplicates every front -
panel function except the power switch and
the headphone volume control. The output
pin jacks are gold plated, and a subcode out-
put jack is provided. And yes, the player
does grant direct access to each track or in-

dex point on a disc via a numeric keypad. De-
spite all this, the Nakamichi OMS-7AI I is
most special where it counts: inside.

One can get an inkling of what's going on
from some of the test results. The channel
separation of 133 V, dB at 1 kHz is in itself ex-
traordinary, but what is really astounding is
that it is still 116 dB at 20 kHz. Although
these figures are far in excess of what is nec-
essary for subjectively complete stereo sepa-
ration. they speak volumes about the quality
of engineering behind this product: Such
performance is difficult to achieve even in
something as simple as a preamplifier.

There's more. The linearity figures
(which portray the difference in actual vs. ex-
pected output level) are the best we have
ever encountered. In fact, Diversified Sci-
ence Laboratories couldn't find any error
except at the lowest test level ( - 90 dB), and
there it amounted to less than 1 dB. This is

24 HIGH FIDELITY



one player that approaches "the theoretical
limits imposed by the digital system," to
quote from a Nakamichi white paper. That
paper also goes on to explain some of the de-
tails of the OMS-7AII circuitry, which may
be responsible for this exemplary behavior.

Digital -to -analog conversion, that most
crucial of processes in a CD player, has ap-
parently come under intense engineering
scrutiny at Nakamichi. The OMS-7All con-
tains two digital -to -analog converter ICs
(DACs), a separate one for each channel,
which restore the binary numbers decoded
from the CD to analog voltages. Most, but
not all. DACs used in CD players generate
small bursts of noise ("glitches") before
their output settles down to the value it is
supposed to have according to the binary
number fed to it. Glitches are commonly re-
moved by a sample -and -hold circuit placed
at the output of the DAC to store the correct
analog voltage reached after the DAC out-
put has stabilized. Nakamichi's designers
have opted to eliminate this stage and to try
instead to reduce glitch generation by ad-
justing the timings of the eight most signifi-
cant bits (the "leftmost" eight digits in a bi-
nary number) of each sample value as it
enters the DAC. Two glitch -prevention
trimming adjustments are made on each
converter: one to optimize performance at I
kHz, the other at 10 kHz.

Nakamichi makes a third adjustment fol-
lowing the recommendation of the DAC
chip's manufacturer (Burr -Brown of Tus-
con, Arizona). The particular converter used
in the OMS-7All (the PCM54KP) can be
trimmed to a most -significant -bit differen-
tial nonlinearity of nearly zero at "bipolar
zero," which reduces distortion as a signal
crosses between positive and negative volt-
age values. Each of these three adjustments
can improve measured linearity, though this
last is probably the most important. Also im-
proving linearity is the running of the DACs
at four times the normal CD sampling rate.
They operate at 176.4 kHz to convert the
outputs of the player's four -times oversam-
pling digital filters. In any case, Nakamichi's
three adjustments are three more than most
other CI) player manufacturers make when
using the same DACs-another example of
the lengths the company has gone to im-
prove player performance.

As for the other test results, none is less
than excellent. Frequency response both
with and without de -emphasis is unusually
flat, the signal-to-noise ratio is exceptionally

1 2 3
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ote Control

THE OMS-7All COMES

WITH A COMPREHEN-

SIVE WIRELESS REMOTE

CONTROL.

high. and the channel imbalance (measured
as 0.07 dB) is strikingly small. And the player
easily passed the now somewhat tame tor-
ture trials of the Philips error -correction test
disc.

How much Nakamichi's extra efforts
have contributed to the OMS-7A11's sound
quality is hard to say. In a single-blind com-
parison with another high -quality player. us-
ing pink noise and music, we could not heat
any difference between the two machines.
Output levels were matched to within 0.01
volt at I kHz (by means of the other player's
volume control), listening was over head-
phones, and music playback was synchro-
nized by using pairs of the same discs.

This is not to say that the Nakamichi nec-
essarily sounds the same as all other CD
players-merely that its sound quality is not
unique. Fortunately, that sound is very clean
and smooth: we heard nothing untoward
that could not be attributed to the software.
This is to be expected from the player's mea-
sured performance. It also comes as no sur-
prise that the controls operated smoothly,
faultlessly, and with decisive tactile feedback
as each metal pushbutton snapped home un-
der our fingers (no cheap plastic parts here
or anywhere else on the player). Our overall
impression-from the sound, the measure-
ments, and the feel of the controls-is of en-
gineering of the highest quality. Vet that.
too, could have been predicted. After all, the
OMS-7All is made by Nakamichi.
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 2 fi)
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Denon DRA-95VR

AudioVideo Receiver

FM TUNER SECTION

FREQUENCY RESPONSE E. CHANNEL SEPARATION
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DIM 95v0 IL)

DBE 0 10 20 30 40

RUIN Fplelis (NNW
Issue quIsIlms Fmk*
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DIMENSIONS. 17 BY S INCHES (FRONT), IE., INCHES DEEP PLUS CLEAR-

ANCE FOR CONTROLS AND CONNECTIONS. AC CONVENIENCE OUT-

LETS. ONE SWITCHED (100 WATTS MAX.), ONE UNSWITCHED (250

WATTS MAX.). PRICE $650. INCLUDING RC -95 WIRELESS REMOTE

CONTROL: OPTIONAL ACA -37 WOOD ENDPIECES, S30 PER PAIR. WAR-

RANTY: "LIMITED," TWO YEARS PARTS AND LABOR. MANUFACTURER:

NIPPON COLUMBIA COMPANY. LTD., JAPAN, U.S. DISTRIBUTOR:

DENON AMERICA, INC., 27 LAW DR., FAIRFIELD. NI 07006.

IN THE DRA-115 \ R. DENON BRINGS THE SORT

of circuit refinements that have
characterized its purely audio com-

ponents to the service of audio -video sys-
tems. No video circuitry is built in (no TV
tuner, for instance), but switching is provid-
ed for two video sources, whose associated
audio may be chosen for reproduction
through the receiver or replaced by a differ-
ent audio source-as for simulcasts. All
switching, including the volume adjustment.
is electronic, which offers performance
benefits in addition to making possible the
receiver's wireless remote control.

The total complement of connections in-
cludes two direct video inputs-VCR and
Video, intended for a video recorder and a
play -only video source such as a videodisc
player, respectively-and two video outputs.
Each of the video inputs also has an associat-
ed set of stereo audio connections: inputs
and outputs for the VCR, inputs only for the
other. The selected video signal will be fed
to both video outputs. And if the video
source button is pressed, the audio from that
video input will be sent to the amplifier sec-
tion.

The remaining audio portion includes

the receiver's own tuner section, a CD (aux)
input, a phono section (switchable for use
with either moving -coil or fixed -coil car-
tridges), and two audio tape inputs. When
the monitor/copy button is off, any input ex-
cept those for tape will feed the recording
outputs; for dubbing from deck to deck, you
must turn the monitor/copy switch on and
choose the source machine at the audio se-
lector buttons. As a result, you cannot use
the monitor/copy button for source/tape
switching during dubbing, although it will
serve this function (provided you have a
three -head deck) during taping from other
sources.

To simplify operation, Denon has limit-
ed the tuner section to two modes: one in-
cludes automatic stereo switching (for
stereo FM stations received above the stereo
threshold), automatic seek of the next "re-
ceivable" station when you press the up or
down tuning button, and automatic muting

REPORT POLICY
EQUIPMENT REPORTS ARE BASED ON LABORATORY MEASURE.

MINTS AND CONTROLLED LISTENING TESTS UNLESS OTHER-

WISE NOTED. TEST DATA ARE PROVIDED BY DIVERSIFIED SC,

ENCE LABORATORIES THE CHOICE Of EQUIPMENT TO BE

TESTED RESTS WITH THE EDITORS OF HIGH FIDELITY. SAMPLES

NORMALLY ARE SUPPLIED ON LOAN FROM THE MANUFACTUR

ER. MANUFACTURERS ARE NOT PERMITTED TO READ REPORTS EN

ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION AND NO REPORT OR PORTION
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of interstation noise. The other offers mono
reception only, manual tuning (100 -MHz
half -channel steps on FM, 10 -kHz full -chan-
nel steps on AM), and no muting (so that you
can listen for signs of life down in the roar).

There are 16 station presets-each of
which will hold one AM or one FM frequen-
cy-ranged in two eight -button banks, with a
shift button for toggling between them. The
tuner automatically shifts bands if you
choose a memorized AM station while
you're tuned to the FM band or vice versa. A
signal -strength "meter" consisting of three
LED pairs operates on both bands. We
found the FM thresholds (28, 3414. and 51
dBf) well chosen in that they all lie within the
range where antenna rotation is most likely
to be needed.

The tuner -mode switch is only one
mono/stereo option; there is also a front -
panel switch that blends channels from any
source. Another simulates stereo from
mono sources, though it's specifically in-
tended for the audio from mono TV broad-
casts or videotapes. Subjectively, it seems to
do little more than shift the mono sound to-
ward the right speaker, so we were no more
impressed by it than we usually are by such
stereo -simulation features. Also on the front
panel is a loudness -compensation knob that
delivers flat response at its maximum setting
and introduces a deepening midband dip
(together with some overall attenuation) as
it is turned down.

Further signal manipulation can be
added by removing the pre-out/main-in
jumpers on the back panel and patching in
an outboard processor (an equalizer. ambi-
ence -recover device, or whatever). Because
of the speaker -connector design. we advise
taking care to gel good, solid connections at
the speaker outputs. The antenna inputs for

ABOUT THE dBW

We currently are ...pressing power in 'ems of 45W-
moonm9 Dower in dB with a reference (0 48W) of 1 watt.
The conversion table will enable you to use the advan-
tages of dBW m comparing these otoducts to others for
which you hove no d 3W figures.

WATTS dBW WATTS d3W

1.0 0 32 15

1.25 1 40 16

1.6 2 50 17

2.0 3 63 18

2.5 4 SO 19

3.2 5 100 20

4.0 6 125 21

5.0 7 160 22

6.3 8 200 23

9 250 24

10.0 10 320 25

12.5 1 1 400 26

16.0 12 500 27

20.0 13 630 28

25.0 14 SOO 29

300 -ohm FM twinlead and the supplied AM
loop are conventional lightweight finger -
screw terminals, but we were delighted to
find that Denon also provides a 75 -ohm co-
axial F connector, which has become the
standard in the U.S. for coaxial FM and TV
leads.

The supplied RC -95 remote handset du-
plicates most of the front -panel controls.
One significant difference is in the way the
power switches work. The main chassis's
power switch is marked to indicate that ON is

STANDBY and OFF is just OFF. If you leave the
receiver on STANDBY and turn it off at the re-
mote, it will return to the current source and
volume settings when you once again press
the remote's power switch. But when it has
been turned off at the chassis switch, it al-
ways reverts to the tuner section (though to
the last -tuned station) and to the minimum
volume setting.

All such preset controls plus the up and
down tuning buttons are included on the re-
mote. but not the tuning -mode button, so
you can't tune manually from the remote un-
less you've left the receiver itself in the mono
mode. Also on the remote are all of the
source selectors (audio and video) and tape
monitor/dub controls of the front panel
plus its "muting" (actually, 20 -dB attenua-
tion) switch. And the manual says that the
control also can be used with Denon cassette
decks and Compact Disc players (except the
DCD-1800R). For these purposes. most
commonly -used options (recording, skip.
repeat, programming, pause, and so on) are
included.

On Diversified Science Laboratories' test
bench, the loudness -compensation and tone
controls proved relatively gentle in their ac-
tion. The treble control itself shelves above
10 kHz or so at the extreme settings, deliver-
ing about 8 dB of boost or cut in that range;
less extreme settings begin shelving at lower
frequencies-as low as about 500 Hz for a 1 -
dB attenuation. The BASS shelves belou
about 100 Hz at any setting. with the same
dB or so of maximum boost or cut.

Turning the LOUDNESS to its minimum
setting attenuates the range near 1 kHz by a
maximum of just over 15 dB, the bass below
80 dB by no more than about 6 dB, and the
treble above 10 kHz by about 10 to 11 dB.
Relative to the I -kHz range, then. maximum
compensation boosts the deep bass by less
than 10 dB. the extreme treble by about 5
dB. The volume control is very unusual, but
beneficially so, in being "linear." (Standard
practice is to taper the control's action so
that a median setting delivers much more
than median level, giving the uninitiated the
impression that the receiver or amplifier
must be very powerful.) It steps in incre-
ments of very nearly 2 dB for the most part,
though some are closer to I dB.

No filters are built into the DRA-95VR.
What attenuation of infrasonics (from warps
or feedback) it provides is inherent in the
phono preamp and-as is usually the case-
is greater for the moving -coil option than
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DRA95YR'S REMOTE WORKS WITH OTHER DENON COMPONENTS.

otherwise. With fixed -coil cartridges (or
high -output moving -coil models), response
is very flat through most of the range, with a
very slight (V, dB) rise in the bass around
200 Hz and a very gradual rolloff in the very
deep bass and infrasonic region. The mov-
ing -coil option has a similar response, but

with about twice the bass rise and somewhat
more rolloff below 50 Hz. But even then, re-
sponse is down by less than 10 dB at 5 Hz.

The slight bass rise evidently is not a
characteristic of the phono section itself, be-
cause it appears in the measurements
through the aux input and from the tuner
section. Overall, though. FM response is
flatter than that of most receivers we test.
FM separation, at a little less than 25 dB, is
lower than average (though remarkably con-
sistent across the frequency band) but still
more than adequate. Adjacent -channel se-
lectivity is remarkably good, and measured
distortion is quite low; in other respects. the
tuner section is quite typical of the models
we test-meaning that we would rate it
somewhat better than average overall, par-
ticularly for an audio -video receiver.

The amplifier section is the 95VR's high-
light. Its Non -Switching -A circuitry (Den-
on's way of approaching Class A perfor-
mance with Class AB efficiency) uses no
overall negative feedback. The Pure Current
power supply uses a floating ground for iso-
lation from the audio circuitry, and an un-
usual paralleled -capacitor configuration is
credited with reducing DC ripple and sup-
plying unfettered current peaks from the
specially designed power transformer.

The amp section is rated at a not incon-
siderable 85 watts (19.3 dBW) per channel,

TES T R EP OR T

and some Denon literature credits it with
more than 200 watts (23 dBW) of dynamic
power into a 2 -ohm load. Though the own-
er's manual cautions against running the
output into so low an impedance, the lab not
only tested it that way but confirmed the lat-
ter rating with a slight margin to spare. In
fact, it will also deliver 23 dBW of dynamic
power into a 4 -ohm load and more than 20
dBW (100 watts) per channel continuously
into any typical load.

And despite Denon's avoidance of the
usual negative feedback, harmonic distor-
tion is quite low: below our 0.01 -percent re-
porting threshold through all but the very
highest frequencies at 0 dBW (1 watt) and
measuring only a little more throughout the
range even at full rated power. Distortion is,
in a word, negligible.

The DRA-95VR is an excellent choice for
the centerpiece of an audio -video system in
which video signal processing will be han-
dled elsewhere but switched at the receiver.
Considering the number of features and ca-
pabilities, the control scheme is surprisingly
uncluttered and uncomplicated-far better
than is common for this type of component.
And on the basis of the lab measurements
together with our listening tests, we would
rate sonic performance as distinctly better
than we have come to expect in audio -video
gear.

Pioneer DSS-E10

Loudspeaker

DIMENSIONS: 15', BY 21 INCHES FRONT 12', INCHES DEEP PLUS

CLEARANCE FOR GRILLE. PRICE 51,000 PER PAIR. WARRANTY "LIMIT-

ED," THREE YEARS PARTS AND LABOR. MANUFACTURER PIONEER

ELECTRONIC CORP., JAPAN; U.S DISTRIBUTOR. PIONEER ELECTRONICS

(U.S.A.), INC., P.O. BOX 1760, LONG BEACH, CALIF. 90801.

plONLi. R-A MAJOR MANITEM.11 RER of
loudspeaker drivers and systems even
before it established its present inter-

national reputation in electronics-has ap-
plied some innovative technology to each of
the three drivers in its DSS-E10. The model
number's prefix derives from Digital Stan-
dard Speaker and is intended to suggest a
design engineered for exceptional dynamic
range and handling of transients. The E in-
dicates that the model is part of the Elite Se-
ries, Pioneer's premium component line-a
designation fully deserved in that it sounds
far better than the host of one -brand -system
speakers it superficially resembles. The
DSS-E10 also qualifies for its high-class bill-

ing by its incorporation of several advanced
manufacturing techniques.

For starters, the tweeter is a unique rib-
bon -diaphragm device mounted in a shallow
horn designed, say Pioneer engineers, to
help overcome the inherent sensitivity im-
balance between the high- and low -frequen-
cy ranges of ribbon tweeters. By adding sev-
eral dB to the sensitivity at the low end of the
tweeter's range, the horn matches it to the
more efficiently produced upper range and
prevents the high -frequency peakiness that
could otherwise result.

The ribbon itself is made of beryllium to
overcome a key shortcoming that has ham-
pered conventional aluminum -ribbon de-
signs: limited power handling because of
aluminum's low melting point and tendency
to fail under repeated excessive thermal
stress. Beryllium is much stiffer than alumi-
num, which makes for a diaphragm that be-
haves more like an ideal acoustic piston. But
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ROOM RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS
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beryllium is also difficult to work with, so
Pioneer has adopted a rather arcane metal -
evaporation technique to make the tweeter.

A copper strip is used as a "mold"; it has
transverse pleats near each end, with a pat-
tern of hexagonal pyramids in the central
section that actually will become the dia-
phragm proper. The ends are then masked
with an acid -resistant coating and the central
section evaporation -coated with beryllium.
After further masking, the diaphragm is
bathed in acid to dissolve the copper from
the center section, leaving a stiff, multifacet-
ed beryllium panel permanently attached to
the pleats and copper end pieces. The hex-
agonal facets are a form of corrugation and
increase the tweeter's rigidity. The pleats
are part of the damping to absorb internal
ribbon reflections; the copper easily accepts
soldered leads, which beryllium doesn't. Be-
cause of the extremely low impedance of
such a short conductor compared with the
traditional voice coil, an impedance -match-
ing transformer is built into the tweeter to
enable its use with conventional crossovers
and amplifiers.

The midrange driver's diaphragm-both
its 4% -inch cone and the central domed
cap-is made of what Pioneer calls boron-
ized titanium. Titanium alone is fairly light-
weight, having a density about halfway be-
tween that of aluminum and that of iron. But
its stiffness is greater than that of aluminum
and much higher than that of the cone paper
from which midrange diaphragms tradition-
ally are made. Boron alone is potentially bet-
ter in both respects, but it's essentially un-
workable by normal industrial processes.
Pioneer manages to combine the two by an-
other unusual technique: heating a titanium
substrate surrounded with a powdered mix-
ture of boron, carbon, and sodium bicarbon-
ate in a vacuum chamber. The boron com-
bines with the outer surface of the titanium
to produce a material that is slightly less
dense than the original titanium yet is con-
siderably stiffer. The resulting diaphragm,
according to Pioneer's tests, delivers a
broader, smoother frequency response with
less harmonic distortion than comparable
paper -cone speakers.

Most radical of the three drivers, per-
haps, is the woofer: It has two voice coils.
One operates in the conventional way; the

other acts in parallel but only below the first
woofer's resonance frequency. The combi-
nation behaves rather like a so-called elec-
tronic subwoofer, drawing extra power from
the amplifier in the range where bass rolloff
otherwise would take over. In fact, Pioneer
calls it Electronic Bass Drive, or EBD. In the
DSS-E10, it is used in conjunction with bass -
reflex woofer loading (via a ducted port on
the back panel).

To allow for the extra voice -coil excur-
sion produced when the woofer descends at
maximum levels into deeper -than -normal
bass, the main magnet pole piece on the in-
side of the magnetic gap is specially con-
toured to direct the magnetic flux in a pat-
tern intended to reduce distortion at high
excursions (a design called LDMC, for Lin-
ear -Drive Magnetic Circuit). The 12 -inch
woofer cone is made of PG (a polymer -
graphite composite)-chosen, again, for its
density and stiffness as well as its insensitiv-
ity to changes in humidity and temperature.
The surround also embodies a proprietary
Pioneer design: DRS (Dynamic Response
Suspension). which is said to maintain lin-
earity over an unusually broad dynamic
range.

The system combines these three driv-
ers, with crossovers at 650 Hz and 4 kHz, in
what looks like an oversize "bookshelf" en-
closure, though the labeling everywhere
confirms that it is designed to be upright.
Beyond that, the folder that serves as an
owner's manual offers no specific instruc-
tions or recommendations about place-
ment-only a drawing in which the speakers
seem to be placed directly on the floor. The
folder does say, however, that you must take
care not to transpose left and right speakers,
which are so marked on the speaker boxes
and on the backs of the enclosures them-
selves. (The DSS-E 1 Os are sold only in
matched pairs, despite the per -speaker ref-
erence on Pioneer's price list.) Correct
placement puts the tweeters at the upper
outside corner of their baffles. Midrange
and tweeter level adjustments are at the very
bottom of the panel.

The grille, which covers the entire baffle.
is made of stretch fabric over a rigid plastic
frame. It has solid stiffening pieces at top
and bottom but leaves the sides open for
least possible impediment of sideward
sound propagation. Not incidentally, these
slots also offer a ready hand grip for remov-
ing the grille to gain access to the controls.
The edges of the baffle itself are beveled and
rounded at the sides to reduce diffraction.
Electrical connections are made in a large,
shallow well on the back panel. Our test sam-
ples had heavy-duty color -coded binding
posts designed to accept only bared wires.
(The text in the manual describes a more
conventional connector, though its illustra-
tion shows the type on the samples.)

Diversified Science Laboratories mea-
sured response of the DSS-E10 with the
speaker on a 12 -inch stand and about three
feet out from the wall behind it, with both

controls set at their undetented "0" median
calibrations. The results are remarkably flat:
Normalized for average response in the so-
called music band, the on -axis curve lies
within + 3.2, -1.6 dB from below 50 Hz to
above 20 kHz except for a slight dip (to -2
dB) in the 320 -Hz band (probably the result
of a floor reflection). Off -axis, this dip mea-
sures a little deeper in both level and pitch,
reaching - 2.5 dB in the 250 -Hz band, and a
new dip appears at the top of the midrange
driver's assigned frequency band, suggest-
ing some beaming in that range. Although
the off -axis curve is distinctly rougher than
the on -axis, it actually suggests less beaming
at the very top of the band, which may be a
tribute to the ribbon -horn design.

Measured behavior of the two level con-
trols is somewhat surprising. Both have little
effect when turned to the plus side, a lot
when turned fully in the opposite direction.
The tweeter adjustment bends the top range
upward slightly at the maximum setting,
downward quite steeply-like a 12 -dB -per -
octave filter at 3.5 kHz-at its minimum, in-
dicating perhaps that the tweeter is removed
from operation altogether at that setting. At
its maximum, the midrange control intro-
duces a shelf that is up about 3 dB from the
"0" setting through the center portion of the
driver's range, tapering off at the two cross-
overs; at its minimum, it introduces a dip of
about 4 dB in the 500 -Hz band together with
a deep midrange void extending to about
-22.5 dB at around the 2 -kHz band. Obvi-
ously, we won't recommend turning the
midrange control all the way down.

Distortion figures are good-about what
you'd expect of a three-way system in this
price range. Also typical of its size and de-
sign is the sensitivity figure. The unit accept-
ed the full 63 -volt peak output of the test am-
plifier (equivalent to 496 watts, or 27 dBW,
into 8 ohms) during DSL's 300 -Hz pulse
test, to deliver a calculated peak sound pres-
sure level of 117.5 dB at 1 meter. Imped-
ance. which isn't influenced to any signifi-
cant extent by the control settings, is fairly
well controlled, ranging within the audio
band from a high of 23 ohms (at the primary
bass resonance near 60 Hz) to a low of 4.4
ohms (near 45 Hz, in the range where the
two woofer voice coils are operating in par-
allel). The midbass impedance is low
enough (5.8 ohms at around 100 Hz) that
running extension speakers in parallel with
the E I Os might not be the best of ideas, but
the average impedance is high enough
(more than 10 ohms) that you need not be
seriously concerned in doing so with most
amps.

In our listening tests, we confirmed the
appropriateness of the lab's 12 -inch stand.
With the speakers on the floor but away from
other room boundaries, we judged the bass
distinctly on the heavy side. With the speak-
ers raised off the floor, the bass goes remark-
ably deep and remains rather prominent yet
better balanced with the upper bands. In ad-
dition, the stand raises tweeter and mid -
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range driver closer to typical ear levels, a de-
sirable condition inasmuch as this speaker's
sound depends more than that of most other
recently tested units on the relative heights
of drivers and listener. This is the result, we
think, of the deliberately limited vertical dis-
persion of the tweeter and the horizontal
staggering of the drivers. When auditioning
the DSS-E10, try to have it placed at the
same height relative to your ears as it will be
used in the home. You might also experi-
ment with the controls set for a slight reduc-
tion in treble sensitivity and, depending on
speaker position and program material, per-
haps a slight midrange increase; these are
the settings we liked.

To us, the E 1 O's most appealing, and
perhaps most obvious, quality is its crystal-

line delineation of instrumental textures-a
little on the cool, bright side, but otherwise
quite uncolored and natural -sounding. On
some poorly recorded program material, it
sounded a trifle hard, but still with very
sharp transients and with an almost tactile
immediacy that's very involving, whether on
intimate chamber music or complex large -
orchestra scores. With rock music, the bass
heft was useful but never boomy.

Stereo imaging is less sharply defined,
presenting a wider and deeper stage than av-
erage among similar speakers we've tested
recently, but with slightly blurred instru-
mental placement. depending on the pro-
gram material. Related to this phenomenon
is the speaker's smallish "sweet spot": It
sounds best from a centrally placed seat with
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the drivers pointed inward, directly toward
the listener.

The extraordinary measures that Pio-
neer has used to engineer the DSS-E10 for
the rigors of digital sound presumably ac-
count for its sharp, crisp sound on tran-
sients, its ability to sustain high playback lev-
els with no sense of strain, and its potential
for prodigious deep -bass output-three
characteristics we particularly noted in our
listening tests. Yet despite the unusual tech-
nologies embodied in the drivers, the speak-
ers are not unreasonably priced, suggesting
that their innovations may find application
in a relatively wide range of models. And be-
cause the virtues of the El 0 appear to be the
direct result of those innovations, we look
forward to their further development.

Dual CS -5000

Turntable

DIMENSIONS: 171/4 BY 15 INCHES (BASE), 5 INCHES HIGH WITH COVER

CLOSED; ADDITIONAL 11 INCHES OF CLEARANCE ABOVE AND 2

INCHES AT BACK NEEDED TO OPEN COVER FULLY. PRICE: $400, INCLUD-

ING IRE HEADSHELL (ADJUSTABLE VTA); ACCESSORY 18A OR 1811

HEADSHELLS, $15 EACH. WARRANTY: "LIMITED," ONE YEAR PARTS

AND LABOR. MANUFACTURER: DUAL GMBH, SWITZERLAND; U.S. DIS-

TRIBUTOR: ORTOFON, INC., 122 DUPONT ST., PLAINVIEW, N.Y. 11803.

AT LAST! THE TURNTABLE A VERY VOCAL
(if small) faction of our readers has
been agitating for: a modern, no-non-

sense, consumer -priced semiautomatic that
need make no apologies in playing regular
LPs and even 45s, one that is further
equipped with a 78 -rpm speed so that music
lovers can play those antiques as well. In ad-
dition, the Dual CS -5000 has some impor-
tant design features you will be hard put to
find elsewhere.

The CS -5000 is a quartz -lock design in
which an optical control circuit monitors the
frequency of passage of a pair of reflectors
mounted on the underside of the platter. A
precision -ground belt couples the platter to
the drive shaft and motor, isolating them
from the subchassis on which the platter
bearing and tonearm are mounted. The
platter itself is made of cast and machined
aluminum alloy with a weighting bead in the
outer edge, encased in a plastic sleeve to
damp vibration. The heavy platter mat fur-
ther helps damp any internal vibration.

The dual chassis rests on feet offering
two degrees of damping. depending on the
forces to which your record -playing system
is subjected. As delivered, the turntable
goes for maximum isolation from acoustic
feedback. If you find the CS -5000 unduly af-

fected by footfalls-and on the basis of our
tests, we don't expect that you will-you can
add supplied dampers to the feet, which
then become exceptionally insensitive to
footfalls. You can easily hear the difference
by tapping on the top panel of the base,
which is less isolated from the platter/tone-
arm subchassis with the dampers installed.
(In the earliest production units, the damp-
ers were inserted at the factory and should
be removed unless you have a footfall prob-
lem.)

The arm is dynamically balanced, mean-
ing that it doesn't depend on gravity to sup-
ply vertical tracking force and thus can theo-
retically be used without leveling the
turntable. A counterweight balances the
arm, then an independent mechanism-
usually, as here, a coil spring-creates the
required VTF. The idea, as expounded by
Dual, is to keep the arm as perfectly bal-
anced as possible for behavior that is pre-
dictable and consistent. As the data from Di-
versified Science Laboratories show, the
precision of the spring in the CS -5000's arm
is above question. Periodic checking with a
good VTF gauge may be in order in future
years, because springs do fatigue, but Dual's
point that an inherently balanced arm can be
better behaved in some respects than a de-
liberately unbalanced one is well taken. The
adjustable antiskating bias, set at a movable
screw just in front of the arm mount, evi-
dently works a similar spring arrangement
around the vertical axis.

An important aspect of the design is the
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The dealer said, "Surround
Sound" is the difference
between okay and Akai.

And ewry Akai receiver
has "Surround Sound!'

So I surrendered.
Wouldn't you?

Wouldn't you buy a
receiver that wrapped
you in a saxophone
sound so big it made you
shiver and so real it woke
up your cat?

Especially if it came with a
seven -band graphic equal izer
and wireless remote?

Wouldn't you?

Surrender.

C2.01.1.111.1 r 0
ii.11413 1.11.11. - rd1011,

Only Akai olTetts-Surround Sound ' on
every receiver. Akai America, Ltd. Dept. R
800 West A rtes 1.7 Blvd., Compri, CA 90220



Building a breakthrough color TV
takes brains: the computer brains of IC
chips. Unlike the analog workings of
conventional TVs, these new chips from
NEC store, process, and control the
picture in digital form. So TV performance
can be raised to a higher level. The level of
NEC Digital Television.

Take a look at our 26" square picture.
You'll see richer color, more contrast,
more resolution, and more picture than
ever before, With a VCR connected,
NEC's digital Picture -in- Picture lets you
watch two shows at the same time on
the same screen. And our three-way
digital freeze lets you stop even the

-Pnlir's Honor 'available ekclusively horn Vestron Vdeo
'Model DT.2680A voth 26- screen. measured cbagonally 500 10,5 ho,,orld, resoutor.. ,^put'.

fastest running back in his tracks.
It shouldn't surprise anyone that the

company behind this surprising new TV is
NEC. We're at the forefront of computers,
monitors, and broadcast video. And that
takes real brains.

NEC
We bring high technology home.

Mane (W.< S A nc 1255 5,c,ar W-.41 Dale. 116019,



TONBARIA/fARTRIDell MATCHING ORA!".
By means of this nornograph, you can quickly and easily determine the compatibil.ty of any cartridge and I oneorm we hove tested
Ideally, the arm cart, dge resonance frequency (indicated by the diagonal lines) should tall at 10 Hz. but anywhere between B and
12 Hz will assure good warp tracking and accurate boss response ot is usually okay to let the resonance rise as lug. as IS Hz
although we don't normally recommend this

Bev by looking up the weight and dynamic compliance shown in the cartridge rep art and the effective mass listed in the turnta-
ble or 1001104. report Add the weight of the cartridge to the effective mass of the toneorm to get the total effective mots. Then find
the point on the groan where the vertical line for the total effective moss intersects the horizontal line for the cartridge's dynamic
compliance. For a good match. this point should fall in the white region. between the e and 12 -Hz diagonal lines

You can bockfigu-e compliances and effective masses for cartridges and toneorms rested before we began reporting these
figures directly ton Joruory 1983). For cartridges, look up the vertical resonance frequency (measured in the SME 3009 Series II
Improved tonearm) and the cartridge's weight Add 15 grants the Shirt effective moss) to the cartridge weight to get the total
effective moss. Then find the intersection of the vertical line representing that moss with the diagonal line representing the measured
resonance frequency Now you con read off the compliance from the horizontal line passing through the point of intersection.

For tonearms look up the vertical resonance frequency as measured with the Shure V15 Type III cartridge Find the versection
of the diagonal line for that frequency with the horizontal tine representing the Shure's dynamic compliance of 22.5 10 cm' dyne
Reading down the vertical line on which the point of intersection lies will give you the total effective moss of the arm with the Shure V.
15 Type III mounted in it Then subtract 6.3 grams the weight of the V.15 Type fit) to get the toneorm's effective moss.

Because of differences in measurement techniques, manufacturers specifications tor compliance and effective moss often differ
from our findings and may therefore yield inconsistent results if used with this graph

"discontinuity" of the arm at the four -point
"gyroscopic" gimbal. This arrangement
brings the arm's center of rotation into coin-
cidence with its center of gravity, a must if
the advantages of a dynamically balanced
arm are to be realized. The configuration is
necessitated by the vertical pivot being at the
level of the record's surface-one of the few
instances of this optimum positioning we
have seen in many years of turntable watch-
ing.

When a warp raises and lowers the pick-
up mounted in the CS -5000, there is virtual-
ly no fore-and-aft movement of the stylus in
the groove, as there is in a conventional arm
with a vertical pivot above the level of the
groove. This fore-and-aft motion "scrubs"
the stylus tip with a velocity that alternately
adds to and subtracts from the record's rota-
tional speed. creating the characteristic
pitch wavers known as "warp wow" that we
all have learned to know and hate in playing
analog records (its elimination is doubtless
one of the reasons for the success of the
Compact Disc). And in playing warped I.Ps
on the CS -5000, we were indeed impressed
by its absence. Dual's literature also implies
some advantage to the design in playing off -
center pressings, though here we could per-
ceive and, because of the geometry of the sit-
uation, would expect none.

At the front end of the straight. tubular
tonearm is a removable headshell with an
adjustment for vertical tracking angle. In the
days of record changers (a format in which
the company was a leader), such an adjust-
ment could be used to compensate for the
height of the record stack, though it never
caught on for that purpose because it re-
quired attention each time the stack was
added to. Here, it makes it possible to mini-
mize distortion by compensating for a
known disparity between vertical cutting an-
gle and the cartridge's inherent vertical
tracking angle.

The instructions in the multilingual own-
er's manual assume that your records were
cut with a vertical angle of about 20 degrees
simply because that is an international stan-
dard. (Many aren't, but you normally have
no way of knowing what the real angle is. so
Dual's assumption is as good as any.) The
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manual gives adjustment data for several
well-known cartridges, and we publish mea-
sured %,TA for each cartridge we test. On the
basis of these figures, if they include your
cartridge, you can tell by how many degrees
it departs from the standard and, therefore,
how much compensation (up to 5 degrees
either way) should be dialed in at the cali-
brated knob in the top of the shell.

A plain headshell, without the \'TA ad-
justment, is available as well. If you need ex-
tra headshells to house additional car-
tridges. you might automatically go for the
adjustable model. But we can think of one
circumstance where the nonadjustable ver-
sion might prove better: to avoid excessive
sensitivity to warps when using an extremely
compliant cartridge by keeping total mass as
low as possible (the nonadjustable shell low-
ers the arm's effective mass by about 4
grams). Our test reports on cartridges give
arm -mass recommendations in order to
avoid any problems in this area. The rela-
tionship also is explained by a nomograph
that we make a practice of publishing with
turntable or cartridge reports.

For the record, Diversified Science Lab-
oratories tested the CS -5000 with the lighter
shell (except where results with both are
specified). though this should make abso-
lutely no difference in the other perfor-
mance figures as long as the mass is appro-
priate to the cartridge in use. As you can see
in our data column, the lab could measure
no speed error, and flutter is on a par with
that of other top models these days. Mea-
sured with ar. unmodulated test lacquer (our
regular method), the rumble figure isn't
quite in the championship league, but it's
very good nonetheless.

Performance, then, is excellent all
around. The only technical feature that
might be considered wanting is a variable
speed adjustment. How serious an omission
this is will depend on the use you plan for the
CS -5000. 11'ith electrical recordings at any
of the three basic speeds, it's a nonissue for
all but the rarest of exceptions or special
needs. However, if you want to play acousti-
cally recorded 78s, an adjustment range of at
least ± 10 percent would be desirable (and
even that won't quite accommodate some

to
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relatively esoteric discs) for reproduction to
be at true pitch-if you can determine what
that is. Then again, many owners will be de-
lighted to hear their ancient artifacts at all,
even transposed by a half -tone and with vo-
cal and instrumental colors, as well as tem-
pos. slightly altered.

In more obvious and practical terms, the
CS -5000 strikes us as very attractive. The
base (which deserves the British term
"plinth" in this case) is covered with real
walnut veneer and is engagingly sculptural
in form. The controls are inside the dust
cover, but since cueing is manual, this is no
hardship: The cover must be open when you
start play under any circumstance. When
you move the arm toward the platter, the
drive starts automatically. At the end of play,
the arnt rises and the drive shuts off. This
minimum of automation keeps the design
from ever getting in your way but supplies
the two features of automatics that are. in
our opinion, the most desirable. The CS -
5000 is. in fact, among the most handsome
and capable models we have ever tested
from Dual-and that includes more than a
few that were trendsetters in their day.
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 39)
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HEAR THE WORLD'S MOST COMPACT COMPACT DISC/FM-AM
TUNER AT THESE ALPINE DEALERS.
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YOU'RE LOOKING AT SERIOUS ENTERTAINMENT

There are exotic cars and exotic
cars. And then there's the Lamborghini
Countach Quatrovalvole.

There are CD players and CD players.
And then there's the Alpine 7902.

Until the 7902, there [-as never been
a CD player and FM/AM turer engineered
together in a complete 7"x 2" unit, to fit
the dash of virtually any car.

Like the Lamborghini, every cubic
inch of the 7902 is serious per'ormance
technology. By redesigning and applying
advanced Alpine technology to each
element in the system, we've created an
entertainment package that easily handles
rough roads and weak radio signals.

The 3 -beam laser pickup created
for the 7902 is about70% lighter than
others. It reads data more a:curately and
rides on a precision drive mechanism
that absorbs mechanical backlash,
ensuring outstanding tracking accuracy.

The laser transport is
protected against road -shock t -7- -=-

by a silicon -oil suspension
system, and is mounted on a
rigid zinc die-cast chassis to
maintain perfect alignment.

iY
Our T-1011 Tuner"

utilizes multiple FM cir-
cuits on a single tiny chip.
smaller than ever before. ri
for superior reliability and reception.

How does it sound? You'll just have
to audition it at an Alpine dealer. Come
on in when you're
ready to get serious. ALPINE

1986. Alfime Electromcc of America. 19135 Gramercy Place. Torrarce. California 90501*(213 326-8'
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TDK also manufactoes a quality line
of video cassettes and floppy disk products

. is-4,
s.

TDK BRINGS OUT
THE RECORDING ARTIST

IN YOU.
Backspin on 'our volleys is great. Backspin

ari your music is not. Tha" s why TDK developed
a series of high-oias audio cassettes that c, \.e
pu a power -servo of pu- lifetime performarc?

TDK SA del va-s an u -notched high erd
with extra sensitvty for al of your most

)phts-icated musical favorites
For music tt- at 3 all ay=- the court, we've

411.1*-veloced an in Droved -DK SA -X, which*.
the worlds lowest -r c Ise tape. It react -es

gh and low to Deliver c r sp. clear sound
without iistortcri

And for error- roe follcv-through in reccrc ing
rom compact cl.ccs, we cffer TDK HX-S. I -

all the lynamic purity of the origi -1,31
gital sound Ike no °the,
TDK high-bes audio cassettes. They'll F u .

nprovic- the w play-your music.

414TDK.THE PRT OF PERFORMANCE.



TES T R E P OR TS

Linn LK-1

Preamplifier

DIMENSIONS 104, BY 3 INDIES FRONT), 10' INCHES DEEP F LUS

CLEARANCE FOR CONNECTIO VS. AC CONVENIENCE OUTLET SEE TEXT.

PRICE: $795; OPTIONAL WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL S95. WARRAN-

TY' "LIMITED," TWO YEARS PARTS AND LABOR M A NUFACTU TEL

LINN PRODUCTS, LTD.. SCOTLAND, U.S. DISTRIBUTOR AUDIOPHILE YS-

TEMS, LTD., 8709 CASTLE PARE DR., INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 46256.

LINN HAS LONG BEEN CELEBRATED AS THE

source of the estimable Linn Sondek
turntable, but recently it has branched

into other component categories with accel-
erating vigor. Among its most impressive
achievements so far are the LK- I preamplifi-
er and matching LK-2 power amp, which,
though designed to be operated together,
can also be used separately. We chose to test
the preamp with its optional wireless remote
control, which makes use of the micro-
processor -supervised signal -routing logic
built into the LK- I.

By means of that microcomputer, the
controls-contained in a keypad on the front
of the preamp (and duplicated on the re-
mote)-operate semiconductor switches
placed in the signal path (as opposed to me-
chanical switches on the front panel). Such a
layout, which requires no signal leads to the
front panel, keeps both circuit -board traces
and point-to-point wiring as short and sim-
ple as possible. The volume control is also
digitally controlled, using a 256 -step "lad-
der" of resistor elements (built into an IC)
instead of the voltage -controlled amplifica-
tion stage or similar means commonly em-
ployed. The result is much finer resolution
than we usually encounter in electronic vol-
ume controls-about 1/2 to 1/2 dB per step

over most of the operating range-and no
added noise or distortion.

Linn's literature has a lot to say about
similar concerns for detail, such as the ex-
traordinary pains taken to keep control -sig-
nal noise out of the audio path. Although
these efforts certainly contribute to the
unit's sonic quality, they are no less than we
would expect of the company. More telling
in conveying the LK-1's flavor is the absence
of tone controls. In the context of the sort of
sonic precision Linn is after, conventional
tone controls make little sense; if you want
deliberate response alterations, a high -qual-
ity equalizer would be more to the point.

The last selected signal -route and vol-
ume setting remains memorized at shutoff.
as do any differences in gain adjustment you
choose to make for the various inputs,
thanks to a built-in nicad battery that re-
charges automatically and runs for several
months even with the power cord discon-
nected. Life expectancy of the battery itself.
which can be replaced by Linn dealers, is five
to ten years: ss hen it fails, the preamp contin-
ues to work normally except that it fires up
with all controls in their "zero" settings:
minimum volume, centered balance, all in-
puts disconnected, and so on.

Listening and recording functions are
separate, so that you can record from one
source while you listen to another. The only
exception is the phono section, which has a
single RIAA-equalization stage and cannot
provide simultaneous use of the two phono
inputs: one for moving -coil cartridges, the
other for fixed -coil (moving -magnet or mov-

OUTPUT AT 1% THD tat 1 kHz; see 1.11) 5 2 votes

HARMONIC DISTORTION (TIM; 20 Hz to MON)

en input 5.0112%

phono input (lived -coil) 5. 0.054%
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time output .FOM photo input

80

551

561

CHANNEL SEPARATION let 1 Mil 86

ing-iron) models. You can, however, use
either one of the phono sources in conjunc-
tion with another source for recording or lis-
tening. For testing. there are quick -set com-
mands for full left and full -right balance-as
well as one to recenter the balance (which
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has no "center detent" because it consists of
a button pair, rather than a knob). And there
are commands to disable the controls (for
kid- or party -proofing) or to disable just the
remote, leaving the front panel in sole com-
mand.

On the back panel-in addition to the
two sets of gold-plated pin jack phono con-
nections-are two high-level inputs (TUNER
and Aux), two tape input/output sets, and
two outputs. These line -level signals are
connected via XLR multipin jacks and
plugs-what often are called Cannon con-
nectors, after the company that introduced
them. Those for the tape connections have
five pins (input and output signals for each
channel plus ground), while the remainder
have three pins. In professional gear, XLRs
usually are employed for "balanced,"
"push-pull" connections: a pair of conduc-
tors for the signal plus a ground shield. Here
they evidently have been chosen for their
ruggedness and the surety of their connec-
tions; electrically, they provide the same un-
balanced hot -plus -ground setup as conven-
tional pin jacks.

Fortunately, that makes it relatively easy
to fabricate the necessary adapters, because
no matching transformers are needed, as
might be the case with balanced connec-

tions. And Audiophile Systems, which sup-
plied adapters for our tests, says they can be
acquired through Linn dealers; you are not
likely to find them at your local parts store.
Nor will you find an AC cord to mate the sin-
gle IEC-style grounded accessory outlet on
the back panel. Since the outlet is un-
switched, most U.S. users probably will sim-
ply ignore it.

As with many of the products we test that
are designed for listening quality rather than
specsmanship, there are some measure-
ments that would seem a trifle disappointing
if you were to place them against compara-
ble data for competing products that are
more spec -oriented in design. For example,
harmonic distortion is a little higher than av-
erage for a top preamp, and response rolls
off slightly toward the frequency extremes.
But one must always assess the significance
of such disparities: The LK- I's departures
from flat response are so small and so limit-
ed to the frequency extremes as to be of no
material importance. Its distortion perfor-
mance is likewise more than adequate for
subjectively distortion -free listening.

Our primary response measurement is
through the aux input. The low -frequency
rolloff is greater through the phono inputs.
and the moving -coil stage is a hair less flat

TES T R E P O R TS

overall-but again by only a trifling amount.
The fixed -coil input actually rolls off more in
the deep bass. This isn't all bad, because it
also achieves greater warp -signal attenua-
tion than the moving -coil input. No other in-
frasonic filtering is supplied, and none is
needed for the other inputs.

Most surprising, however, is the fixed -
coil phono input impedance, which (at least
in our test sample) varies with frequency and
cannot be represented as a simple resistor/
capacitor network. And at 1 kHz (the fre-
quency at which phono input impedance
normally is specified), the resistive compo-
nent measures nearly twice the standard
47,000 (47k) ohms. With many pickups, this
presumably would make little or no differ-
ence, but some fixed -coil models are load -
sensitive and therefore may deliver more ir-
regular treble response than could be
expected with a more conventional imped-
ance characteristic.

But if the sound of the phono section
may, to that extent, depend on the cartridge
you choose, the overall sound of the preamp
impressed us with its clean openness. More
immediately remarkable, however, is the
digital control scheme, which, though taking
some study to master, is well thought out
and a pleasure to use.

Sony SL-HF1511

Super Beta Videocassette Recorder

VCR SECTION

Except where otherwise indicated. the recording data shown here apply to all three

speeds-Beta Is. Beta II. and Beta III-with Super Beta on All measurements

were made at the direct audio and video outputs. with test signals infected through

the direct audio and video inputs For Beta Hi -Fr. the 0 -dB reference input level is the

voltage required to produce 3 percent third harmonic distortion at 315 Ho. for the

standard audio recording mode. Ills I 0 dB above the voltage at which the automatic

level control (ALO1 produces 3 dB of compression at 315 Hz The 0 dB reference

output level is the output voltage from a 0 dB input
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DIMENSIONS: 17' , BY /' 1 INCHES (FRONT), 16'  INCHES DEEP PLUS

CLEARANCE FOR CONNECTIONS. PRICE $1,300. WARRANTY: "LIMIT-

ED," ONE YEAR PARTS. 90 DAYS LABOR. MANUFACTURER: SONY

CORP., JAPAN. U.S. DISTRIBUTOR: SONY CORPORATION OF AMERICA,

I SONY DR_ PARK RIDGE, N.J. 07656.

TO JUDGE BY SONY'S SL-HF750 VCR, THE
reports of the death of the Beta format
are as exaggerated as were those of the

demise of Mark Twain. As if deliberately
combatting such rumors, the SL-HF750 has
almost every feature you could imagine:
both Super Beta and standard Beta record-
ing, Beta Hi-Fi stereo audio, a six -event/
three-week programming system, the exten-
sive variable -speed playback facilities
unique to the Beta format, equally compre-
hensive on -screen displays and program-
ming aids, and a top-notch cable- and MTS-
ready tuner. And, wonder of wonders, the
SL-HF750 reintroduces the Beta I recording
speed of the first Betamaxes. To be more
precise, the VCR incorporates a variation,
Beta Is; while partially incompatible with the

original Beta I format, it is claimed to pro-
duce the best home video sound and picture
available today.

Beta Is is simply a Super Beta recording
made at the fast Beta I speed. In theory. the
combination should result in video resolu-
tion and signal-to-noise ratios unexcelled by
any other home video recording system. On
the SL-HF750, Beta Is recordings are made
in the Super Beta mode regardless of the Su-
per Beta switch setting. For that reason, they
cannot be properly reproduced on a non-
Beta Is deck even if it is able to reproduce
conventional Beta I tapes. And though the
Super Beta switch has no effect when re-
cording a Beta Is tape, it must be set in the
Super Beta position to play that tape without
overload. The off position is used to repro-
duce conventional Beta I tapes and to make
recordings for use on non-Super 'Beta
VCRs. Naturally, the SL-HF750 also records
and plays at the popular Beta II and Beta III
speeds. Playback speed is set automatically;
choice of recording speed and Super Beta
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are made via switches behind a fold -down
door on the far right of the front panel.

To aid in locating taped segments, the
SL-HF750 automatically records an index
mark on the tape whenever a recording is
initiated by means other than releasing the
pause control. Pressing INDEX MARK enables
you to place such cueing points on other
parts of the program during recording and
normal playback even if the safety tab on the
cassette has been removed; in this way, you
can mark favorite scenes in prerecorded
tapes. If you press INDEX on the main panel
once and then press FAST FORWARD or RE-
WIND, the deck will scan through the tape in
the desired direction and reproduce about
10 seconds of the recording at each mark.
You can stop the scan and resume normal
playback at the desired program by pressing
PLAY. You also can search for a particular
program as many as 15 index marks away by
repeatedly pressing INDEX before pressing a
fast -wind button. Index marks can also be
erased.

All these indexing operations are accom-
panied by illumination of appropriate indi-
cator lights on the SL-HF750 and-if you
press DISPLAY on the hidden panel-by
words superimposed on the picture on the
monitor (none of the text is recorded, how-
ever). In addition to putting up the index
legends mentioned above, the on -screen
display can also be switched to show the
tape -counter reading and the various deck
modes, including playback speed and direc-
tion, and to set and check the programmer.
It also indicates the channel number for a
few seconds each time it is changed.

EDIT (on the hidden subpanel) reduces
the inevitable degradation in picture quality
when copying Super Beta tapes to another
deck. With a compatible second deck, auto-
matic assemble and synchro editing can be
performed by interconnecting the two ma-
chines with an optional RK-69A cable, which
fits into a special back -panel connector. For
the advanced videographer, the SL-HF750
also is compatible with Sony's RM-
E100/E100V Video Editing Controller.

The main transport controls are on the
lower half of the main panel between the dis-
play and the subpanel door. Above them are
the variable -speed picture controls and but-

tons that determine the direction in which
the special effects occur. The complement
provides not only still -frame and frame-ad-
vance/reverse with each press of STILL but
also one -tenth, one -fifth, normal -speed, and
double -speed motion (except in Beta I or Is)
in either direction and continuous Beta
Scan. Beta Scan also operates for as long as
you press FAST FORWARD or REWIND during
playback. The controls further allow mo-
mentary viewing of a picture while fast -for,
warding or fast -rewinding (Beta Skip Scan).

The SL-HF750 has a cassette -loading
system that we've not encountered before.
Linear Skate Cassette Loading uses a slide -
out tray (which makes up most of the left half
of the front panel) that combines the prima-
ry advantages of both top- and front -loading
VCRs: to wit, the ability to stack other equip-
ment on the VCR while minimizing the
height of the VCR itself. Touching EJECT
causes the tray to glide out of the VCR prop-
er and the tray's internal cassette holder to
tilt up so you can load or unload a tape easi-
ly. The larger open/close button causes the
tray to slide back into the chassis or to slide
out again during normal operation so you
can check the amount of tape remaining (the
holder does not elevate in this case). For
convenience, pressing EJECT with the power
off automatically turns the deck on, and you
cannot eject a tape while recording.

On the lower right half of the cassette
tray are the TV/VTR, counter reset, index,
and tape return buttons. The last automati-
cally returns the tape to counter-zero-indi-
cated as "OH OOM 00S," since the counter
reads time rather than "footage." If you
press PLAY during the rewind period, the SL-
FIF750 will automatically replay the tape
after rewinding. Above these buttons are
dual sliders that control audio recording lev-
el for the Beta Hi-Fi mode. Recording level
on the edge track is set automatically. Audio
level is indicated by two peak -reading LED
meters, with the recommended setting for
off -the -air taping suggested by a decent at
the midpoint of each control.

The SL-HF750's Remote Commander
operates all important deck functions and
then some. It also can be used to control cer-
tain functions of compatible Sony televi-
sions. And it has a command -set selector
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that must be switched to match the mode of
the SL-HF750 as described above. Then,
from the remote, you can control power,
raise and lower volume, mute the sound,
switch from TV to VCR viewing, scan up or
down through the channel memory (or raise
and lower the timer setting), tune any chan-
nel directly via a ten -key pad, and set and
check the program memory contents. Other
buttons enable you to switch the deck into
the timer -recording or quick -timer modes,
place and erase index marks, reset the tape
counter, activate and deactivate the on-
screen display, and control the special play-
back effects (still frame, Beta Scan, and one -
tenth, one -fifth, normal, and double speed
in either direction). The preceding is only a
partial list of what the SL-HF750 Remote
Commander will do. The complete list is so
extensive that Sony has seen fit to design the
remote with a translucent door that covers
all the aforementioned keys except the most
important tuner and VCR controls.

Also on the remote are index and tape -
return buttons and Sony's unusual Jog Dial
and Shuttle Ring with accompanying chan-
nel/timer and Jog Shuttle buttons. By press-
ing CHANNEL/TIMER and rotating the Jog
Dial clockwise, you advance through the
channels toward the higher -numbered sta-
tions. Counterclockwise takes you the other
way. Similarly, the Jog Dial can be used to
adjust the programmer time settings. In tape
playback, a press of Jog Shuttle initially
freezes the picture and enables you to play
the tape in either direction at a variable
speed determined by the rate at which you
rotate the Jog Dial. The Shuttle Ring (which
surrounds the Jog Dial) selects one -fifth,
normal, or double speed or continuous Beta
Scan in either direction.

Diversified Science Laboratories' bench
tests and our viewing tests basically con-
firmed each other: Picture quality is excel-
lent. In the Super Beta mode, video frequen-
cy response (proportional to horizontal
resolution) is exceptionally good at both the
Beta II and Beta Is speeds. Luminance re-
sponse is essentially flat to 2 MHz at either
speed-something we've not seen often in a
consumer VCR. and then only with Beta ma-
chines-implying a resolution comfortably
in excess of 160 lines. Even at the Beta III
speed. Super Beta recording yields a resolu-
tion of almost 160 lines (based on a -6 -dB
criterion), a response almost identical to
that of a Beta II tape recorded without Super
Beta. Clearly. for best performance you
should use the Super Beta recording mode
whenever possible.

Luminance level is fairly accurate at all
three speeds. although the gray -scale linear-
ity is somewhat better at the two faster
speeds than at Beta III. Chroma level and av-
erage phase error (corresponding to satura-
tion and hue, respectively) are excellent at
all speeds, with only a slight edge given to
Beta Is. In all cases, the chroma differential
gain and phase were less than the residual
AM and PM chroma noise. Nonetheless, the

faster the tape speed, the less the chroma
noise (both on the test bench and in view-
ing), so here's one respect in which Beta Is
has a slight but visible edge.

However, neither on the bench nor in the
viewing room did the Beta Is mode exhibit
such superior performance that we'd will-
ingly sacrifice half the recording time (com-
pared to Beta II) to get it. That's not to sal
that it isn't better. It's just that, in our opin-
ion, it will be only a rare occasion (like an im-
portant live recording) that warrants the
trading off of time for performance. espe-
cially in light of the excellent performance
available at the Beta II speed in the Super
Beta mode. Still, the SL-HF750's Beta Is
mode offers the best picture quality of any
home VCR we've tested.

If there is one respect in which Beta Is
performance is clearly superior to that at the
slower speeds. it is for normal edge -track au-
dio recording. Flutter at the fastest speed is
lower than we've ever before measured on a
VCR and a match for that of a good audio
cassette deck. Flutter at Beta II is admirably
low as well. Distortion is lowest at the Beta Is
speed (about two-thirds that of Beta II and
half that of the slowest speed), and A -
weighted noise is 3 to 4 dB lower as well.
Frequency response with Beta Is edge -track
recording is substantially better than can be
had at the slower speeds.

As is to be expected from the way the sys-
tem operates, Beta Hi-Fi performance is es-
sentially identical at all speeds; in the case of
the SL-HF750, it's excellent. The tracking of
the noise reduction system is as perfect as we
could document. At every speed. A -weight-
ed noise is a full 90 dB below 3 -percent dis-
tortion, and flutter is below our reporting
limit of ±0.0 I percent. Distortion per-
formance at 10 dB below the 3 -percent point
(a level equivalent to approximately a 0 -dB
reading on the meters) is about the best we
can recall seeing from any VCR.

The SL-HF750's tuner is first-rate. Au-
dio response is very flat, and the signal-to-
noise ratio is substantially better than we
usually measure, even with highly repetitive.
noise -inducing video patterns. Stereo TV
performance also is more pleasing to the ear
than we've experienced before. And though
the lab found a trace of whistle at half the
horizontal -scan frequency, it was quite low
(inaudible during our viewing tests); at the
full -scan frequency, it was almost completely
suppressed.

Tuner video performance also measured
well. Its frequency response implies a reso-
lution of about 300 lines or so if the signal is
fed directly to a good monitor. Luminance
level and gray -scale linearity are good. And
though the lab found a somewhat greater
than usual chroma differential gain, the dis-
crepancy is confined to the brightest scene
level, where it is likely to go unnoticed.
Chroma differential phase (hue change with
scene brightness) is very low, as is actual
chroma phase (hue) error.

All our measurements and viewing point
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to one conclusion: The Sony SL-HF750 is an
extraordinary 'CR. If we seem a bit down on
its Beta Is mode, that's only because of how
impressed we are with the deck's Super Beta
performance at the Beta II speed. In the
Beta Is mode. there is no question that the
Sony SL-HF750 produces the finest picture
we've seen from a home VCR to date. Then
again, were it not for the presence of Beta Is.
we'd also say that about the SL-HF750's
Beta II mode! Either way, it's a real winnerm
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A man's home is

The rewlutionary Yamaha DSP-1 brings world-famous aamstkal environments ink)pur listeningmom at the push of a button. Its 34key wireless
rum ote unit (below) amtmls a tuv-line. 16 -character backlit LCD that displays all pmgram functions on the ASP -1.

With the introduction of the new Yamaha
DSP-1 Digital Sound Field Processor, listening to
recorded music at home is no longer the next
best thing to being there.

It is being there. Quite literally.
The most significant advancement

in acoustic realism since stereo, the DSP-1
enables you to enjoy performances in the
actual listening environments in which
they were intended to be heard in the first
place. Without leaving your home.

In twelve of the world's most famous
sites, to be exact. Including three concert
halls, a chamber, cathedral, church, disco,
jazz club, rock concert arena, warehouse
loft, pavilion, and outdoor stadium.

Additionally, the DSP-1 offers a four -direc-
tional presence mode as well as three surround -
sound systems: a large theater, a medium sized

theater and even digital delay Dolby' surround.
Previous analog "surround" processors

simply produced the illusion of a sound field by
altering the existing stereo signal. The new
DSP-1, however, digitally reproduces the
actual sound fields of the world's finest lis-
tening environments, without affecting the
purity of the original source material.

Utilizing the Yamaha -developed four-

microphone Single Point Quad sound field
analysis technique,Yamaha engineers spent
five years analyzing the acoustic architec-
ture of the world's most noted performance
facilities, including echo patterns, reflective
personalities and such data as timing, vol-
ume level and apparent source directionality.

is information was then p into the
DSP-1's computer memory (R M).

The frequency response and dynamic range

Ifs his cathedral
church, disco, stadium



no longer his castle.
characteristics from your stereo source material
trigger the continuous release of this information,
to precisely reproduce the acoustic personalities
of selected performance environments.

The reproduction of this acoustic architec-
ture in your home is made possible by the devel-
opment of a proprietary Yamaha VLSI (very large
scale integrated circuit), the YM-3804. It calcu-
lates early sound reflections in real time based
on the echo patterns stored in the DSP-1 mem-
ory-enabling accurate re -creations of these
listening environments at the push of a button.

Each reflection is calculated using the very
same sampling rate and quantization as compact
discs (44.1 kHz, 16 bit linear), producing an out-
put with dynamic range of 94 dB and 0.006%
THD, making audiophile quality digital sound
field synthesis possible for the very first time.

Every DSP-1 acoustic response pattern
has several key response parameters you can
alter to customize the size, shape and character
of the listening environment.

These include room size, liveness, initial
delay time, high pass filter cutoff, low pass filter
cutoff and reverberation time.

After modifying a program, you can then
give it a name, and store it in one of the DSP-1's
16 user memories.

In addition, there are 16 sound effector
programs built in, such as time -delay, stereo
flange, tremolo, chorus, pitch change and auto
panning. So the DSP-1 can also be used effec-
tively as a musical instruments effects device.

All sound field modes and parameters are
controlled from the palm of your hand, since the
DSP-1 is operated by a 30 -key wireless remote
control. This allows you to select the performance
environment and adjust parameters-even pro -

them into memory-without sacrificing
e perspective of your listening position.

Its large backlit LCD confirms all mode
selections and parameter readings as you make
them. The remote control also lets you adjust the
effect level and front/rear balance, and even give
titles to those new modes you program.

The full benefits of Yamaha sound field
synthesis is best experienced with four speak-
ers which are powered by the new Yamaha 4 -
channel M -35B power amplifier, in addition to
the front stereo speaker pair, driven by your
existing amplifier.

If desired, however, the front left and front
right output may be combined with the existing
main -channel speakers.

For our thorough White Paper on Yamaha
digital sound field synthesis, please write us at
the address shown below.

But mere words can never hope to convey
the magnitude of this accomplishment. Visit an
authorized Yamaha dealer today for a complete
demonstration. And discover why stereo alone is
now as outdated as living in a castle.
Yamaha Electronics Corporatron.1 ISA, PO. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622
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Reality
Realized.

SONIC HOLOGRAPHY TRANSFORMS EXCITING
NEW PROGAM SOURCES AS WELL AS

FAMILIAR OLD ONES INTO TRULY LIFELIKE
MUSIC EXPERIENCES.

Watch a movie on a 13" black and white TV
Now see it in 70 millimeter Technicolor with Sur-
round Sound.

Listen to your favorite musicians on a portable
radio. Now sit three rows back from the stage at a
live concert.

The difference is dimension: Width, depth,
breadth and detail that turn flat sensory input into
breathtaking reality. They're the missing ingredients
of live musical performance that Sonic Holography
restores to records, compact discs and even hi-fi
movie soundtracks.

The most experienced and knowledgeable
experts in the audio industry have concurred. Julian
Hirsch wrote in Stereo Review, "The effect strains
credibility - had I not experienced it, I probably
would not believe it"

High Fidelity magazine noted that it seems to
open a curtain and reveal a deployment of musical
forces extending behind, between and beyond
the speakers."According to another reviewer, "It
brings the listener substantially closer to that
elusive sonic illusion of being in the presence
of a live performance."

All this with your existing speakers and music
collection.

HOW SONIC HOLOGRAPHY WORKS. ofor-
tunately, conventiondi stereo cannot isoiate the out-
put of left and right speakers and send their output
only to your left and right ears. Left and right ver-
sions of a sound occurrence also cross in the mid-
dle of your listening room, confusing your ears with
additional extra sound arrivals a split second apart.
Stereo imaging and separation suffer because both
speakers are heard by both ears, confusing your
spatial perception.

The Sonic Hologram Generator in the Carver
4000t Preamplifier, C-1 Preamplifier and Carver
Receiver 2000 solve this muddling of sound arrivals

by creating a third set of sound arrivals. These
special impulses cancel the objectionable secord
sound arrival, leaving only the original sound from
each loudspeaker.

The result is a vast sound field extending not oily
wider than your speakers, but higher than your
speakers as well. Sounds will occasionally even
seem to come from behind you! It is as if a dense
fog has lifted and you suddenly find yourself in the
midst of the musical experience. Or, as the Senior
Editor of a major electronics magazine put it, "When
the lights were turned out, we could almost have
sworn we were in the presence of a live orchestra."

IMAGINE THE POSSIBILITIES. Thanks to VHS
and Beta Hi-Fi stereo soundtracks (found even on
rental tapes), and the increasing number of stereo
TV broadcasts, Sonic Holography can put you inside
the video experience, too.

It's a breathtaking experience. Without the need
for additional rear speakers, extra amplifiers or
decoders, the visual experience is psychoacousti-
cally expanded by lifelike sound that envelops you,
transforming stereo from monochromatic flatness
into vibrant three-dimensional reality. Instead of
being at arm's length from the action, you are
immersed in it.

Then there are the familiar audio sources which
Carver innovation has further improved upon, each
of which gains character and
heightened impact through
Sonic Holography.

GRVER PO Box 1237 Lynnwood, WA 98046

Compact discs, whose potential is still trapped in
the two -dimensionality of conventional stereo, are
even more lifelike with Sonic Holography.

Thanks to the Carver Asymmetrical Charge -
Coupled FM Detector, FM stereo broadcasts can be
received hiss- and interference -free, ready to take on
an astonishing presence and dimension through
Sonic Holography.

Even AM stereo can actually become a three-
dimensional phenomenon with Sonic Holography
and the new Carver TX -11a AM/FM tuner which
delivers AM stereo broadcasts with the same
dynamics and fidelity as FM.

ENHANCE YOUR SPATIAL AWARENESS
WITH CARVER COMPONENTS. When consider-
ing the purchase of a new preamplifier or receiver,
remember how much more you get from the Carver
4000t, C-1 and Receiver 2000. Or add Sonic Holog-
raphy to your existing system with the C-9
add-on unit.

Each can transcend the limits of your listening
(and viewing) experiences by adding the breath-
taking, spine -tingling excitement that comes from
being transported directly into the midst of audio -
video reality.

Visit your nearest Carver dealer soon and expand
your range of experiences with Sonic Holography.

ft to go
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POWERFUL MUSICAL ACCURATE

evolution
Distributed in Canada by. technology
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1198G
HIGH FIDELITY'S EDITORS PICK THE BEST AND THE BRIGHTEST

OF THE YEAR'S AUDIO AND VIDEO COMPONENTS.

wHEN TECHNICAL EDITOR DAVID RANADA FIRST SUGGESTED

that we scan giving an award for product of t1 -e year,
we had two reactions. The first was "Great icea!" The
second was "If only we'd thought of this before." Last
year, for example, saw the :niroduction of the Acoustic

Research MGC-1 loudspeaker, the Sony Handvcarn, the Share
HTS-5000 surround -sound decoder, and the Pioneer PD-Mf-
Compact Disc pla!er-and those are just the products :hat carne
Immediately to mind. Contenders from earlier years might have
incluoed the Compact Disc itself (sLrel%), the first Carver Mag-
netic Field amplifier, the Allison One loudspeaker, the nrigInal
Apt electronics (the Holman preamp and Model One power amp
ICONTIINUED ON PAGE 5



Denon PNIA-900V
Integrated Amplifier

Denon America, Inc., 27 Law Drive, Fairfield, NJ 07006
Denon Canada, Inc ,17 Denison Street, Markham, Ont L3R 185 Canada



CRA-95VR: Remote C or trot; Video Capability; 85 W, ch. 
both ch. driven, 8 Ohms 20 hz-20 kHz, 0.03% THD. 

MA- 55V Non- Switcl iri3 Clans A Circuitry; Video Copolailify; 
52 W ch.. both ch driser 

, 

8 0 ems, 20 Hs -20 kHz, 0.015% MD. 

D'non DRA 95VR 
AM/FM Receiver 

DRA75VR: Remote Control; Vic to Capability; 65 Ntrh. 
both ch. driven 3 Ohms 2C Hc-S03 kHz, 0.03% THE.. 

DRA-35V; Non -Switching Clans Circuitry; V deo CapabiFtr 
40 WIch., both co. down, 90 -was, 20 Hz -20 kHz, 0 0! % relD. 

Admittedly, is rout 
I 

i to compete mill 
Denon's integrated all lifiers. In Japan. 

they've been praised for 'cm wide balance 
and richness in sound" and called "nothing 

short of phenomenal." Du- row Denon amps 
are getting a run for their nvoney... from the 

new Denon receivers. 
Combining a separctes-quality 

amplifier and tuner on the same chassis is not 

a new idea. But ono else adually coes it? 
Lock inside the new DRA-95VR Receiver and 
yodll find precise y the sane circuits tki 
moke Denon am as so high), acclaimed 

You'll discover the same Pure Curren - 
Power Supply for an amazi)g 60 d3 

reduction in dynamic IM distortion. You'll see 
the same discrete output transistors (not 

cheap IC "power packs') from supe-ior sonic 
I esolution. The same video nputs cnd out- 

puts. And the same MC cartridge head amp 
Beyond even this, Dencin's top two 

Receivers are supplied wi-F an integrated 

re -note control that also operates a Denon 
Cassette Deck and any of three Denor CD 
Players. 
So before yoJ make your next hich 
ficelity purchase, get yourself to a Deno 

dt der. He'll show you the c my receive -s with 
the guts to stand Lp to the world's finest 

integrated amps. 

DENON 
H SHUN IN I EGRI 



He's good. But can he remember
785 of your favorite songs?

This Magnavox compact disc player can.
In fact, the top -rated CDB650 is the only CD
you can program to play 785 selections. As
you build your library, just program in your
favorite selections from each disc in any
order you want. The CDB650 will never
forget them. Because it's the only CD with

Flawless sound. The ultimate memory.

Favorite Track selection. With FTS, the
memory remains forever, even during power
outages, even if it's unplugged. And it comes
with full -function remote control.

With 4 times over -sampling and digital
filtering, all you hear is the absolutely
flawless reprcduction of sound. What else

would you expect from the people who
invented CD technology?

The CDB650. Unforgettable.

Nobody puts it together like MAGNAVOX.
i,19MON A P Consumer Electronics Corp A North American Philips Company
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which embodied important new ideas about how sucri com-
ponents should be designed), the first Son Betamax VCR,
the Nakamichi 1000 cassette deck, the Advent 201 cassette
deck and Videobeam projection television, the Pioneer TX -
9100 tuner, the AR -1 speaker and AR-XA turntable, the
Shure V-15 'Fype II phono cartridge (and most of its iucces-
sors), the Phase Linear 700 power amp, the Crown DC -300
power amp, and the original Quad electrostatic speaker (not
to mention the more recent ESL -63).

If I had time, I could make the above list considerably
longer-as you might, too, though perhaps not always with
the same choices. In fact, you may be wondering exactly how
we selected our eight finalists for this year. There were two
main requirements. One was that a component had to be a
consumer audio or video product introduced between Sep-
tember 15, 1985, and the same time this year. The other was
that it had to represent a significant advance in the state of
the art or in the application of existing technology. All of our
finalists embody technical innovations that in some way fur-
ther the cause of high fidelity, in the broadest sense of that
term.

One would expect the nominations to reflect underlying
trends in product development, and as you look through the
pages that follow, you will discover that to be the case. The
recurrent themes are loudspeakers, signal processing, and
digital technology-categories that have almost vibrated
with excitement over the last few years. When I sat down with
HF's technical editors to make the final cut, my biggest fear
was that it might be difficult to arrive at a consensus. There
were some heated discussions, but in the end, we all were sat-
isfied with the list of finalists-and delighted to find our-
selves in complete agreement on the winner. So without fur-
ther ado, the silver and the gold. The envelope please.

Michael Riggs

B&W MATRIX

LOUDSPEAKERS
SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE INNOVATIONS ARE FEW AND FAR
between in speaker design these days (one of the last was fer-
rofluid damping and cooling of driver voice coils). But the
Matrix technology invented by Laurence Dickie, chief elec-
tronics engineer of B&W, is at once almost comically uncom-
plicated and seriously efficient in attacking the old speaker -
construction problem of cabinet vibration and resonance.

Although the amplitude of enclosure vibration in a typical
speaker is small, B&W rightly points out that the cabinet's to-

tal surface area is often as much as 30 times greater than that
of the driver diaphragms. Measurements made on some cabi-
nets show that their low- and mid -frequency radiation level
may he only 30 dB below that of the driver emissions. And
since this spurious sound is not deliberately designed for, its
effect on the speaker's sound quality is similarly uncon-
trolled. Cabinets also tend to resonate, or "ring," after appli-
cation of a sound, the vibrations taking a while to die down
since they are not directly controlled by the amplifier as are
the driver diaphragms.

The Matrix reduces these effects quite elegantly by cross -
bracing the entire inside volume of the enclosure with a hon-
eycomb -like structure. This is a series of interlocking, perfo-
rated sheets of a wood -composite material that slides into
grooves cut into the inside surface of the speaker cabinet.
Not only is an enclosure's external vibration reduced, but the
Matrix, whose interstices are filled with acoustic foam, also
serves as a more effective absorber for internal standing
waves and resonances than the typical foam or acoustic -wool
enclosure stuffing. A review of one of the first B&W speakers
based on the Matrix construction, the Matrix 2, appears in
our November issue.

FRED
THE DUPLICATION OR REPLACEMENT OF VIDEO EQUIPMENT

encouraged by the introduction of stereo TV (otherwise
known as multichannel television sound, or MTS) undoubt-
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edly struck peripatetic tuner designer Larry Schotz as ridicu-
lous. Could there be a way to provide MTS decoding without
having to completely replace the TV set or duplicate its tuner
section? There is, and Schotz found it: By picking up a certain
stray signal emitted by nearly every television receiver, it is
possible to decode stereo TV broadcasts without altering any
of the set's original features-indeed, without even a direct
electrical connection, meaning that the set's remote control
remains fully effective except for changing the volume.

This concept is now embodied in the FRED series of com-
ponents from Recoton. With each Friendly Recoton Enter-
tainment Decoder comes a wired probe that mounts on the
cabinet of a monaural TV. When positioned properly, it
picks up stray 4.5 -MHz "intercarrier" radiation from the
television's audio demodulation circuitry. This signal carries
all the MTS information (stereo sum and difference signals
and the secondary audio program, or SAP) for the selected
channel. The FRED simply substitutes for the tail end of a
television set's audio demodulator: Using the 4.5 -MHz sig-
nal, it extracts the baseband MTS signal, decodes the stereo
information, applies the required DBX-TV noise reduction,
and produces a stereo line -level output. The latest FRED
models also provide SAP decoding.

Some televisions are too well shielded for the external
pickup to work, so Recoton makes available an internal probe
for installation by a technician. The system is quite forgiving
of the quality of the set with which it is used, however, and is a
sensible alternative to junking your present television in fa-
% or of onc with htith-in MTS decoding.

KLOSS NOVABEAM 100

PROJECTION VIDEO MONITOR
KLOSS VIDEO HAS FOR SOME YEARS BEEN PRODUCING THE BEST

front -projection video monitors available to the consumer.
The quality of their pictures, especially their rarely equaled
combination of large image size and brightness, stems not
only from Henry Kloss's Novatron image tubes but also from
the company's attention to the small but crucial details of
video signal processing. And it is its treatment of small image
details that merits the Novabeam the attention it is receiving

here. The Novabeam 100 is the first home video product to
incorporate a sophisticated detail -enhancing system called
Faroudja Image Processing, named after its developer, Yves
Faroudja (pronounced "Fa-roo-jah").

In his patent, Faroudja describes why his system is
needed, especially when playing videocassettes. To mini-
mize picture noise (snow), VCRs incorporate circuitry that

reduces or eliminates low-level, high -frequency transitions
in the video signal-those portions of the image containing
fine picture details. Once lost, they cannot be restored-cer-
tainly not by conventional sharpness controls-and the re-
sulting picture can end up looking cartoonlike or pasty. The
Novabeam 100's Faroudja circuit modifies and boosts the
low-level portions of the video signal in both the horizontal
and vertical directions without also increasing noise or add-
ing distortion. This is achieved by enhancing only rapid sig-
nal transitions that fall in a middle brightness range. Process-
ing small transitions would end up increasing noise, and
enhancing large brightness changes would overemphasize
detail, leading to undesirable white or black outlines around
objects. As we concluded in our July test report, the system
works superbly, adding an obvious sense of detail without
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 55)
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STEREO DEMANDS THE REAL SOUND
OF AMERICA'S

BEST-SELLING SPEAKERS
Realistic" brand speakers from Radio Shack are

the first choice of music lc vers who know uncorr prc-
mised sound when they hea- . . and solid -value
craftsmanship when they see it. Every Rea ist

speaker is engineered and to our demancing
quality standards, fron the mighty Mach Two' tc
our widely acclaimed Minimus series. For the real
sound of stereo, millions choose Real stic.

A DIV ;ION OF TANDY CORPORATiON



Panasonic puts more power in the dash than
most cars have under the hood.

The 90 -Watt AM FM Cassette Car Stereo.
It goes from 0 to 90 watts in less than 1.0 second.
It gives you a choice pf Dolby' B & C plus dbx' So you

not only reduce tape noise, but eliminate it.
And its Full Logic Cont -ol with easy glide in and out

loading will help keep your tapes from being jammed or
destroyed. It's the new Panasonic CQ-E650 AM/FM
Cassette Car Stereo with 90 watts of power.

And it's just one of a new line of Panasonic car stereos
that come loaded with ;tate-of-the-art sophistication.

Example: electronic -using that automatically
searches for and locks in the strongest signals.

A Hypertuner that uH,s three separate systems to

*Available on models CQ-E45! and CQ E352 only
tDolby is a trademark of Dolby _aboratories.

dbx is a registered trademark of dbx, Inc

help eliminate interference.
A built-in jack' allows you to play your portable

CD Player through your Car Audio System. And, of course,
auto reverse is standard on most every Panasonic
car stereo.

There's even a multi -function display that on
some models* actually changes from a soft orange to
green when you go from radio to cassette.

So the next time you take to the road, take along a
Panasonic car stereo. You'll experience a power that
will move you like
never before. Panasonic

just slightly ahead of our time.
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undesirable side effects. We hope other manufacturers fol-
low Kloss's pioneering efforts to help standard NTSC televi-
sion reach its kill but seldom approached potential.

MAGNAVOX CDB-650

COMPACT DISC PLAYER

IN A TIME WHEN, DESPITE CLAIMS TO THE CONTRARY, MOST CD

players behave, measure, and sound almost identical to each
other, any model using new technology to provide truly audi-
ble gains in performance and several unusual operating fea-
tures stands out automatically. The Magnavox CDB-650 is
such a player.

Among the CDB-650's claims to fame (though not the
reason for its appearance here) is its use of two separate 16 -
bit digital -to -analog converters running at four times the
normal sampling rate (176.4 vs. 44.1 kHz) with digital filtra-
tion-a formidable technological achievement. More signifi-
cant, however, is the player's unique Favorite Track Selec-
tion (FTS) system, which can memorize a programmed
playback sequence for a particular disc. Place that disc in the
player at a later date, and the sequence is immediately called
out of a nonvolatile memory circuit that stores the sequence
with the record number identifying the CD. The player can
store sequences for any number of discs up to a total of 785
tracks.

But the main reason the CI)B-650 is so special is not what
comes immediately to mind when one thinks of player fea-
tures or sound quality. Then again, if the disc you are trying
to listen to skips, sticks, clicks, pops, or is otherwise unplay-
able, sound quality is ruined absolutely. The CDB-650 pro-
vides audibly improved performance not as a result of its au-
dio circuitry, but because it is the first player promising a
degree of tracking, error -correction, and error -concealment
capability substantially exceeding that of the first generation
of machines (which date from 1982).

Three factors are responsible for the improvements.
First, the already top -performing Philips (parent of Magna-
vox) single -beam laser -scanning mechanism has been
trimmed down (to 325 grams, about 10 ounces), leading to

lower inertia, greater shock and vibration resistance, and
better control of laser positioning. Second, unlike most other
players, the CDB-650 uses error -correction chips that ex-
ploit the full theoretical potential of the CD system's Cross -
Interleave Reed -Solomon Code (CIRC). About 60 different
error -correction processing "paths" are available to the
player; the strategy chosen at any instant is the one most like-
ly to completely correct the particular configuration of errors
detected by the system (a process called adaptive error -cor-
rection). Lastly, when the error -correction system is
swamped with errors from a severely damaged or defective
disc, the digital filters in the CDB-650 are able to interpolate
over eight consecutive bad samples (the previous Philips
chip, like most others, could interpolate over only one sam-
ple). The integrated circuits that give this player its unusual
capabilities undoubtedly will be used by other manufactur-
ers. We can only hope that they are as successful with the re-
sulting products as Magnavox deserves to be with the CDB-
650.

SONY CDX-A10 DISC JOCKEY

CAR COMPACT DISC PLAYER

ALTHOUGH SONY IS A LEADER IN BOTH COMPACT DISC AND CAR

stereo technology, nothing prepared us for its thoroughly
thought-out combination of the two in the CDX-A10 Disc
Jockey, a ten -disc car CD changer. Several features immedi-
ately mark it as something special. The most obvious is that,
to paraphrase an old commercial for a TV set, the works are
in the trunk: The player mechanism, its preamplifier, and its
optional tuner are designed to be firmly bolted to the inside
of the trunk, leaving only a very complete wired remote con-
trol in the passenger compartment. Use of a changer elimi-
nates the dangerously distracting task of disc handling while
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driving, reduces the chance of disc damage from handling or
dust and grit, and provides extended playing times and fin-
gertip control of a wide selection of music. The vibration -iso-
lated player takes a ten -disc cartridge, which in theory can
hold as much as 121/2 hours of music, and the operator has
direct access to any track on any disc.

As if all this weren't enough, the Disc Jockey is the first car
CD player to provide a crucial feature that should be in any
car system: a switchable compressor, so that you can play mu-
sic at a reasonable level above the road noise without risking
deafness on crescendos. While this is absolutely vital to en-
joyable playback of wide -dynamic -range CDs in the car, it is
also suitable for use with Dolby -encoded cassettes and the
rare live music broadcast. We hope Sony will be imitated in
this feature, as it assuredly will be in the Disc Jockey's revolu-
tionary trunk -mounted changer.

KEF 107

LOUDSPEAKER

THE KEF 107 IS THE CULMINATION OF A LINE OF DEVELOPMENT

stretching back more than half a decade, to the Model 105.
Its most obvious debt to that respected progenitor is the sep-
arate, swivelable housing for the midrange and high -fre-
quency drivers. This lends the 107 many of the structural and
acoustical advantages typically enjoyed by small speakers.
But there are less obvious borrowings as well, such as decou-
pling woofer mountings.

Otherwise, however, the 107 is more similar to the Model
104/2, introduced last year. Most significant is its adoption

of the 104/2's coupled -cavity bass loading, which combines
the advantages of acoustic suspension and bass reflex enclo-
sures, yielding a very desirable combination of deep -bass ex-
tension, efficiency, and cone control below resonance. A fur-
ther gain in effective sensitivity is achieved by means of what
KEF calls conjugate load matching, which gives the speaker
an almost purely resistive 4 -ohm impedance, free of the reac-
tive elements that can severely limit the power output of
some amplifiers.

Completely new to the 107 is the Kube: an electronic
equalizer designed for connection between preamp and
power amp or in a tape monitor loop. The Kube's response is
tailored to that of the 107, extending low -frequency re-
sponse to below 20 Hz while smoothing irregularities at mid-
dle and high frequencies that otherwise would require addi-
tion of power -wasting elements to the speaker's internal
passive crossover networks.

The result of all this innovation is truly splendid repro-
duction, as documented in last month's test report.

SONY SDP-505ES

SURROUND -SOUND DECODER

SONY'S SDP-505ES HAS THE DISTINCTION OF BEING THE FIRST
consumer product based on digital signal processing. As
such, it marks the start of the DSP era in audio, one promis-
ing increased product versatility and higher sonic quality.

DSP is the mathematical transformation of a signal: One
series of numbers is changed into a different series under
control of an equation or set of equations (for a more de-
tailed explanation, see "Bits & Pieces," September). Those
formulas can embody virtually any audio function: switching,
mixing, filtering, reverberation, delay, image enhancement,
and so forth. The best "number crunchers" for DSPare high-
speed digital computer circuits such as those contained in the
SDP-505ES. They apply their formulas to the input signals
with incredible speed, but only after those signals have been
turned into l6 -bit binary numbers by the unit's internal ana-
log -to -digital converters. The processed output of the SDP-
505ES is in analog form, obtained from 16 -bit digital -to -ana-
log converters.

So HIGH FIDELITY
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That output hints at the power of DSP. For ambience en-
hancement, either channel can be delayed from 0 to 90 milli-
seconds in 0.1 -millisecond increments, with no loss of sound
quality accompanying longer settings, as happens with ana-
log (charge -coupled device or bucket -brigade) signal delays.

And for accurate Dolby Surround decoding, the 505 imple-
ments the required 7 -kHz difference -signal filter very pre-
cisely and totally in the "digital domain"-no resistors or ca-
pacitors here, just arithmetic at work. Our test report on the
SDP-505ES is in the September issue.

YAMAHA DSP-1 DIGITAL SOUND FIELD PROCESSOR

IN THE MEETINGS TO SELECT HIGH FIDELITY'S PRODUCT

Year, one nominee went straight to the top of the list: Yama-
ha's DSP-1 Digital Sound Field Processor. In both concept
and execution, it's an extraordinary component.

The DSP-1 is the most sophisticated realization to date of
the principle of listening enhancement by multiple -speaker
presentation of recovered or synthesized ambience. As such,
it represents the culmination of a decade's worth of compo-
nent designs from a host of companies. It creates the multi-
ple delayed and recirculated signals available from previous
devices, but in a wholly innovative way: The spacings of the
synthesized reflections, in both time and direction, along
with their amplitudes and spectral characteristics, are de-
rived from data taken in actual concert halls and listening
spaces and stored in the DSP-1's digital read-only memory.
The encoded hall is accurately re-created around the listener
by means of digital signal processing. When played over a
four- or six -speaker system, the results are stunningly realis-
tic.

The DSP-1 represents an important milestone in the tran-
sition from analog to digital audio in that it is the first con-
sumer product to give a real taste of the enormous potential
of digital signal processing. Only one of its multitude of func-
tions is performed in the analog domain: the Dolby B decod-
ing required for correct reproduction of Dolbv Surround
movie soundtracks.

Yet for all its 16 surround -sound simulations and re -cre-
ations, its 16 special -effects modes, its ability to vary each hall
simulation or effect over an impressively wide range, and its
excellent performance by all the traditional criteria of fidelity

(distortion, the DSP-1 is not
a very complex device. There is less going on in it than in a
CD player and possibly even an FM tuner. Like all other digi-
tal signal processors, the DSP-1 has only three principal sub-
sections: analog -to -digital converters, a microcomputer, and
digital -to -analog converters. That microcomputer, and oth-
ers like it, will eventually alter some cherished concepts of
audio component design and manufacture.

For instance, because all the versatility of the DSP-1 stems
from the microcomputer's programming, it is not very prac-
tical to make a stripped -down version by omitting features-
the conventional way to create a line of less costly products.
As long as a processing -mode program fits within the avail-
able digital memory-and there's evidently quite a bit of it in
the DSP-1-it costs no more for the manufacturer to put it in
than to leave it out. The most costly parts of the system, the
converter chips and the microprocessor, can scarcely be
eliminated without also making the device inoperable. Low-
er -cost digital signal processing will come only with mass
production and higher levels of circuit integration, so that
more functions are performed by fewer parts.

If digital signal processing develops as we hope it will, the
DSP-1 will be seen to be a landmark device, as important a
development as, say, the acoustic suspension loudspeaker.
At the very least, the Yamaha DSP-1 is, as we said in our Sep-
tember test report, "the most important audio product re-
leased since the beginning of the Compact Disc era, the most
significant advance in the control of auditory space since
stereo, and one of the few components in the history of high
fidelity truly meriting the accolade 'breakthrough.' "
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BY ROBERT ANGUS

VIISIC vs. 8mm

JVC's GR-C7U goes lens to lens with Sony's CCD-V8AFu in a camcorder format faceoff.

How happy I could be with either,
Were t'other dear charmer away.
But while you thus tease me together,
To neither a word will I say.

- John Gay

THE TRUTH ABOUT JVC'S DIMINUTIVE
GR-C7U VHS -C and Sony's CCD-
V8AFu 8mm camcorders is that both
are outstanding pieces of equipment.
I'd be happy to own either one, and

so, I believe, would most readers of this
magazine. But you'd never guess this from
what is being said about them, most notably
by Sony and JVC themselves. These cam-

corders are pawns in a power struggle be-
tween two Japanese electronics giants, and
as they see it, it's a battle to determine the fu-
ture of home video into the 1990s.

What's at issue is whether the familiar
VHS format will continue as the medium of
choice in the home and whether its little
brother, VHS -C (or Compact VHS, as JVC
calls it), can gain acceptance as a portable
tape system. Or will Sony and its allies in the
photographic and home electronics indus-
tries replace VHS both in the field and in the

Robert Angus is an avid videophile and a frequent
contributor to this magazine.
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BEYOND CONVENTIONAL AUD 0

THE ONKYO INTE-CRA DX -320 WITH OPTO-COUPLING
THE SOLND IS NO ILLUSION

Tl-e 'Integra DX -320 Compcct Disc player is the -irst of ONKYO's new ge lE ration o' CD players to n:crporate
our urique Opto-Coupling digital sic.nal processing system. Conventioncl CD players transmit digital dat-J
intT,,milly via printed circuit bcard wiring, which interacts with analog audio signals to produce Digital Signal
Interference PSI), resulting in an audible "harshness" in the music.

Specially deigned high speec Opto-Coupling mcdules in the DX -32C transfer the digital cudio and other
cctc signals to -he analog culpu- stage via fiber optics, preventing DSI. The result is noise -free life -Ike
naprociiction with none of he harsh sound characteristi:s often attributed 'o other CD players. This remarkable
r ew technology can only be found it the ONKYO CX-320.

Double oversampling and cig tal iltering greatly improve phase and harmonic accuracy. A fully
pr.)grcrnmoble wireless remote control includes manors, selection, phrase :cpability, and indexing for
naxinium corvenience.

rDUr unique t-ansport design incorporates ONKYO's exclusive Poly-Scrb c rubber -like coripcurid thal
improses isolat on by absorbing extraneous vibrations, eliminating skipping and mistracking.

TI -e Integra DX -320 Corr p:ct Disc player fulfills tFe p-omise of digital audio, 40stry In Sound
with sound quality that's as :lcse to he original as anything you've ever heard.
Aid tizn the DX -320 at yoLr author zed ONKYO dealer today. ON it&IFO.

200 NillonaDrive, Ramos% N107446



Ntuff their stockings
ka C24with the perfect gift

& save

1 FIDELITY

This year, give gift subscriptions to High Fidelity.
You'll not only make their holidays happy, you'll
spread cheer all year. Because they'll remember
your thoughtfulness every time they receive
another fresh and exciting issue.

Think of all the special people on your gift list
(and, don't forget yourself!) who would like to get
more from their sound system. High Fidelity will
bring them the latest information on compact
discs and CD players, speaker systems, audio-

video receivers, digital audio components, cas-
sette decks. Classical, popular, and jazz CD, LP
and tape reviews. And more.

It's so easy to give a gift of High Fidelity. A 1 -year
gift subscription (12 issues) is only $7.98. You
save a full 73% off the $30 cover price, and you
won't be billed until after January 1st. At this
Happy holiday rate, you can afford to make a lot
of people happy - and wrap up your holiday shop-
ping fast! An attractive gift card comes with each
gift subscription. Happy Holidays to you.

To Order Call Toll -Free 1 -800 -247 -GIFT
In Iowa 1-800-532-1272
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inches, all dimensions including viewfind-
er). It uses the VHS -C format, which means
that the diminutive cassettes can be played
on any VHS deck when slipped into an
adapter. which is supplied. There are two
speeds, equivalent to the SP and EP modes
on home decks. At the former speed, you can
record up to 20 minutes with a VHS -C cas-
sette; the slow (EP) speed yields a 60 -minute
recording time. Battery packs capable of
driving the system for as long as 120 minutes
are available in addition to the 30 -minute
battery supplied. The list price for the sys-
tem is $1,800.

In the GR-C7U, JVC has used two of the
available HQprocesses for improving VHS
picture quality. (Not all HQ machines are
created equal; this one offers detail en-
hancement and a 20 -percent extension of
the white -clip level.) Even slow -speed re-
cordings look very good indeed. It has a
macro switch for shooting close-ups and an
automatic fader for smooth transitions be-
tween scenes (the stationary erase head used
will not perform glitch -free scene -to -scene
cuts).

CAMERA COMFORT
IN TERMS OF HANDLING, I FOUND I III JVC
generally easier to use and to tote around.
Its controls are easier to find and operate,
and the unit is probably simpler for a novice
to control. Although Sony's zoom control
and recording start/stop buttons are located
in the same relative positions as JVC's (with-
in fingertip reach with the right hand insert-
ed in the grip handle), I never seemed to be
able to reach the one I wanted when I
needed to, mainly because they require
greater finger movement from "rest posi-
tion" (unless you have fairly large hands). It
took me a while to get the V8AFu into the re-
cord mode the first couple of times I tried it.
And while 2 pounds difference in weight

home with 8mm videocassettes? At stake are
not only the reputations but also the wallets
of some very large corporations on both
sides of the Pacific.

Hence, the war of words over these two
camcorders. Sony, it seems, not only objects
to much of the design and engineering of the
GR-C7U but considers the VHS -C format it-
self to be an abomination. This is hardly sur-
prising for the people who invented the Beta
format and watched it go down to defeat by
the technically inferior VHS system. Nor is it
surprising that JVC would utter equally un-
kind words about the 8mm format and its ul-
timate camcorder representative to date: the
CCD-V8AFu. The charges and counter-
charges have been heated, confusing to the
would-be consumer, and often downright
misleading. (One might be tempted to say
untrue, but companies of this size and stat-
ure never dissemble-well, hardly ever.)

For the moment, however, let's step
aside from the verbal skirmishing and take a
look at the equipment. What we find are two
top -of -the -line video systems. both offering
the latest in technology and crammed with
convenience features and performance.
Both use a charge -coupled device (CCD)
solid-state imager instead of a conventional
camera tube, and they have such features as
electronic viewfinders with instant -replay,
automatic color balancing, 6:1 power zoom
lenses, autofocusing, low -light capability,
one -hand operation, and the often useful
ability to override any or all of the automatic
controls.

The Sony machine also offers a maxi-
mum recording time of two hours, AFM high
fidelity audio recording (in mono, though).
the use of 8mm metal -particle tape (with the
promise of improved performance when
metal -evaporated videocassettes become
generally available), a I -inch viewfinder
(JVC's is 0.6 -inch), a shoulder mount, and a
"flying" erase head, which permits cleaner
insertion edits and scene -to -scene cuts. It
costs $1,500.

The JVC unit is both lighter and smaller
(2.9 pounds vs. Sony's 5.1 pounds; 43/4 by
61/2 by 83/4 inches vs. Sony's 5 by 7% by 137/2

may not sound like much, you'll feel it at the
end of a day of sightseeing and recording.

I discovered early on, however, that one
pays for JVC's lightness and compactness.
It's much easier to brace Sony's shoebox-
size unit against your shoulder while shoot-
ing than to balance the JVC in your hand.
The resulting jitter from camera unsteadi-
ness, although present with both machines,
is particularly noticeable in the zoom shots
of distant objects made by the JVC. If you're
willing to lug around the extra weight and
bulk of a tripod or if you plan to rest the cam-
corder on a solid surface while shooting, the
JVC will do just fine.

JVC's viewfinder offers a rotary focusing
adjustment that is a boon for those who wear
glasses. Sony's viewfinder, on the other
hand, produces a bigger picture, and I found
it easier to see what I was shooting. The
Sony viewfinder is more securely attached to
the camera body, too. It mounts on a shoe so
that it can be removed for packing, and it
slides toward or away from the camera body
to suit each user. JVC's telescoping view-
finder is affixed to the top of the camera by a
swivel bracket, which I found none too stur-
dy and likely to rotate when I least expected
it. The bracket moves a full 360 degrees in
the horizontal plane and 90 degrees vertical-
ly, which seems almost too much of a good
thing: The instruction book warns against
using it for a handle, as well it might. When
zooming and focusing manually, the Sony
lens controls proved easier to manipulate
without accidentally blocking the lens with
the hand.

A few words about the recording times of
the two units are in order here. I've traveled
with camcorders of various formats on three
continents; I've used them for family outings
and business purposes; and I've made docu-
mentaries and covered meetings for cable
TV with them. And only very rarely have I
found the 20 -minute recording time of a
VHS -C cassette used in the SP mode to pose
a problem. In fact, in conducting tests on the
V8AFu for this report, I used 15 -minute
8mm cassettes (they're also available in 30-,
60-, 90-, and 120 -minute lengths) to facili-
tate location of particular recorded seg-
ments. Most camcorder shots are relatively
short: from 1% to 5 minutes at most. When
you're shooting continuously for 10 minutes
or more, it seems like an eternity, and the
arm and shoulder joints start to get sore.
Likewise, watching a full 10 minutes of home
movies can seem like forever, especially if
they're somebody else's. Therefore, the 20 -
minute SP playing -time limit imposed by
JVC isn't all that critical; if you need extend-
ed playing time, that's what the EP speed is
for.

PICTURE QUALITY
SOME SONY DEALERS HAVE BEEN TELLING
their customers that the JVC's picture is so
bad that you can't make copies from it or that
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it may not reproduce properly on some old
VHS VCRs. The truth of the matter is that al-
though more noise is evident in the JVC pic-
ture, it's nowhere near bad enough to make
it unviewable, much less uncopyable. I re-
corded the same scenes at both speeds with
the JVC and was almost unable to determine
from the picture quality alone which was
which. The giveaways were the details in cer-
tain scenes and the audio track, which in the
EP mode is distinctly low-fi (because the
tape speed is even slower than that of an au-
dio microcassette). Even a copy made in the
EP mode of the EP original was found very
satisfactory by friends I invited to watch.
Part of the credit for this must surely go to
the HQ circuitry, the rest to JVC's CCD
imager. However, 1 did notice one unwanted
side effect: a sharp outline around two tan
dogs frolicking on a shaded green lawn.

I expected to find a good deal of chroma
(color) noise visible in the 8mm recordings I
made, particularly in large areas of red and
yellow, because I had found it in previous
8mm camcorder models. 1 was pleasantly
surprised. Sony was at least as successful as
JVC in hiding this granular quality. In sum,
while JVC's SP image was very, very good,
Sony's was just a hair better: It had sharper
detail and better color.

Just how superior was the Sony? Not so
much that you're likely to notice the differ-
ences-unless you conduct side -by -side
tests, as I did-and possibly not enough to
outweigh the GR-C7U's many advantages.
In fact, only an experienced eye could notice
most of the differences between recordings
made simultaneously of the same scene. For
example, one of our test scenes showed thick
New England foliage blowing in a brisk
wind. We panned to a deep -blue sky contain-
ing fluffy white clouds over a white satellite
antenna, a yellow house, and a recently
plowed field. Both the GR-C7U in SP and
the V8AFu did very well with the blowing
leaves. Detail was good, and the autofocus
system locked in with both camcorders.

JVC's green was tinged with blue, however,
resulting in a darker, duller, and less natural
color than Sony's-but again, casual viewers
would be unlikely to pick up the difference
without a side -by -side comparison (and the
original scene just outside the front door).
In any case, the JVC results were perfectly
satisfactory for all but video fidelity purists.

As the camera panned from the leaves to
the white expanse of the satellite dish, the
sky became distinctly darker in all three re-
cordings, although the Sony seemed to have
less trouble coping with the change in over-
all light level. JVC's version of the satellite
dish and the clouds had a faintly pinkish
tinge. compared to Sony's snowy white. The
only difference between SP and EP on the
JVC was in picture definition (worse with
EP). Color values remained the same, re-
gardless of VHS tape speed. Another scene
had a mass of ripening apples on a tree. Both
JVC SP and Sony did well in separating the
still -green fruit from the green foliage
around them, but Sony's colors seemed
slightly truer and its images sharper. JVC EP
scored much lower on this test.

Both cameras did very well in low -light
situations: in a dimly lit shed during the day
and by candlelight at night. It would be un-
fair to award a prize to either model here,
but JVC's automatic focus seemed to have
more trouble adjusting to low light than
Sony's. Until we switched the autofocus off,
it kept focusing on whatever light source was
available in the room rather than on the sub-
ject to be photographed.

SOUND QUALITY
IN VIEW OF THE PICTURE -RELATED VITRIOL
being spewed by both sides in the camcorder
controversy, it's surprising that it was in the
audio tests where the greatest differences
showed up. Because live music wasn't avail-
able to us during the test period, we made do
with Compact Discs played through a pair of
particularly good outdoor speakers. We
placed the two camcorders side by side to re-

cord audio through their built-in micro-
phones while recording a stationary video
scene. No doubt about it: Sony's AFM audio
sounded bright and natural while JVC's SP
sound tended toward the dull and noisy. In
the EP mode, the JVC results were even
worse, with the loss of high frequencies
tending to limit the intelligibility of the spo-
ken word. And when the background music
happened to consist of a solo piano, the wow
was excruciating.

So which camcorder is for you? Well, the
plain fact is that neither is a clear-cut winner;
each has its strong and weak points. Your
choice may depend on how you plan to use
the equipment, what you're most likely to re-
cord, and just how good your eyes and ears
really are. The differences we've outlined
above (except for sound quality) are mostly
very minor; we've exaggerated them simply
to be able to draw distinctions. If your sole
consideration is for the very best picture and
sound quality, you will opt for the Sony. If
you're willing to make some very minor
compromises on some of these points in fa-
vor of greater portability and ease of use,
you should instead choose the JVC.

Your choice also depends on what you're
used to in home video. Both of these cam-
corders will produce excellent results when
you're taping the kids' birthday parties or
the highlights of your vacation. Both will do
well in most business and hobbyist applica-
tions, and both suffice as a kind of video In-
stamatic.

But when it comes to critical videophile
applications, each camcorder has something
special to offer. JVC has touch -button fading
and macro (ultra-close-up) capabilities,
while Sony does not. Sony offers a slight
edge on picture quality under varying or
low -light conditions. JVC is easier to pack
and carry on trips, although its larger cas-
settes can add considerably to the bulk: It
takes six of them (or two in the EP mode) to
equal the playing time of one 120 -minute
8mm tape. The Sony does an excellent job of
recording musicians and other scenes en-
hanced by sound (trains, airplanes, cable
cars, tour guides). And so it goes.

Either of these camcorders is a worthy
piece of equipment that will satisfy your vid-
eo -recording needs for many years. To de-
cide which camcorder is right for you, exam-
ine your needs and its possible uses and
compare these with the strengths and weak-
nesses listed above. But don't just take our
word for it: Never buy a camcorder without
examining it. Ask the dealer to let you han-
dle various units. See for yourself whether
their weight, size, and control placement are
comfortable. Make a few test recordings un-
der various lighting conditions. Watch the
recorded results on a full-size TV screen,
not through the viewfinder, paying attention
to detail, noise, color accuracy, and how the
camera copes with different light and focus-
ing situations. In short, retrace some of the
steps I have taken and you'll be able to make
a well-informed purchase.
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RADIO SHACK TAKES YOU TO
NEW HEIGHTS IN HOME ENTERTAINMENT
Stereo from Six Sources! co, VCR, TV, Tape, FM, Phono
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Total Entertainment. Radio Shack's new System 747
gives you everything. 19 -inch color TV/monitor with MTS
stereo, VHS Hi-Fi Stereo VCR, CD player, dua cassette
deck with high-speed dubbing, digital AM/FM stereo
tuner, turntable, equalizer, amplifier, wireless remotes,
deluxe three-way speakers and the matching racks.

High -Power Performance. The heart of this magnificent
system is our Realistic° SA -1000 amplifier, rated 100 watts
per channel minimum rms, into 8 ohms from 20 to 20,000
Hz, with no more than 0.09% THD. Infrared remote lets
you adjust and mute the volume of every sound source,
pause during cassette operation, even select memorized
stations from the digital tuner. The seven -band equalizer
gives you total control of frequency response. The dual
cassette deck has Dolby B noise reduction and
high-speed or real time dubbing. Our Realistic CD -2200
compact disc player has the proven Tri-Spot laser system
for accurate tracking. And the LAB -1000 turntable
includes a factory -installed magnetic cartridge.

State -of -the -Art Video. Our TC-1000 high -resolution 19"
color TV monitor/receiver has a built-in comb filter for
dramatically sharper pictures, MTS/SAP decoder for
broadcast stereo and second -language audio, and its
own fu.1-function wireless remote control.

Our Best -Ever VCR Included. Realistic Mode 41 has
the HQ system and comb filters for sharper pictures, plus
VHS Hi-Fi Stereo for sound that rivals CD. It a.so includes
a full -function remote control.

Everthing at 21% Off. Purchased separately, these
quality components total $2,519.60. Buy System 747
complete and you'll have deluxe stereo sound fccm every
source for only $1999. Or as low as $92 per month*.

E

Radio Ihaeli
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

FREE 1987 Radio Shack Catalog!
Mail to Radio Shack, Department 87-A-580,
300 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, TX 76102

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

L_ J
'Credit plan available. Actual payment may vary depending on balance. Prices appl), at pancpating Radio
Snack stores and dealers Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Carp TV measured
diagonally simulated reception Records. taaes and discs not included
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The audio critics of the world hardly ever
agree cn anything. B.it when t comes to s Jperlative
CD °layers, Ken Pohlmann, Lai Feldman,
Masa -nitsu Fukuda, Ulrich Smyrek, David Prakel,
Yoshiyu <i Ishida, Arts J _mg, and Hideo Kaneko
recommend one model w th amazing consisier cy:
the Denon DCD-1500.

Hcw did Denon ac hie\.e this exal-ed status?
Not by offering useless buttons, switches and
fluorescent displays. 3u- by developing better d gital
circuitry building to higher s-cndards, and us ng
better parts. Our proprietary Super Linea -
Converter is the only one that cdually corrects D/A
transfer distortion. Each circJit gets its own separate
power supply. And our f Iters a -e computer-
ana yzed for linear phase. So you hear sound that
rewards the most critica listening.

Ir a player as reasonably priced as the
DCD-1300, these refinements are enough to make
ever a hard-boiled crit c stand up and cheer .krd

ow the-e's more cause for celebration: three new
en or CD Players. They're but ton the same
rinciples as the DCD-1500, crd they're even more
ordable.

So f you want to hear the oest tha- the
mpad Disc format has lo offer, get yoursel: to a
nor dealer. And don'- forge+ to tell him wno sent
: Ken, Len, Masamitsu,

HIFI VISION-Urteil

DCD- 1500: Drd Super Lir ear Converters; Ortrtampling Digital
Filters; CALP 2Iog Filters; Programming; Re -note Control.

DENON
DESIGN INTEGR TY

D.:C-1300: Super Linear Ccnverter; Over:arepling Digital Filters,
Real Time Phase Correctior ; Prc gra-nnting;Femote Control.

-4.4015V
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volnelm11111111w

DCD- 700: Sus er Linear Cc nverter; Real -Time 'ease Correction;
Programming R wno.e Co itrol; Headphone lad with Level Control.

M-500: Super toneor Converter; Peal -Thee Phase Correctic a;
Frog -rimming; Emphasis Displa.; Headphone Jack.



ORDS/STEREO RECEIVERS/TAPE DECKS/EQUALIZERS/HEADPHONES AMPLIFIERS COM
TAPES/AUDIO ACCESSORIES/VIDEO RECORDERS/COLOR TELEVISIONS/VIDEO P

CS/PERSONAL COMPUTERS PRINTERS MONITORS COMPUTER SOFTWARE/FLOPPY DI
TERS A RI=,:.,l, OME SECURITY/PERS

TEAC CASSETTE DICKS

Teac V-45OX Dolby/dbx Stereo
Cassette Deck Unbelloyable value
Dolby B/C and dby noise reduction LED
peak meters Sort touch
ttn,tp Block finish

$9995

Teac R606X Auto Reverse Stereo
Cassette Deck Dolby B/C and dbx
noise reduction Real time auto reverse
Proprommoble music search Intto check/
blank scan Digitol tape

ounter Black finish $24995

Teac V -380C Dolby Stereo Cassette
Deck Dolby B and C noise reduction 110
peak reading level meters Son 'ouch
</vac, luncliOn transport
control Lell & right level )7995
continis

komISMIN..

Teat V-770 Three Head HX PRO
Stereo Cassette Deck Dolby B/C and
HO Pro noise reduction cnd dynamic
expansion systems True tape monitoring

loeireras tuningIllock

finishsearch 
Progrommoble music $29995

HOLIDAY MOVIE SPECIALS

Li [Es

Ms.

YOUR CHOICE $1895
ANY MOVIE ONLY

Phase Spoc16.19115 or EFTA
551/5555 HILLS COP IMAM
RONNE & CLYDE 'PIPE
CNINATOWN gaff
CLOCKWORK ORANGE 'PIPE
COMPLIAT MATTIS
DELIVERANCE UPS
DIRTY RAINY 911.115
FORINDINN PLANET %LIN
OWNS: 3 NOES WE %PS
ORIAILATIS NIPS
KIONIO FINDS tS
*NO KON0Niw 05
NORTH IT NI 05
PINK Rory not WALL Ms t5
RACERS OF TIM 1007 AR ,TIPS
ROAD WARRIOR 'II 95
MINIMS 7595
STAR INK MI, Or 1 NS 15
SUPERMAN NI PS
WITNESS .11.05

GREAT RECORDS AND CASSETTES

$699
Please Specify
LP or Casten..

Your Choice Any LP Or Cassette
Madonna True glue 6 99
Genesis /nosible roucn 6 99
Doe* RicnN Dancing On IM Ceiling 6 99
Eurythenles Revenge 6 PO
/My Joel Ine Inage 6 99
Paul Senor, Groceland 6 09
Tine Turn*, Break Every Run, 6 99
Toiling Hoods True Pones 699

SONY WADI:BEAN

Sony WM-F77 AM/FM Stereo
Cassette Walkman Auto Reverse
in Tuner Dolby Autornatic Shutoff
folding MDR
Headphones q

TECHNICS DOUBLE CASSETTE DECKS

Technics RS-T8OR Auto Reverse
Stereo Double COSMO, Deck 'chock
auto reverse record/playback DOlby 5/C
dbs noise reduction IlIgh WNW synchro
start dubbing Porollel
and series recording $32995Blacli finish

Technics RS -T20 Stereo Double
Cassette Deck Oolby 11 and C noise
reduction HIgh speed synchro start
dubbing Series playback Auto tape
selector 110 level

$129"meters Block finish

TEAC DOUBLE CASSETTE DECK

111. 111004 - -14
it MmHg..

Teac W -660R Double Auto Reverse
Cassette Deck Dorby 11/C and dbx
noise reduction One touch high speed
dubbing Continuous ploy MernorY
pray/search/dubbing
fult logic control $27995

V:.,

The Sega Mager System Advancecl
Interactive Vide0g0The System fonlastic
Colors And Resolution Includes 125K Master
Console 2 High Speed Controllers lphi
Pnoser Gorne
Conridges AC Adaptor $129"Ail Cables

ADC CD -100X Programmable
Compact Disc Player Tripie beam
laser pickup Passes the toughest tracking
tests Ibtrack
programmable Black q2995

FRES SHURE
VI5 TYPE IV

MR *On Purcnose

111111110111
Shure SV-40 Programmable
Compact Disc Player 7 function
wireless remote with volume control
I5 frock random programming 3bearn
loser pickup
Headphone lack Illocknmsn $269"

LEM

Teac PD -400 R111010
Programmable Compact Disc Player
3 beam laser pickup oyersarnpung digital
Alter I6 track random programming Indes
search dlecflonal
speed search Illock 49995
slim tine despn

P110110 CARTRIDGES

Shure V-15 TYPE V -MR Deluxe Micro
Ridge Phono Cartridge Micro ridge
stylus lip f scelrent trockabiltty Buy now
and Save Shure S25
cosh aria $50 stylus $124"coupons marlin rebore

Stanton 611051. High Performance
Disco Cartridge Designed for heavy
duty disco oppikations Recommended for
backtueing firtna stylus
included of no extra 41495
cost Standord mount

STEREO MON

Numark DM -1650 Pro Series Mixer/
Preamplifier Two phono/line and low
mic /line inputs Long throw slider controls
Crom lode, m.trond
graphic equalizer LIC, $20995
freak lever melon

RADAR 0111ICTOR

Whistter Spectrum 2 High
Performance Radar Defector Triple
Conversion Superheteioclynn Circuitry
Variable Filter Control
Piogromrnable Pert $22495
With Digital Counter

PI10110 CARTRIDGE

Audio Technica AT-140ML Vector
Aligned Phono Cartridge 'New
Improved despn Linear contact stylus
Wicie 532111t frequency response
Iscellent sound
ornprOyernent for any $5995
high fidelity system

WE OFFER YOU
TOLL -FREE TELEPHONE ORDERING
You con call your order in to
our Order Desk anytime Monday
through Saturday between 9.00
A.M. to 7:30 P.M.Our friendly
operators will gladly help with
your selections.

WE OFFER YOU THE
LOWEST PRICES on 100% US
warrantied brand name
merchandise not gray -market
goods Also, we will always meet
the competitions advertised
price.

WE STOCK WHAT
WE ADVERTISE Our huge $10
million dollar inventory assures
you that you'll get what you
order...when you order iIt

AUDIO TAPE SPECIALS

MXfIL XLIIVO
MXILL XLIISSO
toll SAC9O
TEM SAX90
SONY LIXPR090 NEW

Sony UCX-S90
Audio Tape
Cassettes

$1495e9k

4.00
`2.20

05
is 19

.1.09

HOW TO ORDER Sr MAIL: SEND MONEY ORDER. CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK MASTERCARD. VISA or DISCOVER CARD (Include card number,
Interbank No. expiration date and signature) TO. JAR WU= WORLD, 23 PARK ROW, NEW YORK, NY PDX DEPT. MF72$6. DO NOT SEND
CASH. Personal and businou checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing. $25 Minimum Order. Shipping. Handling &
Insurance Charge is 5% of total Order with a $195 minimum (Canadian Orden Add 15% Shippins MIFF a $9.95 minimum charge.) For shipments
by air, please double these charges. SORRY, NO C.O.D.'s. NEW YORK RESIDENTS PLEASE ADO SALES TAX. ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND
NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 100% GUARANTEED. WE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY TYPOGRAPHICAL OR TRANSPOSITIONAL ERRORS.



T DISC PLAYERS/TUNERS/ RACK SYSTEMS/AUDIO FURNITURE/BLANK AUDIO/COMP
ORS/CAMCORDERS/ CAMERAS/BLANK VIDEO TAPES/'VIDEO ACCESSORIES/ PE

S/CAR STEREO/RADAR DETECTORS AR SECURITY DEO MOVIES/TELEPHONES/45'S
L PORTABLES/CLOCK _ T.0

IUS1C
WORLD

Alrai Carry M4W 30 Watt Per
Craw* tudlo System AM/FM s sinso
recolostr S: watts RMS per channel  OSY
an dlcg iun eg Sband graphic equal ter
Datty craw double casette deck sigh
speed dab ing Bett dies semi -automat -lc
turetcble
1,44cun cartridge
Pc 2vay SPekw $29995sysn

Aka HX-A30111 Stereo Double
C012020 Deck Iligh speed dbbing
Dolay noise reduction Sof to ich
trans)ort control LED
peas reading meters 40995
Biack ?Moth

Akan' CD -A701 Remote Compact
Disc Rayer Ncifurol logic earn
progroruhing system Insulated floc ting
pickup and disc tray Direcr access waste*
remote Indes/rnuslc
search Illock finish $L249

AUDIO ACCUIIORY

Irk FM -$.403 Indoor
Omnedlrecilonal FM
SUMO Antenna Fnioy
high quallto FM reception
 Adiustoble gain control
 Up to 16do signal
boost AC operated .One
year warrany

11,,,..T6 SHOP WITH
COWDEHC We stand behind
what we se' We are tie nations
largos* cliC o/video rrail order
house add we have been in
bussed sir :e 1969

OUR
PROFEESIONALLY TANNED STAFF IS
REACY TC. ,t3SIST YOU with an
overage o over 10 years
experiarcE They are available
to tcke goer order and answer
any technical question's you
may hose.

'"`1..11 SHOP IN THE
COMFORT AND CONVE511ENCE OF
YOUR OWN -TOME Its as easy
as becorg op your ph3ne...and
the coil s Teel' We accept Visa,
MasterCard Discover Card and
America 1 :press.

Panasonic T-120
Video Cassette

TOM 2201S
Mk T20 X4
MACIIL T 2C
MA(EIL T2CMOX
SONY .7S)U40 CLOSIOur

.4A0

.3.49
ii1A0
`SA,
4 7*

$111111H)

JVC IX-9VB Remote 019271 AM/FM
Stem) ROCIPIVIN I20 wans FMS per
channel 32 dation presets Flactrc nic
7 ban. per channel graphic ec ua her.f

Black Finish u_g4;195

LI 111

Mora*: SR -940 Remote Digital
AMpfM Stems Raps**, .10o mans
INAS Ner channel Full lunctlo. wireless
remote control .11ulltin CIOCkfanlif

bloc: knish
DigTol display Iblech

995

1/MANIC NOLIALIZNIS

ADC Sound Shaper 425X Computer
Memory Graphic Equalizer I2 bond
Per at annel $tores up to 4 EC cu-ves in
mismay for Instant recall Bulitin soectrurn
analyser and pink noise

ment°. Callbrated 2gero
995micphone included $2

MCNAIR= MIMI CAN

Discwasher "Discser Record &
Stylus Cans KM Contoins original D4
record cleaner Plush pod brut" : C 2 stylus
cleaner with minor and
D4 fluid

MIMICS AUDIO CCMISPONIKTS

Technics SI-PJ11 Programmable
Compact 3Isc Player ISslep random
access programming Convenient midi so.
.two speed 3./dible
Search Dgeol eaP
Block rineh 'on $14995

dalLWINIR
Technics 5L -P500 Deluxe
Programmable Compact Disc Player
i.wireleu remote with volume control
20stop random access programming
 Digttal rarerNeodphons act$29995
finish

TIECOMICI TURNTABLES

Technic: SLQ022 Quartz Direct
Drive fiontabki Sernioutornatic
operator Sepanste lonorrn motor
Accects MScunt phono Cartridge
Front pa usl controls
Illack Ei

Technics 51-41A1 Quartz Direct Drive
Automate -writable Low mass
electronic rro onearrn Accepls P MOUrt
cartridge PA, I resonant woocln cabinet
Front panel wie:fronic cueing and seorcli
controls Au crinatIc disc
size Nelerclon $199"

HEADPHONES

Koss Pro s/AAA Top WINN!
Sterisophrwss Original ma closed ear
osier Escolleni low bid s response
Cushioneel neodband
and earcu.t ions Long
wear COnr3 I

$011.1 CAR AUDIO

(711 ;
-

-a   CI
-0001

Sony ES -R/ Digital AM/FM Cassette
Auto Ramiro, Quans Locked Tuner

Stator, Prysels Auto
Reverse Co:satte $M095
s.p.,01. Tale Controls WW.1

Technics SL -P300 Remote Control
Compact Disc Player 20 step 'ands)m
access programmable Fil laser pickup
Digital filter Indes search Wireless
remote Digital display
oleadphone lack Illock $19995finish

Technics SA -290 Digital AM/FM
Stereo Receiver so watts RUB per
channel LED power meters lbstation
preset memory
mOnrtor *Tap. $14995

1114.1 STEREO VIDEO IMPZOICIERE

-

Panasonic PV -1564 Four Head VHS
HQ 14141 Video Recorder 040 high
Quality video tysMrn *A video heads
Special effects playback 38tunctlor
wireless remote Cable ready tuner
I4 day/4 event timer

7 7On screen display

Sony SL-HF450 SuperSeta
Stereo Video Recorder 10% sharper
Picture INTS/SAP stereo decoder 7 day/
6 event timer Direct occu wiriness
remote *Cable readytuner Slow motion $429"
playback

TIAC VIDEO DISC/CO PLAYER

Tom LV-5000 Laser Video
Disc/Audio Compact Disc Player
Front loading Full function wireless remote
Decodes thodol laserdlscs *On screen
display Illack
component finish $49995

U

I
I

MINI STEREO
HEADPHONES
with any order

a $15 value

N

Encloseor
mention
coupon thyr:th yourio= I

order code
I when ordering by phone (.Fip78) I
lamas VALUABLE COUPON NUMMI

1111111111.1111=11

800 NEW YORK. ALASKA
ORDER .221 IN.8180 CANADA CALL:
TOLL -FREE (212) 693-0346

23 Park Row, Dept. HF1286, New York, NY 10038 JEIZMgcRID





BY MICHAEL H. GR AY

ON TOeTHIF

Some reflections as the early -music movement reaches

Beethoven's symphonies and piano concertos

LONG BEFORE SUCH THINGS BECAME FASHIONABLE, A

series of chamber music concerts performed on an-
tique instruments prompted a young London music
critic, intrigued by their "new" sound, to ask for
more. "It is greatly to be desired," George Bernard

Shaw wrote in 1885, "that some orchestral concerts be attempted
with a view to reproducing the effects heard by Bach, Handel,
Haydn, and Mozart, during what may be called the pre -clarinet
period of orchestration." At last, the leaders of the movement he
foresaw over a century ago are taking
up Shaw's challenge, not only in his be-
loved Mozart and Handel and not only
in public concerts. The early -music
movement has now reached Beetho-
ven. and in such recordings as Christo-
pher Hogwood's of Beethoven's Erenca
Symphony, recently released on Oi-
seau-Lyre Florilegium (417-235-1. -2,
and -4), it has posed a challenge to the
hallowed performances recorded by
many of the great names of 20th -centu-
ry conducting.

The challenge, some would say, is
that the conductors of period -instru-
ment hands have set out to do Beetho-
ven not their way, but his. But are musi-
cians reared on Baroque niceties up to
the sweat and passion Beethoven de-
mands? And how will audiences take to
the new scholar -musicians who aspire
to replace Bernstein, Furtwangler, and
Toscanini?

The answers won't be long in coin-
ing. Two cycles of the Beethoven sym-

phonies are already underway, the one
from Oiseau-Lyre that passed the half-
way point in September with sessions
for the Fourth and Fifth, and a second
one from archrival EM1/Reflexe, which
recorded the Second and Eighth with
Roger Norrington's London Classical
Players in July and plans to have all nine
finished by the end of next year. On this
side of the Atlantic, the Smithsonian
Chamber Orchestra under visiting mu-
sic director Jaap Schroder is slated to
record Symphonies Nos. I. 2. and 3
next year, while American pianists Mal-
colm Bilson (with _John Eliot Gardiner's
English Baroque Soloists, for Philips)
and Steven Lubin (with the Academy of
Ancient Music, fOr Oiseau-Lyre) pre-
pare cycles of Beethoven's piano con-
certos. While not everybody is doing
Beethoven (Trevor Pinnock, on rec-
ords at least, is sticking to Haydn, Vi-
valdi, and Handel), the period -orches-
tra world is buzzing with activity that
would have been unimaginable just a

1DE C E M B -E R 19 8 6 69



decade ago.
It's not surprising that the city of Lon-

don, with five full-time conventional orches-
tras, turns out to be the center of all this
activity. Impresario/conductors like Hog -
wood, Norrington, Gardiner. and Pinnock
draw upon a pool of about 100 musicians to
form their ensembles, which in each case
center upon a continuing core of principal
players. In the small world of period music.
loyalty still counts for a lot, and as the ca-
reers of several leaders have grown more
peripatetic, some of their formerly loyal col-
laborators have concluded that their own ca-
reers are just as important as those of their
old bosses. The result has been the creation
of a new, self-governing period orchestra
called The Age of Enlightenment, which
made its debut in June under the direction of
the Belgian violinist Sigiswald Kuijken. With
advice from musicologist H. C. Robbins -
Landon, this band has outlined an ambitious
series of concerts over the next three years
featuring invited directors, among them
Norrington, Sir Charles Mackerras, Simon
Rattle, Nikolaus Harnoncourt, and Gustav
Leonhardt, chosen from both the period -
and conventional -music scenes.

London is not, however, the only locus of
period -orchestra activity. From the Nether-
lands, long a hotbed of period players,
comes Frans Brfiggen's Orchestra of the
18th Century. Germany is home to the veter-
an ensemble Collegium Aureum; France
boasts several Baroque ensembles, includ-
ing Kuijken's La Petite Bande: and Hungary
has the Capella Savaria, a new ensemble that
has already recorded music by Vivaldi.
Haydn, and Telemann for Hungaroton Rec-
ords. Here in the United States, in addition
to Washington, D.C.'s Smithsonian Cham-
ber Orchestra, there are California's Phil-
harmonia Baroque Orchestra, led by former
Academy of Ancient Music principal flute
Nicholas McGegan; Boston's Early Music
Festival Orchestra and Banchetto Musicale
(now in its fifth season under music director
Martin Pearlman); and Steven Lubin's Mo-
zartean Players in New York City.

Playing original instruments, whether in
Europe or America, doesn't necessarily
mean abandoning conventional work, be-
cause there simply aren't enough period
gigs to give more than a handful of key in-
strumentalists a full-time career. But master-
ing a period style dors mean rejecting con-
ventional playing techniques in favor of
methods sanctioned by scholarship and mo-
tivated by the musicianly instinct that in-
spired Pinnock, for one, to "experiment with
the instruments that the composer knew."
Indeed, learning the old style is often facili-
tated by the instruments themselves. Players
and conductors alike acquire what Schroder
has called a "natural education" as they fa-
miliarize themselves with the alliance be-
tween the notes on the page and descrip-
tions in old (and frequently contradictory)
musical treatises. The results of this relearn-
ing process are often striking. Take the case

of the Mozart piano concertos. While Gardi-
ner characterizes modern performances of
these scores as a dialogue between a glossy -
sounding orchestra and a piece of "monster
furniture," performances conceived around
period pianos must come to terms with the
wholly different timbres those instruments
have, which not only dictate to a certain ex-
tent the music's phrasing and articulation
but disallow what's so grandly possible on
today's louder and more penetrating con-
cert grand. Furthermore, wind instruments
in the classical orchestra, playing at lower
pitch and without the mechanical improve-
ments made in range and flexibility in the
19th century, tend more toward mellowness
than brilliance, a characteristic shared by the
string instruments of the period.

The testimony of period players and the
evidence of their scholarly allies should be
converting droves to the cause of historically
informed performance. Certainly more and
more professional musicians, who used to
leave old instruments to students and ama-
teurs, are being attracted to some kind of pe-
riod -instrument training. Yet for every
Schroder or Pinnock willing to abandon
conventional instruments to experiment-
often uncertainly at first-with period ones,
there are hundreds of musicians still perfect-
ly satisfied to continue to play the way they
were taught. Those pioneering the path of
authenticity have done so knowing that the
experience could, as Bilson learned, be a
"very hard road" professionally.

But that road is a whole lot easier now
that conductors who specialize in period -in-
strument performance-the stars of the bur-
geoning movement-are attracting scores
of invitations to appear with the big boys: the
major orchestras of the "establishment"
concert world. For a musician whose career
has been based on rejecting conventional
means and methods, such engagements al-
most invariably lead to artistic compromises
that are never satisfactorily achieved. Gardi-
ner avoids the dilemma by refusing to per-
form music with modern orchestras if he
feels it should be done only on period instru-
ments. Last year alone, he turned down al-
most 30 guest conducting engagements with
American orchestras. Pinnock, McGegan,
Harnoncourt, and Hogwood, on the other
hand, do lead large parts of their repertoire
with modern bands, an activity Pinnock care-
fully points out does not supplant his ties to
the English Consort. Harnoncourt, rather
high-handedly, ignores the period bands,
recording the Viennese Classical repertory
with modern orchestras in Vienna and Am-
sterdam. And the much -travelled Hogwood
stands accused of devoting more time to his
popular guest -conducting stints away from
London than to the standards of his concerts
there with the Academy of Ancient Music.

Stylistically, the period conductors' lead
has been followed so far by only a handful of
mainstream figures, among them Gerard
Schwarz, Michael Tilson Thomas, David
Zinman, and the Boston -based Benjamin

Zander. In performing such works as the
Beethoven symphonies, these conductors
have made a strong case for observing, even
with modern forces, what is known about the
orchestral layout of Beethoven's day, the
size of the ensembles he had available, and
the meaning of the metronome markings he
gave in his scores. The period leaders are
learning things, too: Even as their successes
force mainstream colleagues to start paying
attention to historical performance practice,
they are having to learn how to mix chamber
music democracy with a more dictatorial ap-
proach to conducting. The need for podium
authority in place of democratic give-and-
take is amply demonstrated by recordings
like the Hannover Band's disappointing
conductorless version of Beethoven's Fifth
Symphony.

The cross-pollination between the peri-
od and conventional worlds wouldn't be
progressing so well without the prominence
that has come to the period conductors as
the result of making a lot of very popular rec-
ords. Recording also makes it easier for peri-
od -instrument orchestras to survive without
having to risk too many public concerts, the
losses from which the players must cover out
of their own pockets. Some conductors, Gar-
diner in particular, nonetheless insist that
pieces be played live before being recorded,
not to waste money, but to ensure that the
recorded result represents a completely
thought -through performance. Hogwood,
on the other hand, is committing so much
repertory to disc that the records he made
this year will be filled with pieces he may not
have played even once in public.

With all this activity, it's easy to overlook
the fact that the record companies continue
to play it safe by issuing yet another version
of Vivaldi's Four Seasons or Mozart's Clarinet
Concerto, pieces that already have plenty of
representation in the catalog. Marketing
concerns dictate such moves and explain
why Philips is matching Hogwood's com-
plete recording of Mozart's symphonies with
a new traversal by Gardiner, and why there
will be another recording of Beethoven's
Eroica (this one with Briiggen) on the heels
of the Hogwood, aimed at the same audi-
ence.

It's not surprising that it's the European
labels, with most of the groups based in their
own territory, that have made period -or-
chestra records hot items on the American
classical charts. So far, the boom has been
led by Oiseau-Lyre's Florilegium series,
transformed by executive producer Peter
Wadland in a little over a decade from a su-
perb connoisseur's label into a major market
force almost solely on the strength of Hog -
wood's Academy of Ancient Music. But with
EMI/Reflexe running Parrott's Taverner
Players in Baroque music and Norrington's
London Classical Players in Beethoven, as
well as Philips fielding Gardiner in Mozart
and Briiggen in other classical repertory, Oi-
seau-Lyre and Hogwood have to cover all by
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 8 3 )
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THECIISPRFAD
MINI REVIEWS OF THE LATEST COMPACT DISCS

BY ROBERT E. BENSON, THOMAS L. DIXON, IRVING KOLODIN, RO3ERT R. REILLY, K. ROBERT SCHWARZ, BERT WECHSLER, JAMES WIERZBICKI, BILL ZAKARIASEN

0 NIELSEN ORCHESTRAL WORKS:
GOTHENBURG, CHUNG

THIS SECOND INN I AI.1 N I IN S15'UNG-WHUN

Chung's traversal of the orchestral works of
Carl Nielsen for BIS was rather long in com-
ing (the first, BIS CD 321, devoted to the
Second Symphony and the Incidental Music
from Aladdin, was issued over two years ago),
but, as expected, it was worth the wait. On a
generously packed CD, Chung, leading the
Gothenburg Symphony, gives us the Moshe-
rade Overture, the Clarinet Concerto, and
the Third Symphony (Espansiva). Once
again, the young Korean conductor shows a
splendidly firm grasp of the tricky Nielsen
idiom, and in the case of the Espansiva, he
gives a reading of immense heroic breadth
and power that recalls Leonard Bernstein's
superb performance of it with the Royal
Danish Orchestra some 25 years ago. Chung
is equally assured in the spiky Clarinet Con-
certo (Ole Schill is a fine soloist), and the
Maskerade Overture possesses optimum
bounce. The Gothenburgers' playing seems
beyond cavil, and the sound is up to BIS's
high standards for int rumental focus and all-
over openness of tone. Now for the next vol-
ume! Playing time: 67:45. (BIS CD 321.) B.Z.

ROSSINI SONATAS FOR STRINGS:
CAMERATA BERN

ROSSINI'S SIX .SOA ATE A QUATTRO FOR TWO

violins, cello, and double bass were written
in 1804, when the composer was a mere
twelve years old. Though far from profound,
they are remarkably precocious and meticu-
lously crafted works. Child Rossini had no
interest in Viennese motivic development or
contrapuntal interplay; here, sunny, uncom-
plicated melody reigns supreme, alternating
with frothy, effervescent passagework. The
latter gift usually saves the day. Particularly
fascinating are those moments when the ma-
ture composer shines through: The finales,
with their motoric repetitions of rapid pas-
sages, presage the radiant climaxes of count-
less later overtures.

The Camerata Bern's performances are
polished, graceful, and polite; passion and
force are hardly required by this music. Es-
pecially remarkable is the impeccable en-
semble that prevails even through the fiend-

ishly difficult violin passagework. Playing
time: 54:19. (Deutsche Grammophon 413
310-2.) K. R. S.

IIRMEN ORCHESTRAL WORKS:
BIRMINGHAM, RATTLE

SIMON RATTLE'S TRANSFORMATION OF THE.

City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra
from a regional outfit into a world -class en-
semble continues to be one of the great suc-
cess stories of our time. The latest recorded
chapter in the saga is devoted to the substan-
tial Sinjonia do Requiem of Britten and the
same composer's flimsier but certainly not
charmless An American Overture, Occasional
Overture, and Suite on English Folk Tunes (the
latter three from 1942, 1946, and 1966-75.
respectively). Under Rattle's direction, all of
it comes off brilliantly, especially those pas-
sages that feature the orchestra's percussion
and brass sections in tandem. Playing time:
52:47. (Angel EMI CDC 47343.) J. W.

BRITTEN "PETER CRIMES":
ROVAL OPERA, BRITTEN

LONDON'S 1958 RECORDING OF BENJAMIN
Britten's opera Peter Grimes is of historic sig-
nificance: Britten himself conducts, the late
Peter Pears is an outstanding presence in the
title role, which was written for him, and the
supporting cast, featuring Claire Watson as
Ellen Orford, James Pease as Captain Bal-
strode, David Kelly as Hobson, and Owen
Brannigan as Swallow, is superb. The Or-
chestra and Chorus of the Royal Opera
House, Covent Garden, complete the stellar
list of participants. The result is an authori-
tative, powerful performance, essential for
all interested in 20th -century opera.

Sonically, this issue (for which Erik Smith
was the producer and Kenneth Wilkinson
the engineer) is quite amazing. Britten's
score is revealed in uncommonly beautiful
richness and detail, and there is a warmth
and depth to the recording that, in spite of
its age, is unfortunately missing from many
contemporary digital efforts. A complete li-
bretto is provided, and there are 45 refer-
ence cues Each of the three acts occupies
one CD, which, while convenient, is rather
dear for the collector; the entire opera, with
a total playing time of about 142 minutes,

could have fit onto just two CDs, costing
one-third less. Even so, this is a wonderful
recording, well worth adding to any collec-
tion. Playing time: 141:59. (London 414
577-2) R.E.B.

O BEET11011111 STIRMIONIES:
BERLIN, FIRTIVANOLER

IN ONE. OF HIS FIRST POST -WORLD WAR II
concerts with the London Philharmonic,
Wilhelm Furtwangler performed Beetho-
ven's Seventh. A part of the final movement
drew this description from Edward Lock-
speiser: " . .. a long bridge passage. chiefly
in the lower strings, was made to sound al-
most Musorgskyan [sic] in its harrowing
gruesomeness." Thus it always was with
Funwingler, who could produce totally ab-
sorbing revelations in sections of master-
pieces other conductors merely passed over.
In that sense, most of Funwangler's record-
ed performances have become self -recom-
mending. These wonderful accounts of the
Seventh and Eighth symphonies-both
from a broadcast of April 14, 1953-fall di-
rectly into that category. What with six per-
formances of the Seventh and five of the
Eighth listed in the latest Funwingler dis-
cography (published by the British Furt-
wangler Society), it would be impossible to
discuss the variations in each within the
scope of a limited review. Suffice it to say
that these accounts, issued by Deutsche
Grammophon in recognition of the Furt-
wangler centenary, represent the conductor
and his beloved Berlin Philharmonic in top
form, and that the sound engineers of the
time and the DG restorers of the present day
have together achieved something of a sonic
miracle. The Eighth in particular emerges
with a degree of symphonic weight that all
but removes it from the category of
"lighter" Beethoven to which it seems to
have been assigned by so many other con-
ductors.

It is surely one of the glories of the CD
medium that we are offered such classics as
these. Who says the industry has no vision? I
doubt that any record catalog contains more
absorbing performances. Playing time:
66:20. (Deutsche Grammophon 415 666-2.)

TL D.
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LA
B EETHOVEN SEVENTH:
K EILBERTH

OF THE 12 VERSIONS OF BEETHOVEN'S SEVENTH

Symphony I possess, this one by Joseph
Keilberth and the Berlin Philharmonic is the
best-or should I say, my favorite. It came as
a surprise when I first encountered it on a
Telefunken record I have long since trea-
sured; I had not really heard of Keilberth,
who was little known in comparison with the
great name conductors whom he displaced.
That first impression is now strongly reaf-
firmed by Teldec's reissue of this classic per-
formance on a CD generously filled out by
the Egmont Overture and Leonore Overture
No. 3. The CD is one of a series dedicated to
the artistry of Keilberth, who died in 1968
during the second act of a performance of
Tristan and hold,.

Few works of music can communicate so
terrifying a sense of power as the Seventh, if
it is allowed to build in all its inexorable
force. Keilberth had the controlled pacing,
combined with the lack of eccentricity, nec-
essary to gather and release that overwhelm-
ing power. There is an overhang of tension
in his performance that makes even its most
pastoral moments electrifying.

The sound, from a 1967 analog record-
ing, is greatly improved over the original in-
carnation on Telefunken. Though not of au-
diophile quality, it is still considerably more
than acceptable. The excellent perfor-
mances of the overtures date from 1960 and
1961. Their slightly dated sound in no way
diminishes their power. Playing lime: 57:18.
(Teldec 8.43192.) R. R. R.

LA
S IMMS FIRST; HAYDN
VARIATIONS: FURTWANGLER

CONTRARY TO 'MAI N I OPINION, (:R II ICS
should allow themselves a holiday once in a
while, even while reviewing. I intend to do
just that now.

The Furtwingler discography lists 12 re-
cordings of the Brahms First Symphony.
After having sampled a fair share of them,
along with most of the other major versions
of the present and past, I am happily forced
to concede that this account by the Berlin
Philharmonic, released by Deutsche Gram-
mophon as part of its Furtwangler centenary
observation, is the greatest performance of
this majestic human drama 1 have ever
heard. (And I would add that the only living
conductor capable of making passionate
music on this level is Leonard Bernstein.)
Coupled with the symphony are the Haydn
Variations, which receive a performance on
the same plateau.

The original broadcast sound (from
1952 and 1950) was fine. The CD restora-
tions are wonderful. Playing time: 68:23.
(Deutsche Grammophon 415 662-2.) TL D.

LA
DVORAK, GOLDMARK NOUN
CONCERTOS: MILSTEIN

THIS ANGEL COMPACT DISC RESUSCITATES
beautiful performances by Nathan Milstein
of the Dvoiik and the Goldmark violin con-

certos, recorded a year apart-the Dvoiik in
1966 with Rafael Friihbeck de Burgos con-
ducting the New Philharmonia Orchestra,
and the Goldmark in 1967, with Harry Blech
and the Philharmonia Orchestra. The Gold -
mark was previously issued on Seraphim.

Both works were written in the 1870s,
and one would have to be a grump not to like
them. Although they remain on the periph-
ery of the concert repertory, they are hard to
resist in performances as enlivening as
these: Milstein plays them as serious music,
not simply as showpieces, yet he is scintillat-
ing in the bravura passages. His approach is
shared by both of his collaborators; as a re-
sult, the music shines. The sound, if not the
latest, is fine and only occasionally constrict-
ed in the tutti passages. Playing time: 60:36.
(Angel EMI CDC 47421.) R. R.R.

LA
HAYDN, SCHUMANN
SYMPHONIES: FURTWANGLER

THIS VOLUME IN THE DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON

series of CD reissues in honor of Wilhelm
Furtwangler deserves the most careful con-
sideration, by anti- and pro-Furtwanglerians
alike, as well as by anyone foolish enough to
get caught in the middle.

The account of Haydn's Symphony No.
88 is a fine one, a performance full of insight,
yet with a degree of solemnity that may leave
some wondering. Alongside it. Schumann's
Manfred Overture receives a statement dis-
tinguished by a quality of sympathetic atten-
tion that I have heard only in the same con-
ductor's commercial recording of the work
(made in 1951, two years after this live per-
formance) and in Charles Munch's early
mono LP. For the collector, of course, the
performance of the Schumann Fourth Sym-
phony is what claims the major consider-
ation. In this, one of Furtwangler's final stu-
dio recordings (made on May 14, 1953), the
difficult -to -interpret Fourth emerges with
more of the feeling of a passionate tone
poem than I have ever experienced on rec-
ords. Although it is understood that there
will be those who prefer the "classic" under-
standing lavished on the score by Guido
Cantelli, I find myself completely swept
away in my enthusiasm for conducting as
passionate as Furtwangler's.

As with every other volume in this series,
the performances by the Berlin Philharmon-
ic are arresting, and, in their unique way,
quite beyond normal criticism. Playing time:
65:50. (Deutsche Grammophon 415 661-2.)

T. L. D.

LA
SCHUMANN SYMPHONIC WORKS:
STUTTGART RADIO, MARRINER

THE API." Ai OF THIS DISC WILL BE FOR THOSE

Schumann lovers who (like me) are happy to
have a Compact Disc version of the seldom
performed Overture, Scherzo, and Finale. I
hasten to add, however, that earlier ac-
counts, such as the one by Herbert von Kara-
jan, will probably loom longer in memory
than this one.

The disc offers in addition average per-

formances of Schumann's Symphony No. 1
and the Manfred Overture that will add little
luster to Neville Marriner's magnificent dis-
cography. The reading of the symphony
does not stand up to the hurricane competi-
tion offered by the Vienna Philharmonic and
Leonard Bernstein on CD, to say nothing of
older performances on standard LPs.

Let us hope, then, that this is not the be-
ginning of another Schumann cycle (It is.-
El), unless Marriner's personal symphathy
for the other symphonies greatly exceeds
what is all too obvious here. The catalog is
already crowded with tepid, neutral perfor-
mances of these works-and whatever faults
they may contain, the symphonies of Schu-
mann are not by nature pallid. Playing time:
60:01. (Capriccio CDC 10063. Distributed
by Delos International.) T. L. D.

LA
MERE REQUIEM, "WINE,"
"MESS! USW

THIS DISC, ADMIRABLY REMASTERED FROM
analog, offers one major work and two
shorter ones of Gabriel Faure, all involving
separate performers. The Requiem is pre-
sented in its full orchestral version but per-
formed under the direction of Michel Cor-
boz with such restraint as to be chamber -
like. This seems to be a family affair: The
organist is Phillipe Corboz and the chorus
master Andre Corboz. Fortunately, there
are no squabbles. The collaboration pro-
duces a hushed, beautiful reading, full of
feeling. Soloists are boy soprano Alain
Clement and baritone Philippe Hutten-
locher, with the chorus of the Maitrise Saint-
Pierre-aux-Liens de Bulle and the Bern Sym-
phony Orchestra.

As a bridge between two church works,
Frederic Lodeon plays the helve for Cello
and Orchestra with Armin Jordan leading
the Monte Carlo Philharmonic. The disc
ends with the short ,'Hesse basse, also lovely,
sung by soprano Arlette Steyer, with organ-
ist Marie -Claire Alain and the Ensemble Vo-
cale "Audite Nova" of Paris directed by Jean
Sourisse. While the booklet says the disc's
playing time is 66:26, it reads out as 56:34.
(Erato ECD 88126.) B. I1:

LA
&UHLER SYMPHONY NO. 4:
VIENNA PHILHARMONIC

BRUNO WALTER DIED IN 1962, A DOZEN YEARS

after this recording was made at the Salz-
burg Festival. His account of Mahler's
Fourth Symphony is characterized by his
highly uncommon sense of both the music
and the style of playing of the Vienna Phil-
harmonic and is defined by his identity with
the composer, a man whose musical life he
shared. Unfortunately, the recorded sound
is not the best, and Irmgard Seefried's sing-
ing in she finale lacks the expressiveness she
imparted to the music in a later, more re-
sponsive effort in live performances of the
New York Philharmonic conducted by
Georg Solti in January 1962. Playing time:
54:30. (Varese Sarabande VCD 47228.)

/. K.
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In the trendy world of
high tech electronics -of -the -month,
Peter Perreaux makes each unit
as if it were his last...
and yours.

Perreaux audiophile components are
distributed exclusively in the U.S. by
Signet, 4701 Hudson Drive, Stow, Ohio ) 14224
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OPERit
RARA

RIDES AGAIN
VARIOUS PERFORMERS:
100 Years of Italian Opera,
Volume Ono (1800 -1810)

Various artists; Geoffrey Mitchell Choir; Phil -
O harmonia Orchestra, Parry. Patric Schmid,

prod. Opera Raw ORH 101 (3). (25 Compton Ter-
race, Canonbury, Landon N 1, England.)

Soponos: Nan Christie, Sandra Dugdale,
Eiddwen Harrhy, Marilyn Hill Smith, Yvonne Kenny,

Beryl Korman. Mezzo sopranos: Della Jones, Alex-
andra Mercer, Diana Montague. Tenors: Ion Co-
ley, Michael Gold-horpe, Kevin John, Robin Leg -
gate, Keith Lewis, Alexander Oliver. Baritones:
Christian du Plessis, Allan Opie, Russell Smythe.
Bass: Roderick Earle.

SOME OF THE UNHERALDED VOCALISTS WHO MAKE THIS A WORTHWHI.1 COLLECTION

(TOP TO BOTTOM DELLA JONES. YVONNE KENNY AND MARILYN HILL WITH

MOSCA: Li Spos: cinier.o. Alto u, alto
la . . . Se non avete in seno. CIMAROSA: Artemi-
sia: Ti calms Tremante, confuse]. NICOLINI: I
Baccanali di Roma: Parmi sentir PAER:

Achille: Giusti Numi, oh sostenete; Sorgino, ossio
l'ollievo dell'amore: Ah, Sofia! mio caro bene; So-
fonisbo: Un soave colmo; L'Agnese: Se sentissi
qual fiommo voroce. WEIGL: Ginevra di Scozia:
Dopo it fremente nembo. RIGHINI: Ger.isalemme
liberata: Un Cenno mi chiedi? GNECCO: La prima
prova dell'opera Gli Orazi e Curiazi: Ed a un tol
potto solo. ZINGARELLI: lies de Castro: Anima
mia, deh cedi. GENERAL': Pamela nubile: Addio
Isacco Sorgera la nuova aurora. WINTER: II
Ratto di Proserpina: Mi lasci, o rnodre amata;
Zoira: Sommo Dio, che in sen mi vedi MAYR: Elise:

Overture; L'Amot coniugole: Si, ne profiter-
O . kendi it consorte amato. PORTOSALLO: La
Semira-nide: Sconsighata che fo! . Son Regina!

LAVIGNA: Hoango: Como potrb resistere? NI-
COLINI: Trajano in Dacia: Gelida mono io sento.
PAISIE1LO: II Possaggio di Monte Son Bernardo:
Del mio gentil Sebeto. FIORAVANTI: I Virtuosi am-
bulant!: Con pazienza sopportiamo. MOSCA: L'I-
taliona in Algeri: Ai capricci della sore PUCITTA:
La Caccia di Enrico IV: Un Palpito mi sento. PAVES!:

Elisabetto d'Inghilterra: Minacci, ah! parti
indegro.

SOME MIGHT ASSUME 'MAT IF 24 OPERAS Et 17

SillipOSCEs has' been undisturbed for 175
sears there intust he a reason and that Opera

D E EMBE R 1 9 8 6 7S



Rara must be digging up the dregs. Nothing
could be further from the truth. All of the
music recorded on these three discs is worth
hearing-more than once-and we should
be in Opera Rara's debt for making it avail-
able to us.

Opera was clearly the form of popular en-
tertainment in Europe in the first half of the
19th century; the public demanded and got
new operas the way Americans currently de-
mand dozens of new movies each year. Judg-
ing from these works, the level of perfor-
mance was quite high. Nothing here is easy
to toss off; the arias, duets, and ensembles
require disciplined, well -trained singers
with the ability to execute a smooth legato
line, trill, perform various vocal acrobatics,
and command a two -octave range, all while
making the words, particularly in the comic
pieces, clear and meaningful. These discs
present the complete range of Italian opera
at the start of the 19th century-from opera
seria to historical drama to farce to opera
buffa-works that were presented not only
in Italy but in France, England, Austria. and
Germany as well.

It would be impossible to analyze each
selection offered here without turning the
review into an academic tract, but several
must be singled out for particular praise.
One is Giovanni Simone Mayr's Litmore con-
jugate, which appeared in 1805, three years
before Beethoven set the same story in his
Fidelio. Eiddwen Harrhy sings the role of Ze-
liska (the action of the opera has been moved
from Spain to Poland), and the aria recorded
is the equivalent of Leonora's "Abscheu-
licher." It is a gentler piece, more spiritually
probing than furious, but the dramatic col-
oratura of the final part is as thrilling a piece
as one would want to hear. Similarly, there is
an excerpt from Marco Portogallo's La Se-
miramide that stands up superbly alongside
Rossini's setting, which was presented 17
years later. It is sung here by the spectacular
Yvonne Kenny. and it makes one wonder
why this singer's career is not on the interna-
tional level. This aria would throw fear into
even Joan Sutherland's heart; its high -flying
fioriture, rapid scalework, and staccato pas-
sages make a fitting challenge to a great
singer.

Fernando Paer's Sargino is represented
by a Mozartian tenor aria exquisitely sung by
Keith Lewis, who takes a high D with grace
and follows it with a fine trill. The finale to
the first act of Niccolo Zingarelli's Ines de Cas-

tro is given here complete. It is an energetic
quartet sung by Marilyn Hill Smith (with
bell -like coloratura), Della Jones (whose
mellow mezzo-soprano is a welcome addi-
tion to every piece of music she participates
in), tenor Ian Caley, and baritone Russell
Smythe. Zingarelli was a great melodist. and
judging by this quartet, his obscurity is un-
deserved.

Francesco Gnecco is not a name that
trips off the tongue of even the most pas-
sionate opera lover, but the sextet from his
one -act farce La prima prova delropera Gli

Format Key
O LP
0 Cassano
O Compact Disc

OD Rideau:motto

e Vidosoiliss
® Open real

RECORDING INFORMATION

(A) analog original

(D) digital original

large symbol beneath title indicates reviewed format.
Small symbols following catalog number of reviewed for-
mat indicate other available formats fit any).

Catalog numbers of all formats of o particular record-
ing usually are identical except lor differing prefixes or
suffixes. Catalog numbers of formats other than the re-
viewed format ore printed only if their basic numbers dif-
fer substantially from that of the reviewed format.

Arabic numeral in parentheses indicates number of
items in multi -item set. Unless otherwise indicated, all
multi -LP sets are in manual sequence.

Orazi e Curtazi is a delightful piece of virtuoso
buffoonery. It is expertly performed by San-
dra Dugdale, Alexandra Mercer, Alan Opie,
Roderick Earle, Alexander Oliver, and Mi-
chael Goldthorpe, all with big smiles in their
voices. But for real comic brilliance, a la Mo-
zart's The Impresario, one must turn to Valen-
tino Fioravanti's I Virtuosi ambulanti. This
1807 dramma giocoso is a riotous takeoff on
theatrical rivalries, the excerpt recorded
here being a trio from the second act in
which a manager (Russell Smythe) puts his
two rival prima donnas (Hill Smith and Dug -
dale) through their paces. The ladies at-
tempt to sing one another under the table-
and almost succeed. It's a great joke on vocal
exercises, and the singers appear to be hav-
ing a great time.

I realize that I've only begun to unearth
the treasures to be found here. Each listener
will have his favorites: It might be the Rossi-
ni -like duet from Vincenzo Lavigna's
Hoango, flawlessly sung by Harrhy and
Jones, or the glorious canonic trio from Jo-
seph Weigl's Ginevra di Scozia. Or it might be
Pamela's aria from Pietro Generali's Pamela

nubile, with its lovely bassoon obbligato.
There are over two and a half hours of

music on these discs, all of it worthy of care-
ful scrutiny. The performances are first-rate
throughout. If one had to find a flaw, it
would be that there is no real Italian sound
to be found among the men on this set-but
that would remain a minor complaint. The
album comes with a profusely illustrated 64 -
page booklet containing texts, translations,
and historical notes about each opera and
composer. David Parry conducts the Phil-
harmonia Orchestra with great verve and
knowledge of the period, and the sound
throughout, though a bit shinier than we've
become accustomed to. is excellent. One
can only look forward to Opera Rara's next
nine volumes with great joy. This is a must
for any opera lover. Robert Levine

BACH:
Suites for Solo Collo, B.W.V. 1007-12.

Maisky. Mischa Maisky and Hanna Rinke,
a prods. Deutsche Grommophon 415 416-2 (D,

3). 0 (3). CI (3)

MACH:

Sonatas for Collo and Piano, R.Y. 1027-
214

Maisky, Argerich. Honno Rinke, prod. Deut-
sche Grommophon 415 471-2 ID). C)

MISCHA MAISKY, THE RUSSIAN -ISRAELI CELLIST

now living in London, has on this recording
taken a radically personal approach to the
six Bach Suites for unaccompanied cello. He
has rethought every measure of the music; as
a result, each movement emerges a bit dif-
ferent from what we have heard before. Yet
his playing never loses that spontaneous,
rhapsodic edge that makes the best perfor-
mances of these works exciting rather than
studied.

Maisky's interpretations will alienate
many, especially the purists. His tempos are
generally broad (the Sarabandes and Alle-
mandes are especially slow), though on oc-
casion they become excessive in the other di-
rection, as in the overly fast Courante of No.
6. Moreover, the fluctuations of tempo with-
in certain movements often seem mannered
and disruptive. Maisky's application of ruba-
to is especially noticeable in the Preludes
and the slower movements; in the faster
Dances, he is forced to be more rhythmically
disciplined.

Yet Maisky's freedom of tempo, his im-
mense dynamic range. and his extraordinary
timbral variety-from a hushed, breathy pia-
nissimo to a bright, assertive fortissimo-
turn out to be more than mere mannerisms.
Maisky is an insightful musician who em-
ploys his methods as a means to achieving
long, thoughtfully directed phrases, sus-
tained to nearly impossible lengths. His rich
tone and utterly seamless bow stroke aid him
in shaping those phrases and in elucidating
implied polyphonic lines. The result is Bach
of harrowing intensity and visionary power:
In Maisky's hands, a simple three -line Sara-
bande becomes a cataclysmic event. Yetit is
just as viable as the dutiful, impersonal per-
formances that sometimes pass for "authen-
tic," and although I object to Maisky's
unidiomatic excesses, I find his interpreta-
tions strangely compelling.

Martha Argerich joins Maisky in a perfor-
mance of the three cello and piano (really vi-
ola da gamba and harpsichord) sonatas. She
succeeds in tempering some of his manner-
isms, but she shares his questing, poetic
spirit. While the tempos are less extreme
and the rubato more sparing, the dynamic
and timbral variety and that ability to craft
lengthy musical lines are still much in evi-
dence. Argerich applies a pleasantly light
touch, though the piano's recorded sound is
somewhat muddy. The accounts are imbued
with a marvelous combination of probing in-
tellect and impetuous spontaneity, and
while hardly idiomatic, they are never less
than challenging. K. Robert Schwarz
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S ymphonies: Km 7, In A, Op. 92;
N o. A, In F, Op. 93.

Concertgebouw Orchestra, Mengelberg. To-
0daatsu Atarashi, prod. Philips 416 204-2.

D IETNOVINt
Symphony No. 9, In D gushier, Op. 123.
ai Van der Sluys, Luger, Von Tulder, Ravelli; Am -
IF sterdam ToonkLnst Chorus, Royal Oratorio
Society, Concertgebouw Orchestra, Mengelberg.
Tadaatsu Atarashi, prod. Philips 416 205-2.
FRANCK:
Symphony In D minor.
STRAUSS:

Don Joon, Op. 20.
Concertgebouw Orchestra, Mengelberg.

o daatsu Atarashi, prod. Philips 416 214-2.
MAHLER:

Symphony No. 4, In 0.
Vincent; Concertgebouw Orchestra, Mengel -
berg. Todootsu Atoroshi, prod. Philips 416

211-2.

SONNISR11

Symphonlom No. S, In II Wow, D.739 ("Un-
fholshod"), No. 9, Iw C, 0.944 ("The Omar).

Concertgebouw Orchestra, Mengelberg. To-
dootsu Atarashi, prod. Philips 416 212-2.

THE BOONS OF COMPACT -DISC RECORDING
seem to have no bounds, even when the
technology is applied to the restoration of
performances that were originally recorded
on acetate transcription discs. The Philips
label is now in the process of reissuing the
famous 1939-40 broadcast performances Li%

the Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amster-
dam under Willem Mengelberg that were
once available in LP format. Listeners who
are partial to the unique Mengelberg style
(and even those who emphatically are not)
need no introduction to these perfor-
mances. Mengelberg was a law unto himself,
and there was scarcely a score that emerged
from his scrutiny without cutting or revi-
sions to tempos, phrasing, and orchestra-
tion. He was definitely not a conductor for
purists, but the purists themselves had to ad-
mit that he was one of the great podium ge-
niuses of all time. Moreover, he hewed the
Concertgebouw into an instrument of rare
perfection of response (sorry to say, the or-
chestra today just doesn't play the way it did
in 1940).

A detailed description of these perfor-
mances would be impossible here-as 1 said,
anyway. they are familiar to most record col-
lectors. Included are definitive readings of
the Beethoven Eighth and Don Juan (notably
superior to their studio counterparts). a
most illuminating Franck Symphony, and a
classically inimitable Mahler Fourth. On the
debit side are some infuriating idiosyncra-
sies, mainly the patently absurd treatment of
the last few chords of the Beethoven Ninth.
Never mind-these performances remain
compulsory listening. By the way. one thing
remarkable about them is that several took
place immediately before or after the Ger-
man invasion of the Netherlands; that sad

event apparently had no effect artistically
upon conductor or orchestra. Philips's CD
processing hasn't removed the surface noise
of the original discs, but otherwise the sound
quality is markedly improved, especially
with regard to the defective dynamics that
plagued the original issues. All in all, a noble
project, which thus far Philips has nobly ac-
complished. Bill Zakanasen

B IETNOVEN:

Sympl000lon No. 1,In C, Op. 21;
N o. 2, Is D, Op. 36.

Ber in Philharmonic, Kara*. Giinther Breest,
prod. Deutsche Grammophon 415 505-4 (D).

00
B EETNOVENt

Symphonies: No. 1, In C, Op. 21;
No. 2, in 0, Op. 36.

English Chamber Orchestra, Thomas. Steven

Epsein, prod. CBS Masterworks IMT 39707-4

PI. 00
B EETHOVEN:

Symphonies: No. 1, In C, Op. 21;
N o. 2, In 0, Op. 36.

Accdemy of Ancient Music, Hogwood. Peter
Wadland, prod. L'Oiseau-Lyre 414 338-4 (D).

00
THE ACADEMY OF ANCIENT MUSIC'S DIGITAL
coupling of Beethoven's First and Second
Symphonies, the first installment of a new
Beethoven cycle played on original instru-
ments, is one of the most striking Beethoven
symphony recordings to come along in

Two HITS FOR ANY
SEASON

DIGITAL CHRISTMAS.

DIGITAL BROADWAY

It:s Christmas like you've never heard it before. It:s Bmadwa)
better than it would sound in the theatre. An-anged, de-

signed and produced especially firr your Compact Disc player;
these two recordings feature the broadest range of tone ever pre-
sented in holiday or show music. Perrrned by the brilliant
Orchestra Manhattan and featuring a magnificent chorus on
many of the holiday selections, these hour long* recordings are for
the serious audiophile and for all lovers o f great music.

TWO GIFTS THEY WON'T ALREADY HAVE.
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reaturing Orchestra Manhattan conducted in Byron Olson.
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Critics' Choice
The most noteworthy releases
reviewed recently

ALWYN:
Rhapsody for Piano Quartet';
String Trio; String Quartet No. 3.
D. Willison*, Quartet of London. 0 Chan-
I')S ABRD 1153, Nov.

B ERWALD:

Symphonies Nos. 1-4.
Gorhenourg Symphony Orchestra, fcirvi.

Dr-roc:he Grammophon 415 502-2, Nov.

COPLAND:

B illy the Kid; Rodeo.
St. Lou's Symphony Orchestra, Slatkin.
Angel EMI 4DS 37357, July.

HAYDN:
Symphonies Nos. f4 and 911.
Academy of Ancient Music, Hogwood.
Oseou-lvre 414 330-4, June.

JANEQUIN:
Chansons (9).
SERMIST:

Chansons (8).
Uernent Janequin Ensemble. 0 Harmonia
Mundi HMC 901072, Nov.

MOZART:
Fantasia Iw C nibmet Piano Sonatas
Nes. 1, 12, and 17.
Uchida. CI Philips 412 617-4, Nov.

RAVEL*

limns (annalete).
Bacquier, Berganza, Van Dam, Lott, Mes-
ple, Norman, Baldwin; Orchestre du capi-
tole de Toulouse, Ensemble de chambre de

l'Orchestre de Paris, Plasson. 0 Angel EMI

DSCX 3965, July.

SCHUMANN:
Symphonies Nos. 1 and 4.

Orc',estra, Bernstein.
Deutsche Grammophon 415 274-2, July.

SCHUMANN:
Symphony No. 3; Piano Concerto
in A minor, Op. 54'.
Frantz`; Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra,
Bernstein. 0 Deutsche Grammophon 415
358-2, July.

RECITALS AND MISCELLANY

CAEMINA SURANA (erlaissal version).
Clemencic Consort, Rene Clemencic. 0
Harmonia Mundi HMC 90335, Nov.

years. Both performances were recorded
without a conductor (Christopher Hogwood
led from the fortepiano). The tonal scale is
modest, the tempos fast and unmodified, the
overall approach strongly reminiscent of the
later Thscanini in its clean lines and agogic
simplicity. Heard next to these remarkable
performances, Herbert von Karajan's latest
digital recordings of Beethoven's First and
Second Symphonies, with their stodgy tem-
pos and jumbo orchestral forces, sound al-
most as obese and ponderous as Klemperer
on a bad day.

Michael Tilson Thomas's digital record.
ing of this coupling on CBS is part of a
"chamber version" of the Beethoven sym-
phonies that he is currently recording with
the English Chamber Orchestra. These in-
terpretations lie somewhere between the
anachronistic romanticism of Karajan and
the radically "new" approach of Hogwood.
Thomas's generally conventional tempos
are energized by the passionate playing that
he draws from the English Chamber Orches-
tra. For those who find the sound of original
instruments unattractively raw but like the
idea of Beethoven's symphonies performed
on a comparatively small orchestral scale,
these excitingly intelligent performances
will prove very satisfactory. Even if you defi-
nitely prefer original instruments, you
should listen to this recording. Michael Til-
son Thomas is the best conductor we have
today, and everything he does is worth hear-
ing. Terry Tearhout

B ERLIOZ:

N uits d'ete, Op. 7.
RAVEL:

Sheh de.
Baker; kit Philharmonic Orchestra, Barbi-

Christopher Bishop. prod. Angel EMI 4AE

34473 (A).

DAME JANET BAKER'S MEMORABLE SIXTIES
recordings of Berlioz's Nulls d 'ere and Ravel's
Shiherazade have been digitally remastered
by Angel and are now available on LP and
cassette. Though not always ideally idiomat-
ic, Dame Janet's extraordinarily intense and
sensitive singing, beautifully accompanied
by Sir John Barbirolli and the New Philhar-
monia, remains an expressive touchstone in
both works. The remastering is quite effec-
tive, and there is still no more satisfying cou-
pling of these great cycles. Terry Tearhout

RERNSTEIN:

Candid..
Mills, Eisler, Lankston, Castle, Reeve, Harrold,
Billings, Clement; New York City Opera

Chorus and Orchestra, Mauceri. Elizabeth Ostrow,

prod. New World Records NW 340/3411D, 2).0
(2). 0 (2).

WIZEN LEONARD BERNSTEIN'S ELVD/DE. TIIE
comic opera based on Voltaire's novellla,
opened at the Martin Beck Theatre on
Broadway on December I, 1956, Walter
Kerr in the Herald Tribune led the charge:
"Three of the most talented people our the-
atre possesses-Lillian Hellman, Leonard

Bernstein, and Tyrone Guthrie-have
joined hands transforming Voltaire's Can-
dide into a really spectacular disaster." Other
critics were far more favorably disposed to-
ward the work, but the public was not won
over. The curtain came down for good after
73 indifferently attended performances.

The blame was placed on those proverbi-
al broth -spoilers: too many cooks. There
was Lillian Hellman's libretto, straining to
find a parallel between the hero's naive be-
lief in the philosophy of his teacher, Dr. Pan -
gloss, that "all is for the best in this best of all
possible worlds" and the excesses of Sena-
tor McCarthy's then rampaging witch-hunt
for Communists. There were the lyrics of
poet Richard Wilbur, which had been turned
over for renovation to the clever John La-
touche and the even cleverer Dorothy
Parker. There was the eye -filling but lum-
bering production staged by Tyrone Guth-
rie. who up to then had dealt with operas but
never with a musical. Though caught in the
middle, the cast-Max Adrian, Robert
Rounseville, Barbara Cook, Irra Petina, et
al.-wes an abundantly gifted one.

Bernstein had proven his worth as a con-
triver of sophisticated scores with On the
Town and Wonderful Town and was to do it
again a year later with West Side Story. For
Candide, he concocted a lavish score that was
hailed as delightful. But it took a persistent
cult of admirers-armed with Columbia's
stunning original -cast recording-to sustain
hopes down through the years that Candide
would emerge as a viable work for the stage.

In 1974, with a new book by Hugh
1Theeler, additional lyrics by Stephen Sond-
helm, John Mauceri as musical director, and
a cast of young, willing, athletic interpreters
with attractive looks and voices, Ruth Mitch-
ell and Harold Prince (who also directed)
brought Candide back to Broadway (after 73
performances at BAM's Chelsea Theatre
Center) for a 740 -performance. critical if not
financial, theater -in -the -round success. The
revival, complete with dialogue, was re-
leased on a two -disc set by Columbia (S2X-
32923). A decade later, on October 13.
1982. Candide awoke once more, this time as
a full-fledged operatic work in an elaborate,
much -praised staging by the New York City
Opera. It is that version, also staged by
Prince, that New World Records has now re-
corded on two LPs-marking its initial ven-
ture into the Compact Disc and cassette for-
mats at the same time. (When I checked with
the label, it had just sent the entire lot of cas-
settes back to the manufacturer for failing to
meet the company s technical standards.)

The question is, which Candid, to choose?
The landmark original -cast recording in
stereo (Columbia OS 2350) lives up to its
vaunted reputation but contains only a
part-the best part, to be sure-of the mu-
sic. The later Columbia release, with every
note and all the dialogue intact, sweeps the
listener into the action and holds him there
so intriguingly that when I listened to it re-
cently to refresh my memory, I couldn't re -
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MIRK BOER, MILLS, REM, AND LANKSTON (FROM LOT) AT A RECORDING SESSION: THEIR COMINNECI FORM DO JUSOCI TO %NOME"

sist playing all four sides. It was recorded,
however, with a chamber orchestra of only
13 players, and the singing, for all its youth-
ful appeal, is less than spectacular. Let's face
it: Any true Candtde afficionado is simply go-
ing to have to find room on the shelf for all
three versions.

The new album, with only a scattering of
spoken lines, can't purport to take the listen-
er along step by step on that bitter but hilari-
ous voyage around the globe that all but
shatters the innocent hero's faith in the cre-
do of Dr. Pangloss, but it does contain abso-
lutely all the music, as the composer origi-
nally orchestrated it with help from Hershy
Kay. It is exuberantly performed-again un-
der Mauceri's intrepid supervision-by the
New York City Opera Chorus and Orchestra
and a cast of certified opera singers who may
not be household names yet but assuredly
know their business. These forces combine
to do Bernstein's scintillating and ambi-
tious-if occasionally pretentious-concep-
tion proud.

David Eisler's lusty tenor is just right for
the title role, though Erie Mills, fine as she is,
is not quite as enthralling as was the inimita-
ble Barbara Cook in the part of Cunegonde,
the indestructible heroine whom even con-
cubinage cannot corrupt. Scott Reeve makes
Maximilian sound as good as he is alleged to
look. Joyce Castle, as the Old Lady from
Rovno Gubernya who is "easily assimilated"
into Hispanic ways, may not sound as rib-
ticklingly right in the role as did Irra Patina,
but she is a vigorous comic companion as
she sets sail with the principals for fresh dis-
illusionments in the "new world" of their
dreams, where New World's exacting engi-
neers have adroitly caught up with them.
"What a Day for an Auto-da-fe" resounds as
dazzlingly as you dreamed it might; "Glitter

and Be Gay" couldn't be gayer or more glit-
tery; the earthquake music will curl your
hair. Even the sticky finale, "Make Our Gar-
den Grow," has its tongue firmly enough in
cheek to make one almost forgive what a
Bernsteinishly Panglossian bit of force-fed
optimism it really is. (One thinks of the sug-
ar -topped "There's a Place for Us" ending
of West Side Story and the "affirming" chord
bringing the otherwise pristine pages of The

Age of Anxiety to a lump -in -the -throat close.)
In the aggregate, the three albums dem-

onstrate that, whether regarded as musical
comedy, operetta, opera bouffe, or Opera with
a capital 0, Candide is a sturdy, ear -filling
something to treasure. It has already survived
both scornful neglect and standing -room
popularity, and it is likely to go on ingratiat-
ing itself with all sorts of audiences-and lis-
teners at home-for a long time to come.

Paul Kresh
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nano mss.

Watts. Marc Aubort and Joanna Nickrenz,
prods. Angel EMI 4DS 37354 (DI. 0 0 CDC

47380.
Grand etudes after Paganini (6); Au lac de

Wallenstadt, II Penseroso, Les Jeux d'eau a la Villa

d'Este (Annees de Pelerinage); Hungarian Rhapso-

dy No. 13.
LISZT:
Plauss Works.

Watts. Marc Aubort and Joanna Nickrenz,
Ciprods. Angel EMI 4DS 37355 (D). 00 CDC

47381.
Sonata in B minor; Valse oubl ea No. 1;

Nuages gris; En rive; Schlaflos, Frage and Antwort;
Transencendeetal Etude No. 10; Bagatelle ohne
Tonart.

ANDRE WAITS, HAVING SWITCHED FROM CBS
Masterworks to Angel EMI after a long ab-
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sence from the recording studios, has just
brought out a matched pair of Liszt recitals.
Each of these thoughtfully programmed al-
bums, recorded in long takes so as to capture
the atmosphere of a live performance, con-
tains one major work and an assortment of
shorter pieces. The selections range from
the B minor Sonata and the Paganini Etudes
to the later (and greater) Liszt of such subtle
miniatures as "Nuages gris" and "Les feta
d'eau a la Villa d'Este." Watts's playing is daz-
zling in its technical finish and refreshing in
its lack of interpretive idiosyncrasy. Though
some listeners will prefer a more explicitly
personal approach to these Liszt works, the
performances are highly satisfactory all the
same, and Andre Watts's playing has never
sounded so good on record.

Terry Teachout

POWELL:

Senate psychologique; Variations and
Double -fugue on a Them* of F. C. Haler,

Op. 20.
Johnson. Carter Harmon and Eve Beglarian,

;1 prods. Composers Recordings CRI SD SO5 (A).
VIRGINIAN JOHN POWELL WAS A PIANIST AND

composer whose work is generally given
short shrift in history texts. Yet Powell's mix-
ing of Anglo-Saxon folk elements with turn -
of -the -century German post -Romanticism
resulted in a highly distinctive, if at times
tortuous, style that is reinspiring a new cadre
of supporters. One is University of Maryland
professor/pianist Roy Hamlin Johnson, who
here provides a convincing presentation of
two Powell piano pieces: Sonate psychologique

and Variations and Double -fugue on a Theme of
F. C. Hahn The sonata enters a morally diE-
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fuse, psychologically troubled world that,
for me, has a strong resonance with the later
novels of Henry James. The recording is
fine, the Composers Recording pressing a
bit on the noisy side. Noah Andre Trudeau

SIBELIUS:

Kullervo Symphony, Op. 7'; Tulen synly
(This Origin of Firis)t; Oma matt (Our Hativ
Land) .

Noumcmen., Hynninenf; Helsinki University
al Male Choirt, Estonian Stole Acodemic Male
Choirt, Helsinki Philharmonic Orchestra, Berg-
lund. Brian Culverhouse, prod. Angel EMI CDC
47496 (D, 2). 0 DS 3984 (2). ta (2).

SIBELIUS'S IMPERFECT YET UNDENIABLY
powerful early masterpiece Kullervo has, in
recent years, fared much better as a concert
work than it ever did in the composer's life-
time. Shortly after conducting the world
premiere of the massive 75 -minute score in
1892, Sibelius withdrew it from perfor-
mance. Perhaps he took the critics' com-
ments too much to heart-some complained
that Kullervo's form was diffuse or even ab-
struse (was it a symphony, an oratorio, or
what?), while others stated they wanted Si-
belius to write Finnish music, but not music
quite that Finnish (whatever that was sup-
posed to mean). At any rate, Kullervo wasn't
heard complete again until the composer's
son-in-law, Jussi Jalas, revived it during the
Helsinki Sibelius Festival of 1958, a year
after its creator had died. It didn't pass into
the international repertory, however, until
Paavo Berglund led the Bournemouth Sym-
phony Orchestra and Finnish vocal forces in
a 1971 Angel recording, which became a
surprise best-seller. Since then, other con-
ductors (notably Kenneth Schermerhorn in
Milwaukee) have taken up the Kullervo
gauntlet to great audience and critical ac-
claim.

The character of Kullervo-himself might
be described as the Joe Btflspk of the Kale-

vala (the Finnish national epic). In the main.
this immense multicanto poem celebrates
Finland's legendary heroes and their super-
human deeds of greatness; Kullervo, howev-
er, never does anything right. He spoils ev-
erything he touches, including his own
sister, whom he unwittingly beds during a
whirlwind sleigh ride over the snow (oh,
those Finns!). Sibelius's powerful-if at
times rather ruminative-music mirrors the
stark, larger -than -life tragedy of this hapless
character: in the somber, almost Bruckner-
ian Introduction; the anguished, Tchaikov-
sky-tinted second movement ("Kullervo's
Youth"); the frenetic, rhythmically jagged
third ("Kullervo and His Sister"); the empty
heroics of the fourth ("Kullervo Goes to
War"); and the crushing denouement of the
finale ("The Death of Kullervo"), in which
our antihero meets his end by falling on his
own sword. It is a flawed masterwork that Si-
belius has given us in this sprawling yet com-
pelling opus, but it's a masterwork neverthe-
less-and one that sounds ever more grip-
ping with each hearing.

PS Form 3526, 1,4 1'f.
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Certainly it sounds so in this superb new
presentation, which notably surpasses Berg-
lund's earlier effort. The greater clarity and
impact of digital sound has a lot to do with
this, but Berglund has, in addition, com-
pletely rethought the piece. In his first re-
cording, he made many emendations in the
original orchestration, taking out some in-
ner voices that he claimed muddied the in-
strumental texture, but at the same time re-
moving some important midrange divisi
string writing, the loss of which left the sec-
ond movement, for instance, sounding rath-
er barren. Berglund has restored some of
these passages, and the improvement
should be apparent to any Sibelian. More-
over, slow tempos are slower and fast ones
faster, which helps considerably in holding
the listener's interest. The playing of the
Helsinki Philharmonic seems beyond cavil,
as does the singing of chorus and soloists.
Jorma Hynninen's contribution in the title
role is, as expected, definitive.

Hynninen is also featured on the first re-
cording in some 25 years ofThe Origin of Fire,
an inimitably burly, blunt setting of the mir-
acle that is described in the 47th canto of the
Kalevala.Written in 1902, it's a striking ex-
ample of Sibelius's most uncompromising
style: tough, not especially attractive, but im-
pressive all the same. A late, purely choral
work, Our .Vative Land, receives its first re-
cording. Written during the bloody Civil
War of 1918, it's a surprisingly conciliatory

and optimistic piece, quite winning in its lyr-
icism and (when one follows the translation
of Sanuli Kustaa Kallio's poem) very inspir-
ing as well. In sum, this superbly performed
and recorded set (especially for the oddities
on the last side) will be an indispensible one
for some time to come-especially in the
Compact Disc format. There is, however, a
performance of Kullervo alone by Neeme
Jarvi waiting in the wings on a prospective
BIS CD. Comparisons between his concep-
tion and Berglund's should prove fascinat-
ing.

In the meantime, the CD of Berglund's
performance scores over the LP version in
two ways: There is a more apparent feeling
of space, while the occasional pre -echo and
the overcutting that plagued a few loud
spots are of course absent.

Bill Zahanasen

VONON

Mona du Requolosie Messzeiel).
Tomowo-Sintow, Baltsa, Carreras, Van Dam;

Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, State Opero
Chorus, Sofia National Opera Chorus, Karajan.
Deutsche Grammophon 415 592-2 (2).0(2). OM.
IF ONE WERE TO COMPARE THIS RELEASE WITH

Herbert von Karajan's first opera on Com-
pact Disc, the 1984 Falstaff, one would come
close to summing up the schizoid career of
the man they used to call Herr Generalmunh-
&rektorof Europe.

All the expected Karajan trademarks

were in place in Falstaff shiny colors, wide-
screen dynamic range, Swiss -watch preci-
sion, and a kind of socialist miking that puts
nearly everything front and center nearly all
of the time. On its own terms, it can't be
beat. Still, a drill team isn't the ideal comic
ensemble, and this ironclad performance
had most of the score's spontaneity and hu-
man joy corseted out of it.

There is, of course, another side to Kara-
jan-one we used to see rather a lot of, as in
his buoyant earlier Falstaffwith Tito Gobbi
on Angel. We've recently been granted close
encounters with that side again, as in his un-
bearably moving Mahler Ninth Symphony
for DG (I'm speaking of the one on CD only,
which captures, not coincidentally, a live
performance.) It's a live performance of the
Verdi Requiem we are offered here (or as
near as makes no difference-who'll com-
plain about a few patches?), and like the
Mahler, it's a stunner.

Or rather, it's not, and that's what makes
it one. Where Karajan's multimiked compet-
itors spotlight diesel-Epowered soloists, he
presents his more distant quartet of veterans
not as stars in an opera but as first -among -
fellow -souls. Here the conductor gives up
the split-second timing and glimmering tone
of his earlier cut -and -paste recording of the
work for the spontaneity and tension of long
takes. If others have brought a tighter preci-
sion to the syncopations of the Dies irae or of-
fered a more exaggerated palette through-_
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THE PAST
out the Requiem, Karajan's simplicity now
shows up that style for the stunt it is.

Sonically, as well, he surrenders his usual
dictatorial control of the mikes for the more
naked sound of an orchestra and live singers
in a real space. A thrilling sound it is, too.
(When was the last time we heard genuine
hall resonance in a Karajan recording?) Here
the swelling and dying away of the Rc ire-
mendae inspires genuine awe, conveying, like
no recording I've heard, the terrifying maj-
esty the text evokes. (It's the quick decre-
scendo with the hall still resounding that de-
fines the power of the initial jolt.)

The perceived life of Karajan's present
account of the Requiem lies less in its occa-
sional hints of heaven than in its constant
terror of eternal death, that "Mors "to which
the basses especially keep returning. The
work begins by asking merciful intercession
for others; it ends in the higher truth of help-
less selfishness: "Libera me . . . hbera me. " In a
performance grand in its humility. Karajan
conducts as if for once the stakes were truly
eternal-as of course they are.

Thomas 11: Russell III

WAGNIM
PersIfel.

Dalis, Thomas, London, Hotter, Neidlinger;
0 Bayreuth Fest vol Orchestra and Chorus,

Knoppertsbusch. Philips 416 390-2 (A, 4).

BIRLIOZ:
Itimpolems Symplosnl* foroalore et triemphale.

Dowd*; London Symphony Orchestra and
"IF Chorus, Davis. Philips 416 283-2 (A, 2).06700

019 (2). C17699 008 (2).
THERE EXIST NO FINER EXAMPLES OF THE
successful transfer of older analog tapes to
Compact Disc than these two Philips albums
originally recorded in the '60s: the 1962
Bayreuth Festival performance of Wagner's
Parsifal and the 1969 Colin Davis/London
Symphony Orchestra and Chorus version of
the Berlioz Requiem. Both performances
have received their share of deserved praise
in previous issues of this magazine, so it's
unnecessary to dwell on the virtues of Hans
Knappertsbusch's elevated conducting and
the fine singing ofJess Thomas. Irene Dalis.
George London, and Hans Hotter in Parsifal
or Davis's impeccably paced traversal of the
Berlioz masterpiece. The fact is, the CDs of
both are sonically so superior to their LP
counterparts that the listener will be tempt-
ed to insist that these are different-and no-
ticeably better-performances. The original
issue of Parsifal was plagued with foggy son-
ics (in many ways, it was actually inferior to
the 1951 mono London version). but on CD.
Wagner and his interpreters are at last com-
pletely in focus. Hearing this edition, one
truly feels as if he is seated square center in
the acoustically perfect Festspielhaus. Da-
vis's Requiem. on the other hand, was re-
garded as a state-of-the-art recording whets
it was first issued, but even then. the LP just
couldn't quite take the cataclysmic roars of
the Tuba mirum or the Larrymosa without son-
ic breakup. On CD, these passages now reg-

ister with remarkable clarity and an impact
that, despite the volume, sounds completely
natural. Philips also offers a bonus in this
version: Davis's fine rendition of the Sym-
phonic funibre et tnomphale-and the results
are equally impressive. As with Parsifal. Phi-
lips's sonic restoration of the Requiem is lit-
tle short of miraculous. These CDs must
now be regarded as benchmark examples of
audio technology as well as performance.

Bill Zakanasen

RECITALS AND MISCELLANY

GIDON KREMER:

Idltlen Lockeisbews, Vellums 1, 2.
Various performers. Manfred Eicher and Gi-
don Kremer, prods. ECM 1304/5-1 (D, 2).C1
CAPLET: Conte fantastique d'apres une des

histoires extraordinaires d'Edgar Allon Poe: "Le
Masque de la mort rouge." FRANCK. Quintet for
Piano and Strings in f minor. JonetEek: String Quar-

tet No. 1. POULENC: Two Songs from Fiancailles
pour Pre. SHOSTAKOVICH: Two Pieces for String
Octet, Op. 11; Two Waltzes for Flute, Clarinet,
and Piano. STRAVINSKY: Concerto in D; Tango,
Waltz, and Ragtime from Histoire du soldat.

THE FESTIVAL THAT VIOLINIST GIDON KREMER

directs each year in the Austrian village of
Lockenhaus has a reputation not too differ-
ent from Kremer's own: "Lockenhaus has
been called an anti -festival, and I have been
described as a musical dissident." says the
violinist. He has become known for offering
daring interpretations of the standard reper-
tory and for championing new and unusual
music. This nonconformist spirit is much in
evidence in Edition Lorkenhaus, Volumes 1
and 2, a retrospective survey of recent
performances that inaugurates an ongoing
relationship between the festival and ECM.

Edition Lockenhaus is evenly divided be-
tween French and Slavic repertory. The bulk
of the French is taken up by Franck's Piano
Quintet in F minor, which receives an impas-
sioned but oddly unsatisfying reading from
members of the Hagen Quartet and Alex-
andre Rabinovitch, piano. First violinist Lu-
kas Hagen is rough and overly strident. em-
phasizing Franck's Germanic angst at the
expense of his sensuous French subtlety.
Only Rabinovitch fully communicates the
quintet's poetry and lyricism. Andre Cap-
let's fantasy on Poe's Masque of the Red Death
combines Debussyan color and Stravinskyan
rhythmic vitality with an adventurous har-
monic palette. Though aimless and some-
what disjointed. Caplet's work receives an
evocative reading from Ursula Holliger,
harp. Michael Schnitzler and Daniel Phillips,
violins. Gerard Causse, viola, and Ko Iwa-
saki, cello. Two Poulenc songs are treated to
delicate, understated, but exquisitely per-
fumed performances by soprano Catherine
Whittlesey.

The Hagen Quartet fares far better in Ja-
nitek's String Quartet No. I than in the
Franck; here their rough-hewn, rhythmically
incisive approach perfectly matches Jana -
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 9 5)
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themselves the ground their competitors
can divide between complementary ensem-
bles.

For the European labels, picking up an
American group is one way to cover (or
steal) all the musical bases: McGegan's Phil-
harmonia Baroque Orchestra records Han-
del for Harmonia Mundi France, and Joshua
Rifkin's Bach Ensemble and Stephen Ham-
mer's Amadeus Winds record for-you
guessed it-Oiseau-Lyre. As it happens,
American companies had their chance to get
there first; Bilson, for instance, made rec-
ords for Nonesuch and Titanic before start-
ing his Mozart concerto cycle for Archly.
And while Arabesque has just issued Ban-
chetto Musicale's new recording of Haydn's
Lord Nelson Mass and continues to support
Lubin's Mozart concerto cycle (the latest in-
stallment of which, pairing K. 414 and K.
450. appears on Compact Disc Z 6552), one
of the largest American period recording
operations isn't run by a record company at
all, but by a tnuseum: the Smithsonian Insti-
tution. The latest offering from their Divi-
sion of Recordings is a Mozart box with the
Smithsonian Chamber Orchestra, the
Smithson Quartet. and other artists (set N
031. LP or cassette, available by writing to
P.O. Box 10230, Des Moines. Iowa 50336).
It is the initial release in a series that will in-
clude music of Beethoven and Schubert in
forthcoming sets.

Original -instrument orchestras and the
period movement in general are still a rela-
tively small part of today's musical scene. To
be sure, the better-known groups are ap-
pearing in concert more than ever before,
with Hogwood's Baroque and Classical en-
sembles alone scheduled to complete three
U.S. tours by the end of 1988. Early music
has won lots of fans who are turned on to the
"new" sound without necessarily being ex-
cited by the scholarship behind it. a trend
that some insiders say will continue as cha-
risma overtakes learning in propelling suc-
cessful careers. There is clearly a need for
more players, not just for today's period -
only hands, but for the conventional orches-
tras that (in 50 years, according to musicolo-
gist Robert Winter) will be playing the music
of Mozart. Beethoven. and Weber in period
style, as they now do that of Copland and
Stravinsky.

The cry for standards sounding loudly in
the period -instrument community is a warn-
ing that it had better match its playing to its
propaganda, a message to those who have
heretofore told us what their Beethoven is,/ 't
and now have a chance to show us what it is.
In assaulting new frontiers, the period
movement has already redefined instrumen-
tal and operatic repertories by calling into
question playing styles long sanctified by
tradition. One thing is certain already: The
intersection of the new and "old" music -
making worlds will inevitably reshape our
ideas about composers like Beethoven,
whom we all thought we knew so well.
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IN SHORT ORDER
Mini -reviews of 17 rock, jazz, and country

releases on CD, LP, and videocassette

For those of you who may need a few recommendations for your holiday shopping list-and a few

pointers on what to keep off of it-we offer the first installment of "In Short Order, "a column of

mini -reviews that will appear in these pages every month. Our aim is to cover a variety of musical

styles on a variety of formats. In this way, we hope to report on many releases that we otherwise

would not have the space to mention.
With that limited space in mind, we have adopted for this column a condensed version of the

headings used in our regular section of reviews. Please note that these revised headings supply

only the reviewed format and its catalog number. Ken Richardson

0 Piece by Piece. Capitol ST 12498.
IF JEFFERSON STARSHIP CAN GO PLATINUM BY

shortening its name and beefing up its
sound with gloppy synthesizers, then why
can't a 1986 version of Quicksilver Messen-
ger Service? Well, for one thing, the "re-
union" boils down to only one original
member, guitarist/singer Gary Duncan,
which is like a Beatles reunion featuring only
Ringo Starr. For another, Duncan's nonde-
script voice lacks even the recognition factor
of, say, that of the Starship's Mickey Thom-
as, not to mention ex -Quicksilver singer
Dino Valenti. And last, forty -year -old hip-
pies should never, ever, name a song "Good
Thang" or, as on the 9:54 title track, attempt
a rap loaded with lines like "You gets no
chance . . . You gets no breakdance." As
they used to say, a bad trip. David Browne

CHICK COREA:

3 Children's Songs. ECM 25005-2.
U111 IIIF \(\IFNTS FOR SOLO PIANO,
most between one and two minutes long, are
designated for children I'm not sure, as
there's a range of unchildlike moods here,
from hopefully romantic to dissonantly anx-
ious: some of the languorous moments even
suggest a certain world -weariness. Maybe
it's the brevity of the pieces, which probably
would match a child's attention span. At any
rate, Chick Corea fans should find this of in-
terest since several of his past (and probably
future) ideas and melodies are touched
upon. Others may find the 20 songs in 30
minutes a little skimpy, if not a little pre-
cious. For the CD. a five-minute track called

"Addendum" has been included, a sprightly
piece for piano, cello, and violin that, de-
spite its length, actually does sound like a
child's song. Richard C. ll'a/Li

XTO
ein Ns. Nit& Virgin Video TE-M 546 (Beta, VHS).
THIS IS AN EXCELLENT COLLECTION OF VIDEOS

that, despite being available only as a Japa-
nese import, is well worth taking the time to
search out. XTC debuted in 1978 with a fun.
quirky brand of new wave: since then, Andy
Partridge's lyrics have become pungent and
purposeful. and the band's music has ma-
tured into artful (not arty), aggressive Brit-
ish rock. Best Hits has nothing from 1984's
neglected masterwork The Big Express or its
quiet predecessor, Mummer, but it does offer
11 videos of tracks from XTC's five other
LPs and, as such, is the visual counterpart to
the band's compilation of U.K. singles, Wax-

works. Partridge's humor is front and center
in the early clips: He gleefully eats a record
in "This Is Pop" and plucks a violin during
the opening guitar of "Respectable Street."
Things get serious in "Senses Working
Overtime," a standard performance clip,
and "All of a Sudden (It's Too Late)." a pre-
cursor to the video of "Every Breath You
Take." "Making Plans for Nigel" and "Gen-
erals and Majors" are here, too. Essential for
XTC devotees, recommended for all others.

Ken Richardson

LIONEL RICHIE:
Q Dancing on the Ceiling. Motown 6158 Ml.

LIONEL RICHIE'S EMPHASIS ON PRODUCTION
values, plus his remarkable ability to act out

0
z

a lyric, creates some confusion between style
and substance: The question may arise.
"Does he really mean it?" If you like Lionel.
you won't be disappointed by any of this: a
message number done in flawless reggae
fashion ("Se La"). a big radio hit ("Say You,
Say Me"), and some very pretty love songs,
as usual. What I can't help feeling is that to
make this record, Richie and coproducer
James Anthony Carmichael went into a lab-
oratory and isolated the essence of what his
fans like. The formula may work, but only on
those fans. Joe Blum

KEITH JARRETT:

al Changes. ECM 25007-2.
THIS IS I HE FAMOUS SLINDARDS TRIO, PIANIST

Keith Jarrett joined by bassist Gary Peacock
and drummer Jack DeJohnette, exploring
two Jarrett compositions: the half-hour "Fly-
ing" (Parts I and 2) and the truly beautiful
"Prism," a 614 -minute ballad. "Flying" ebbs
and flows from impressionistic introspec-
tion to more turbulent passages with Jarrett
at his most beguiling, though occasionally
his habit of "singing" along in a whiney,
strangled voice gives the proceedings an un-
intentional avant-garde dimension. The CD
sound is great. with Peacock benefiting most
from the enhanced clarity. And though you
no longer have to flip a record over to hear
all of "Flying," the pause between the two
parts remains: fortunately, it comes at a per-
fectly logical point in the composition.

Richard C. (Falls

AMY MAIM
The Collection. A&M/Myrrh SP 3900.

I'M CYNICAL ABOUT ANY ARTIST WHO'S SINGING

to the converted, especially a "Christian
pop" vocalist who crossed over after selling
millions on a religious label. But Amy
Grant's mainstream anthology showcases a
decent vocalist, and her co -written singles
are better than I'd imagined. "Stay for
Awhile" has trite lyrics about childhood
friendships, but its cotton -candy melody is
catchy. The equally nonsecular "Find a
Way" is a perfectly okay rock song, and I
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can't get over how much I dig the chorus on
"Angels," the religious rocker about God's
attendants saving people from near acci-
dents. The slower, prayerfUl stuff ("El Shad-
dai." -Thy Word") isn't as good. All those
sweeping strings and celestial harmonics
make me feel like I died and went to heaven.
It's still too early for that. (Note to collec-
tors: The cassette version includes five extra
tracks, and the CI) version adds seven extra
tracks.) Kate !tither

JOHN EDDIE:

John Eddie. Columbia CK 40181.

I HIS Dt.111. I ALBUM QUITE OBVIOUSLY SHOWS

John Eddie to be an East Coast rocker firm-
ly-perhaps too firmly-in the Springsteen
mode, but he knows it and seems to be trying
to build upon it. So where the hollow voice,
phrasing, and attack all come dangerously
close to sound -alike, the writing is more con-
cise, youthful, and rocky and lacking any of
his mentor's visionary pretensions. Though
many songs follow classic rock 'n' roll song
tradition, tunes like "Stranded" also show
Eddie to be an affecting balladeer. The CD
particularly emphasizes Ian MacLagan's pi-
ano and organ crispness. Jim Bess man

GWEN GUTHRIE:

Good to Go Lover, Polydor 829 532-1.
BIG GIRLS DON. 1 cHl. CHUNKY GWEN GUTHRIE

testifies. Those looking for some genuine
emotion, some tear stains, some love pain,
won't find them here. The first single, "Ain't
Nothin' Coin' On but the Rent," contends
that love has little to do with it: "Gotta have a
j -o -b if you wanna be with me/No romance
without finance." Cold and brutal, upbeat
and down, it's a natural club anthem-a lib-
erating theme. Sturdy jigsaw rhythms hold
up more flygirl funk, and two ballads come
off like Gwen's fronting, thinking about get-
ting on with the party. IMIPelork Nelson

HANK WILLIAMS, JR.:

0 Mosetasso Cafe. Warner/Curb 25412-1.
AS WITH MOST ALBUMS BY HANK WILLIAMS, JR.,

this one is guest -filled. including Huey Lew-

git
is splendidly trading lines on -You Can't
Judge a Book (By Looking at the Cover)"
and Reba McEntire, Willie Nelson, Tom Pet-
ty, and Reverend Ike on his Daddy's rollick-
ing "Mind Your Own Business." The other
selections mix the artist's keen sense of hu-
mor and satire with relaxed observations of
simple country living in an all-inclusive
American pop music framework ranging
from ragtime to rock. Standing out among
standouts is "When Something Is Good
(Why Does It Change)," in which Williams
relates the grievous loss of old cars and old
Coke to good love gone bad. Jim Beaman

KATE BUSH:

( The Single File.
EMI F :.tve Mus Ti 13-10601-il (Beta, VHS).

KATE BUSH'S EARLS VIDEOS HAVE NOT DONE
much to advance the art form. Still, there's a
beauty to the simplicity of Bush cartwheel-
ing in a white dress for "Wuthering
Heights." As her music gets more sophisti-
cated, so do her visuals, as when she plays an
embryonic child worrying about The Bomb
in "Breathing," but the videos remain
straightforward and low -budget. The 12
songs in this 1983 Japanese compilation in-
clude four from The Dreaming but none from
the more recent Hounds of Love. Because the
elusive Bush has never toured in this coun-
try. American fans may welcome the oppor-
tunity to see her in action, gesticulating wild-
ly to dramatic choreography as eccentric as
her vocals. Andrew \'ash

EURTTHMICS8

0 Revosim. RCA PCD 1-5847.
JIMMY ZAVALA'S CHICAGO BLUES
harmonica intro to lead track "Missionary
Man," together with his sax playing and ex-
Blondie drummer Clem Burke's heavy-
handed slugging. gives this recording a
harder rock sound at the outset than that of
previous work. But while it carries over to
the pop gem -Thorn in Illy Side," things
eventually stray toward the too flighty, or-
chestrated, and electronicized, though the
overabundance of effects sparkles on CD.

Together for the first
time on the same
pages (from far left):
Ted Nugent, Rodney
Crowell, Chick Corea,

Kronos Quartet, Gwen
Guthrie, and Euryth-
mics lead vocalist
Annie I.

And while all of the remaining songs are
beautifully produced and sung, the writing is
less memorable. Jim Bessman

WEATHER REPORT:

This Is This. Columbia FC 40280.

PROB %BEN I IIE LAST RECORD BY WEATHER
Report, This Is Thu is adorned with a picture
of co -leaders Josef Za winul and Wayne
Shorter shaking hands and includes inner -
sleeve drawings of all the musicians who
played with the group in its 15 -year exis-
tence. The music it contains seems equally
concerned with the group's past. Its funky
numbers, "This Is This" and "Man with the
Copper Fingers." sound almost perfunc-
tory. Better is Zawinul's "I'll Never Forget
You." an agreeable ballad dedicated to his
parents, while "Jungle Stuff (Part I )," writ-
ten and sung by percussionist Mino Cinelu,
sounds freshly energetic. Much of the rest
breaks no new ground. and Shorter is barely
to be heard throughout. Mirhael l'Ilman

KRONOS QUARTET:
Music of Sill Evans. Landmark LLP 1510.

IN THESE INGENIOUS ADAPTATIONS, THE
string quartet gives great drama to Bill Ev-
ans's most innocent piano progressions (like
"Waltz for Debby") as well as enhances the
lyrical qualities inherent in any Evans origi-
nal. The telling question is whether the first
violinist, David Harrington, can carry out
the improvised uptempo passages (we know
that guest artists Eddie Gomez and Jim Hall
won't have any trouble), but he does it im-
pressively and without hesitation. Why none
of Evans's drummers was invited I don't
know, but the purpose is nonetheless admi-
rably fulfilled: We arc given a new way to ap-
preciate Evans and, if we wish, to study him.

Joe Blum

ALVIN "RIO" TYLER:
0 Neeltage. Rounder 2047.
DESPITE ITS INCLUSION IN THE ROUNDER
series Modern New Orleans Masters, Alvin
"Red" Tyler's Heritage turns out to be a pret-
ty standard slice of postbop. Not bad for
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that, but there is very little here that's ex-
traordinary. Though Tyler's influences run
from Dave Bartholomew and the sire of the
Marsalis dynasty. Ellis, to Professor Long-
hair, the meters are sometimes tricky but
definitely not funky (nor were they meant to
be). Johnny Adams offers up a pleasant sur-
prise and expands his musical horizons with
a version of "I'll Only Miss Her When I
Think of Her" that sounds like a higher -reg-
ister Billy Eckstein. This track has all the
warmth that Germaine Bazzle's take on
"Lush Life" lacks. Beyond these vocal excur-
sions, the side -closing instrumentals "New
Day" and "No Relation" are also quietly
noteworthy. Hank Bordountz

TED NYMIITt
13 Great Mazes! Epic EK 37667.

THIS TEN -TRACK 1981 COMPILATION-OF
which such titles as "Cat Scratch Fever,"
"Dog Eat Dog," and the immortal "Wango
Tango" say it all-is full of the tasteless and
obscene young -male sex -and -aggression
fantasies that have made Ted Nugent the
premier rock 'n' roll beast. At the same time,
the blues -based tunes showcase an always
exciting rock guitarist of the first order. The
CD format thus becomes the perfect medi-
um for delivering Nugent's muddied guitar
textures as cleanly as possible. Jim Bessman

LET'S ACTIlle
10 Mg Pions he everybody. I.R.S.IRS 5703.

OVERDUBBING HIMSELF INTO A BAND WITH THE

residual help of some fellow hermits, Mitch
Easter turns Let's Active's third release into
an oddly decadent pleasure: easy listening
for the memory -overloaded hipster. Ringing
with catch phrases and melody lines both fa-
miliar and half-forgotten, the finest songs
("Whispered News," "Writing the Book of
Last Pages." "In Little Ways") are mosaics
of post -Beatles guitar rifling and choral vo-
cals as addictive as they are evanescent. It's
as if Easter had shrunken the universe to the
size of his bedroom and the most complicat-
ed choice was choosing the next record to
queue up. Is that the ghost of Marc Bolan be-
ing resurrected on "Last Chance Town"? Is
that the ghost of John Bonham on drums
throughout? Is this head music for people
who have given up drugs? Mark Moses

101INIT 0110WILL:
0 Street Lasormage. Columbia FC 40116.

PERHAPS BEST KNOWN, IF UNFAIRLY, AS MR.

Roseanne Cash, Rodney Crowell delivers a
righteous good time here. Crowell makes
country that rocks: The rhythms slice, the
guitars bite, and the horns swing, brawl, and
lust over singing that alternately soothes
and scorches. Best -of -show goes to "When
the Blue Hour Comes," which counters the
despair of co -writer Roy Orbison's finest
work with a redemptive offer of love and
faith. If it's difficult to separate the pitch for
New Country from the hype surrounding,
let's say, New Coke, Rodney Crowell stands
tall as the real thing. Wayne King
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SIMON SAYS,

NE!"

JOSEPH SHABA1ALA ;LEFT. AND

MEMBERS OF MIS VOCA GROUP

LADYSMITH BLACK MAMBAZO COL-

LABORATE WIN SIMON: EERILY

BEAUTIFUL, AND OYOUS

PAUL SIMO

Graceland.
(Z) Paul S mon, prod. Worner Bros. 25447-4.00
WITH HIS LATEST ALBUM, PAVE. SIMON HAS
made a major move toward cultural imperi-
alism. He freely admits that the music for
about a third of the songs is more than loose-
ly based on material by the South African
bands with which he recorded them. That
still doesn't stop him from taking first credit
among the listed writers. It doesn't matter,
though, because the end result is brilliant.

Grown from the seed of an idea Simon
had when he was first exposed to the "town-
ship jive" music of South Africa, Graceland
covers a broad stylistic range. from the al-
most country feel of the title track to
"Homeless." an eerily beautiful a cappella
collaboration with the 13 -member vocal
group Ladysmith Black Mambaio. Just to
show what a small place the world is. Simon
includes two songs recorded with American
bands Los Lobos and Good Rockin' Dopsie
and the Twisters. The common theme is the
accordion. Indeed, "The Boy in the Bub-
ble." recorded with the group Tao Ea Mat-
sekha, sounds as much like zydeco as does
-That Was 'Your Mother," the Dopsie track.

The concept of grace runs through many

of the songs, less in a religious sense than as
a spiritual centering. Besides the title track's
metaphor of a pilgrimage to Elvis Presley's
home, it crops up sardonically in "The Boy
in the Bubble," as "the days of miracle and
wonder" are equated with "the days of lasers
in the jungle." And it manifests itself as
beauty in both "Homeless" and "Under Af-
rican Skies."

The latter song also benefits from the
gorgeous vocal pairing of Simon with Linda
Ronstadt. The Everly Brothers' appearance
on "Graceland," however, is largely wasted.
Best are the Ladysmith group and the Gard
Sisters, who turn in someextraordinary high
harmonies on "I Know What I Know."

Graceland seems to have been made by an
entirely different artist from the one who re-
corded the droning Hearts and Bones two
years ago. If nothing else. Paul Simon's Afri-
can sojourn gives this album a joyous feel,
attained when you don't think too much.

Hank Bordowdz

VAN MORRISON*

No Guru, No MHood, No Towhee.
0 Van Morrison, prod. Mercury 830 077-1.C/0

STUBBORNLY DISOBEDIENT OF POP FORM, VAN

Morrison's last three albums offered mysti-

cal Celtic jazz as uplifting as it was hermetic.
The elements of No Gam No Method, Nu
Teacher are the same: ethereal melodies,
transcendent scat singing, and a thematic
obsession with the intertwining of sexual ful -
fillment and spiritual healing. But Morrison
hasn't sounded this spontaneously passion-
ate or direct since 191'9's masterful Into the
Music.

"Got to Go Back" opens the LP with a
memory of Morrison running home from
school to play Ray Charles's "I Believe to My
Soul" and falling into epiphany-Charles
revealed as the ideal of rapture -via -music by
which Morrison still measures his own work.
That toneof rededication recurs throughout
the album. "In the Garden" is Morrison's
most purifying erotica since Into the :Music's
"And the Healing Has Begun," blissful love-
making in the rain the only proof he needs of
the existence of a Divinity ("No guru, no
method, no teacher/Just you and 1 and na-
ture/And the Father in the garden"). "Tir
Na Nog" follows these lovers into heaven:
Morrison testifies about eternal love and re-
incarnation while a string section shadows
his vocals like a choir of mischievous angels.

The rest of Side 2 sustains an eloquently
cantankerous note, as Morrison denies his

RS HIC.:H FIDELITY
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SOME EXAMPLES OF OUR SUPER SPECIALS!
RECEIVERS

Sansui
SXV1000

$349

8C watt/ch, wireless remote, theater
and QS surround, 3 VCR hook-up.

AkE i AAV205
63 watt/ch $229

Tecinics SA39C
50 watt/ch Remote $219

DISC PLAYERS

Sony CDP30

$169
Sony Portable Disc Man

with Battery Pack $159
Teac PD200

2 -Beam $149
Technics SLP300

wireless remote $209

CASSETTE DECKS

3 -Head, Dolby B + C + dbx

J'./C KDV6
3 -Head, Dolby B + C $199

Teac V450X
Dolby B + C + dbx $109

Teac R888x
3 -Head, 3 Motor
Auto Reverse $399

Saisui D905
3 -Head Auto Reverse $299

Teac
V850
$339

w/Remote

SPEAKERS

The Tower
by Sansui
$109 ea.

160 watt/spkr.

Technics
12 inch 3 -way

Scott 312DL
12 inch 3 way

Jense,
12 inch 3 -way

$69 ea.

$99 ea.

$89 ea.

TURNTABLES

Sansui
PL95

$199

Front -lc ading, Auto -reverse
Plays bDth sides, programs up to 16
tracks, inear tracker

Dual 6200
with Ortofon $139

MISC. SPECIALS

Teac X2000

$788
10 inch
Reel to Reel

3bxD 3 Dynamic
Rance Expander CALL

Audic Source SS -1
Dolt)/ Surround Sound $199

Sans iiSE88
wir3Lass remote EQ $249
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CAR STEREO

Cc nc prd
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CALL
TOR OF THE LINE

Sherwood CR 3301 Digital
Do by Auto-Feverse . $149
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Dicital, Dolt y B + C . .... 1229

Sherwood CR Di 65
Dic itai, Auto Reverse $119

Jensen JTX3C0
6 x 9 Triax 160 watt $53 pr.

FORTABLE STEREO

Sar sui
C99

$299
15 wattfrch, Dig tal, 20 Presets, 9 -band
EQ, Dual Auto -Reverse, Phoro 8. CD
Inpu*s

JVC PC 30, 5 -band EQ,
ALto-Revers?, Detachabl3 $99

VIDEC

Toshiba
4 -Head

$299
HQ Pro, wirel ass, 4 event/7 day

Hitachi 4 -Head HiFi $393
GE HO Camcorder $969

Aber Reba e

Son! CCM, 1 C:amcorder . . .CAL_
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11315
"PIONEER**

CT -S11 w Dolby 69.90
CT.S22 Dolby B C 68.68
CT -S44 Dolby B.0 8 DBX 112.50
CT -1170W Double cassette hi
speed dubbing 139.50
CT499WR D D quick AR Dolby
B C synchro record DBX 299.90
CT -94111R Auto reverse Dolby B C

DBX. search 209.50
CT-S55R A R Dolby B C 129.50

Al3F25011.1Dolby C DX head 89.50
ADR550U Auto rev (last) Dolby
FIX Pro B.0 music sensor 206.50
ADW2OU Quick A R double deck
continuous play 8 record 349.90
ADF990U Double deck Dolby HO
pro 3 head state-ot-thean 398.50

"SANSUI'
035CF Dolby BCA MS 82.50
OWIO Double auto reverse syn
chro dubbing random music search
Dolby B.0 intro skip 409.95
D75CW double deck hi speed dub
Dolby B C 186.25

"TEAL"
W440 CGL Dolby B C D.D w hr
<peed dubbing cob*, heads179.90
R999X 3 head Dolby B C Call

DDVRT7 Top-ol-the-line 319.50
TDV66BK 309.50
TDX301 Auto reverse 159.75
TOWDOJ D D. remote 268.50
PROFESSIONAL 5111010 FOMMIENT

"TASCAM"
PORTA-ONE portable recording
f.ludro 488.50
 38 8 oink ref ordIng system Call
 22 4 PI, dill 999.50

IMIEGIECIEM
"PIONEER"

P1.460 Turntabir 56.50
PLOW Direct drive 89.50
P6.960 Quartz D D 95.50
PL3F Double suspension auto
repeat 188.50
PLX1000 Linear tracking 89.80
PLL90 Rrogramable 179.50

**TECHNICS"
SLBDIO 59 50
SLB022 74 95
SLD022 87.20
SI-133 138.50
SLC122 linear 99.50

"JVC**
ALA -1 turntable
OLA75 lop ot-the.line

69.50
399.50

CARTRIDGES
"PICKERING"

NPAC P mount 15.50
TLC 15.50
TLE 16.50
TLE type 2 22.50
TL1 29.60
71.2E 3.50
TL625 DJDisco P mount 44.50
XV 15256E Hi tech 49.80

MIR
free compact disc w every player,

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS

Third generation CD players are Welly
see al unheard of low prices

"MAGNAVOX"
North Arrencan Phelps

FIRST WM116 BR TECHNOLOGY
755.009 !Perim memory full func
bon McNees 32 track random sc.
des program quad owarsampting
3 speed search duel 16 56 019I1s1
to analog convertor ........... 349.50

FDtO4t a speed 20track random agile
sp,N 149.50

**PIONEER**
PI35010 27 track program 199.50
P06010Wireless remote 221.50
P07010 Track index search. dis
play, remote 2117.20
POIN1 Multi play CD player with 6
disc magazine lincludedl remote
random access program stateot
the -art lull featured 349.50

"SANSUI"
COV350 lobeam pickup random
16 track program 199.50
CD95509 14 key remote topeam
pick-up random track
program 259.72

"TECHNICS"
SLP100 187.50
SLP300 218.50
SLP500 318.90
SLPJ11 179.50
SLP50 Studio professional Call

"SONY"
CDP35 Home deck 179.50
CDP50 full size. remote 239 50
CDP25 Hi tech 199.50
CDP203 Professional 399.50

"NIKKO"
NCD200R Can
NCD600 r. ,nie Jukebor Call
PORTABLE CD PLAYERS

"SONY"
014
D55 ;elf
D7S

"SANYO"
CP10 Pnrlar,11-.10p inlri, 199 50

"QUASAR"
CD8936I if ' if- ' 199 50

159.50
239 50
199 50

CAR STEREOS
"PANASONIC"

COS505 AM FM auto rev 79.50
"AUDIO TECHN1CA" COE200 Elec tuning. seek 129.50

*7201P IS 50 COE330 A FI eiec tun 139.50A7211EP . 2150
AT216EP 34.50
AT231LP..........................54.50

COE302 12 presets 159.50
COE401 Auto rev digita tuning

ATP2XN . 44470 Dolby 169.50
CN 5625AL Standard mount 14.50 "PIONEER"
A734112P 1'100001 12.50 KPA100 Auto replay 88.50

KPA200 Auto reverse
KE1111 Super tuner Ill

99.51
129.50M=1.

KE6I61 Super Tuner III 24 sta
lion preset seek aulop reverseNV- 11

11.1231EZEGEM
**PIONEER"

SX1000 25 watts pc
prestel 114.50
SX1500 45 vans p c 129.90
SXV200 30 watts p c display video
Input dubbing 129.50
559300 45 watts pc same as
above. noise tiller 156.50
SXV400 60 warts p c 24 station
presets non -switching amp 205.90
SXV500 80 watts same as above

DNR noise reduction 298.50
SXV900 125 watts prc digital di.
rect decoder noise reduction station
search 539.50

"JVC"
RXSVBK 100 watts pc the
best 399.50
RX5VBK 60 watts p c 299.50
RX11111K ?Swifts p/c 124.50

-SONY**
STRAV380 199.50
STRAV480 249.50
STRAV580 299.00
STRAV780 388.50
STRAV680 Remote 472 50

"SANSUI"
SXV1000 449 95
SXV500 179.50
SX1130 688.50

Dolby 199.25
COX P1 Auto disc player track
scan search repeat 399.50

ACCESSORIES
Play your CDs on your car cassette

deck it
RECOTON cassette
adapter

to disc
18.95

PERSONAL STEREOS
**SONY"

WMO6C professional walkman re
cording Dolby c 269.35

"AIWA"
HSJ600A professional personal
stereo w equalizer 169.50

HI TECH VIDEO
"SONY"

0911790 Scroll lomat Ogee audie le
to 24 boos contemns Soft
04 N71914 UPI erellen1M110=
stereo receiver 799.00

^CANON'
VME-I Top of tet N 011e 1114 -
order 6 payback icamoorial an
rocus amm formai up to 120 min on
on. tape 1141.911

"MAGNAVOX"
VR9565 top.or the line 6 nead MIS

vet VHS HO hal wireless remote
audio dub 6 more 777.77

-PANASONIC**
PV300 lull featured 1/115 NO carndar
der CCD chip sold stale lecfmfo011
femme 6 mfg tnNudedaccessores

1306.90

Focus El...reeks
4523 1301 Ave Darien N V 11219

AY pm.r, Ito, ad for reed order only Vrea MC. Arne. gladly acceemect
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own pop divinity ("Here Comes the
Knight"), denounces false security
("Thanks for the Information"), and, on
"Ivory Tower," scolds a spoiled rich girl.
"Ivory Tower" is his swingiest, most suc-
cinct pop tune in years, proving that he may
be cranky but he hasn't forgotten how to
rock. Joyce Millman

ANITA RAKE N
Rapture.

Michael J. Powell, Marti Sharron, and Gory
1/41. Skardino, prods. Elektro 60444-2.00

I'LL. FOREVER ENJOY WEEKEND MASTER -MIX

dance parties, multiple edits by the Latin
Rascals, and other creative exercises in funk.
Still, there will always be a warm spot in my
heart for good, old-fashioned rhythm 'n'
blues. For a while, it seemed like an endan-
gered species: A little more than a decade
ago, black pop became dominated by elec-
tronics, and writing skills suffered. But back
in 1982. when Luther Vandross came onto
the scene, the song returned. Since then,
women have tugged on a few heartstrings as
well; Stephanie Mills, Meli'sa Morgan, and
Patti LaBelle come to mind. The real trend-
setter, though, was Sade.

Maybe it isn't fair to call Detroit -born
Anita Baker America's Sade, but it's irresist-
ible. Both singers eschew fast tunes, use real
bass and drums, and possess a husky throat,
all scotch and smoke. As with Sade, there is
something definitely sexy about the way
Baker extends notes, prolonging ecstasy and
forestalling climax. Anyhow, a comparison
isn't a dismissal, for I love Rapture to death.
And the translation of this analog recording
to Compact Disc results in a markedly clear-
er sound (which, unfortunately, also reveals
slight tape hiss.)

With just one allusion to '80s slickness
out of eight cuts (a still listenable "Watch
Your Step"), Rapture speaks of love and loss
in well -crafted soul -jazz dependent on the
beauty of the Afro-American vocal cord. In-
strumentation is sympathetic to Baker's
voice, which caresses and consoles. At twen-
ty-eight, she has a cadence, tonality, and reg-
ister that are fundamentally pleasing to the
ear, an instinct reminiscent of Sarah
Vaughan's. But there's also a powerful
streak. On Rod Temperton's "Mystery," she
delivers charged, flowing whoops; on David
Lasley's "You Bring Me Joy," there are
shades of gospel and LaBelle-ish shouting.

Still, Baker's own "Been So Long" and
"Sweet Love" suggest that jazz is her main
influence. She slides through the latter with
the grace of John Coltrane's sax, directing
Freddie Washington's bass (deeper
throughout on CD) and Rick Lawson's drum
kit (tighter in this format) with controlled
ease. And though she has been dazzling at
venues as large as Radio City and Carnegie
Hall. when I listen to the dark, pleading
"Been So I.ong," I picture her in a supper -
club setting, where Saturday night trendoids
like me aren't even welcome.

Havelock Nelson

Format Key
()
C:1 Cassette,

O Compact Disc

17:1 Vidirecassotte

® VIdoeillsc
e 12 -Inch Monte

® Open mid
Large symbol beneath title indicates reviewed format.
Small symbols following catalog number of reviewed for-
mal indicate other available formats (if any).

Catalog numbers of all formats of a particular record.
ing usually are identical except for differing prefixes or
suffixes. Catalog numbers of formats other than the re-
viewed format are printed only if their basic numbers dif.
ter substantially from that of the reviewed format.

Arabic numeral in parentheses indicates number of
items in multi -item set

CAMPER VAN NUTNOVIlls
N& IN.

Pitch a Tent 01. (Distributed by Rough Trade,
326 Sixth St., Son Francisco, Calif. 94103.)

SOMEONE HAS TO CARRY ON THE WARPED
acid -folk legacy of the Holy Modal Round-
ers, and it may as well be Santa Cruz's Camp-
er Van Beethoven. At their early gigs, they
would risk life and limb by playing Russian
folk songs to hardcore crowds, and when
they finally committed themselves to vinyl
with last year's Telephone Free Landslide Victory,
they crammed 19 disparate songs onto one
record. // & /// finds them with a better dis-
tribution deal but still using the same buck-
shot approach to record -making: The 19
songs on Mu album wander from oddball in-
ternational instrumentals to mild raveups
and scruffy, hummable folk-rock.

This isn't so much an album as one long
hairpin curve. "Sad Lovers' Waltz," which
wouldn't be out of place on a Flying Burrito
Brothers LP, is quickly followed by the psy-
chedelic bluegrass instrumental "Turtle -

head," which in turn is followed by a loping
cover of Sonic Youth's "I Love Her All the
Time." Then it's on to "No Flies on Us," a
Celtic -flavored march driven by violinist
Jonathan Segel, and then -well, you get the
idea. Some of it works, some of it doesn't,
but with so many songs, it's easy to overlook
the clinkers.

Luckily, the Campers have retained the
deadpan humor of the first album's -Fake
the Skinheads Bowling" and the self-explan-
atory "The Day that Lassie Went to the
Moon." In "Down and Out," a parody of
collegiate angst. the narrator informs us he's
"gonna practice being depressed/And I
think I'll go to film school." And in "(We're
a) Bad Trip," guitarist/frequent lead singer
David Lowery tells of crashing a party hosted
by a spoiled jerk: "Answered the phone and
said you didn't live here anymore," he
goads, and the band chimes in, "And it was
your mom!"Peter Stampfel would be proud.

David Browne



JAZZ

GRIOT GALAXY:
Opus Krampus.

Pedro de Freitas, prod. Sound Aspects SAS
004. (Distributed by Polygram Special Im-

ports.)

RAREFIELD/HOLLAND/TARRAL TRIO:
Uwe at Nickeisdorf ionfrontationon.

Pedro de Freitas, prod. Sound Aspects SAS
007.

WHEN, AND IF, YOU THINK OF DETROIT'S
contribution to jazz, you probably think of
its great postbop stylists: Barry Harris, Ken-
ny Burrell, Yusef Lateef, Donald Byrd, Ron
Carter, the Brothers Jones (Thad, Hank, and
Elvin-actually from nearby Pontiac, but
why quibble?). That the city has had, for the
past two decades, an active avant-garde as
well is a fact less widely known.

These two LPs, recorded within days of
each other at the same Austrian jazz fest,
may help a little in rectifying that. Griot Gal-
axy has been a leading Detroit new music
group for quite a while, and in its current in-
carnation as a quartet fronted by two saxo-
phonists-tenor/altoist Faruq Z. Bey and
soprano/altoist Anthony Holland-it plays
a music wholly appropriate for the city: The
songs are anchored by muscular, circular
riffs, a relentlessly repetitive framework of
wheels turning and gears meshing, reflect-
ing the grinding reality of both the factories
and day-to-day inner-city life. Bey's two
compositions combine this base with ex-
tended written lines in a manner reminiscent
of Archie Shepp c. Fire Music. Over the hard -
driving rhythm of bassist Jaribu Shahid and
drummer Tani Tabbal, Bey digs in with a
hoarse, earthy tone, swinging mercilessly.
By contrast, Holland comes on cooler, more
contemplative, but still forced to acknowl-
edge the fierce pulse. And Shahid's 25 -min-
ute suite "Necrophilia" travels convincingly
from the lilting soprano intro to a shrieking
energy outburst from the saxes sans rhythm.

On the trio record, Holland and Tabbal
are joined by guitarist Spencer Barefield,
best known (as are Tabbal and Shahid) as a
member of Roscoe Mitchell's Sound Ensem-
ble. This group displays the same penchant
for "mechanical" rifling as the Griots, but
with Barefield's acoustic guitars and Hol-
land's silvery alto and soprano, the attack is
somewhat softened. Barefield's "Xenogene-
sis" approaches trance music, while Tab-
bal's "Hindola Spring," with its 12 minutes
of tabla and African harp, ventures toward
monotony. But with the tumbling, menacing
riff of Holland's "IOCAB-4," we're back to
that apposite Detroit avant-garde sound.

Either of these records would be a good
intro to this corner of the Detroit scene,
though the Griot set is the hot one. And the
fact that they were recorded in Europe and
are available only as German imports is iron-
ic in a way that jazz fans hardly notice any-
more. We don't like it, but we're used to it.

Richard C. IValls

THE BILL EVAN S TRIO:

Portrait in Jaz:.
grin Keepnews, prod. Riverside JCD 630-
1 162.0 OJC 088. 0 (Distributed by Fantasy,

Inc.)

Explorations.
Orrin Keepnews, prod. Riverside JCD 653-
9351.0 OJC 037. CI

Sunday at this Village Vanewerd.
Orrin Keepnews, prod. Riverside JCD 645-
9376.0 OJC 140.0

Waltz is, Debby.
Orrin Keepnews, prod. Riverside JCD 664-

0 9399. 0 OJC 210.0
THESE COMPACT DISCS REPRODUCE WITH NEW

definition the original commercial record-
ings of the Bill Evans trio that featured
drummer Paul Motian and bassist Scott La
Faro. The group lasted from late in 1959 un-
til La Faro's accidental death on July 6, 1961,
which drove Evans into temporary retire-
ment and brought to a premature end one of
the most influential and exciting groups of
the Sixties.

Evans said early in the trio's life that he
wanted the three of them to "grow in the di-
rection of simultaneous improvisation."
They were able to do so because of the re-
markable and almost unprecedented agility
of La Faro, who played his bass as swiftly as if
it were a guitar. His surprising countermelo-
dies enlivened Evans's introspective play-
ing; his sophisticated harmonic sense ech-
oed Evans's own. And in Motian, the trio had
its ideal drummer. Tastefully melodic, Mo-
tian was witty as well as swinging, as we hear
in the crisply chattering figures he plays on
his cymbals during the first and last choruses
of "Israel" (on Explorations).

Brilliant though it is, 1959's Portrait in
Jazz shows that the group was still evolving
toward that ideal of simultaneous improvisa-
tion, realized only on the two takes of "Au-
tumn Leaves." Yet there is nothing tentative
about the playing on "Witchcraft," "Come
Rain or Come Shine," or Evans's collabora-
tion with Miles Davis, "Blue in Green." Es-
p/oratioru, recorded in February 1961, shows
the trio's progress. It is notable for Evans's
warmly lyrical introduction to "Haunted
Heart," where he manages to play out of
tempo without losing the pulse. On "Sweet
and Lovely," La Faro weaves between Ev-
ans's notes in what sounds like a zestful
game of tag.

The Village Vanguard session from June
1961 proved to be the trio's swan song, and
it caught them at the top of their game, re-
laxed and exuberant and occasionally ex-
perimental. La Faro bursts in on Evans's
statement of the theme of "Solar" with a
kind of good-humored fury while Motian
lets his cymbals ring. Evans recorded his
"Waltz for Debby" repeatedly, but never
with as much energy and power as with this
trio. And "My Man's Gone Now" and "My
Foolish Heart" are classics in jazz ballad
playing.

The CD versions do not eliminate the
slight tape hiss that was part of the original
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recordings, but their more precise imaging
makes them attractive: The format allows us
to hear the buoyant interplay among these
three musicians better than ever before.

Michael Ullman

SNADOWPAX3
Toe Row te Whisper.

Chuck Greenberg, prod. Windham Hill WH
W 1051. DO
THE PROBLEM WITH SHADOWFAX IS NEVER
that they're unlistenable. As with most
Windham Hill artists, the problem is that
sometimes you forget you're supposed to be
listening. These talented musicians have
largely managed to overcome that syndrome
in the past, but Too Far to Whisper is the clos-
est they've come to making the audio equiva-
lent of tasteful wallpaper. Mind you, the
band's brand of Third World -influenced fu-
sion remains distinctive. But on Shadowfax's
most electric outing since 1976's Watercourse
Way, it's ironic that the electricity fails to
generate much excitement.

Chuck Greenberg's production is impec-
cable as always; however, the "perfect" mix
and the ensemble playing become frustrat-
ing. In particular, G. E. Stinson's wailing
guitar, which provided some of the most in-
tense moments on Shadowdance and The
Dreams of Children, gets lost in the album's ho-
mogenized sound. In line with this demo-
cratic approach, the writing has never been
more evenly divided. and that might be the

biggest flaw. The band's first four LPs were
written almost exclusively by Greenberg and
Stinson; here, they contribute only a few
songs. Suffice to say that the album's most
satisfying cut is Stinson's title track.

With a few impressive recordings and
surprisingly dynamic live performances.
Shadowfax has gone a long way to dispel
Windham Hill's image of two-dimensional
prettiness. Too Far to Whisper just doesn't go
far enough. Andrew Nash

29th STREET SAXOPHONE QUARTET:
Watch Tour Step.

29th Street Saxophone Quartet, prod. New" Note NN 1002. (Distributed by New Music
Distribution Service, 500 Broadway, New York,
N.Y. 10012.)
I THOUGHT SOMETHING WICKED WAS
happening on the 29th Street Saxophone
Quartet's first release. This second LP con-
firms it: a quirky, narrative sensibility that
turns rhythm and tone into visual metaphor.
Clever liner notes help, but this music can
tell stories on its own. With its brash sky-
scrapers of chords, scurrying riffs, blaring
horns, and wise -guy jive, Watch Your Step
often sounds right off the streets of New
York City, but it also is elegant, intellectual.
and at times unabashedly lyrical.

Composed by different members, the
five cuts juxtapose free sections against
tightly arranged riffs. Unlike the sometimes
schiz/y World Saxophone Quartet. howev-

Mimi, audio

er, these four reeds (two altos, tenor, and
baritone) never wander too far off the map; a
common lifeline of tonality jerks a soloist
back just in time to make a grounding state-
ment. The piece de resistance is "Hotel de
Funk" (pronounced "Ho -tell duh Fahnk"),
narrated by an actor who sounds like Billy
Crystal stuck in the Twilight Zone. It's the
story of the band's stay at a seedy hotel "that
may be in your city . . . entrapping unsus-
pecting travelers by the thousands." In con-
cert. the quartet acts out the scenario; on
disc. you hear saxes making like trick mir-
rors, squeaking doors, and fungus -growing
furniture. The short four-part vocal scat un-
derneath the story's rap is impressive; when
they pick up their horns again, they sound as
if they're still talking.

As both performer and idea man, Robert
Watson is a standout. His solo on his own
"K.C.Q" perfectly depicts his "wheeh, boy"
glee when faced with a plateful of Kansas
City Barbecue; in "Lafiya." a musical por-
trait of his five -year -old daughter. he taps
the group's ability to breathe into chord
changes with one lung while giving Jim Har-
tog's baritone a rare chance to sing the melo-
dy. Despite the strong individuals here, how-
ever, the 29th Streeters ride on their
collective consciousness; impeccable tim-
ing. luscious timbres. and out -of -joint hu-
mor make them a must for post -hard -bop
fans still addicted to melody and pulse.

Pamela Bloom

SAVE MONEY  TIME  FREIGHT ON NAME BRAND STEREO r-rh
COMPONENTS

AKAI AA-V201S (40x2) AM -FM, VIDEO READY RECEIVER 5119.95
AKAI GX-R70 AUTO -REV, DOLBY B,C, & DBX CASS. DK 299.95
KENWOOD KVR-A9ORB (70x2) AUDIO -VIDEO RCVR w REMOTE 279.00
DUAL CS616 WITH ORTOFON CARTRIDGE SEMI -AUTO D.D 139.00

ISANSUI AUG-77X (110x2) X -BALANCED INTEGRATED AMP
. 380.00

SANSUI DW-10B DOUBLE AUTO -REV, HI-SPD. DUBBING DECK 360.00
TEAC V -450X DOLBY B.C, & DBX CASS.DK.W/SOFT TOUCH 110.00
TEAC R -606X DOLBY B,C. & DBX AUTO -REV. CASS. DECK 299.95
TECHNICS STG-40 OTZ. DIGITAL TUNER W 16 PRE-SETS 109.95a TECHNICS SU-V60 (90x2) CLASS AA INTEGRATED AMP 229.95
TECHNICS SA -390 (50x2) AM -FM RCVR W/REMOTE & 5 BD EQ 219.95

ItTECHNICS RST-60R AUTO -REV. DOLBY 13&C DUBBING CASS. DK 259.95
TECHNICS SH-8046K 14 BD. TOUCH PAD EQ. W/ ANALYZER 139.95

'I NUMARK DM -1650 DISCO MIXER W/6 BD. EQUALIZER 209.95
TECHNICS SL-L2OK BLACK, BELT DR. FULLY -AUTO LINEAR TT 110.00

ADC SS -425X 12 BD PER CH. EQ.WCOMPUTER MEMORY 249.95
' A LARGE SELECTION OF SONY PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE CALL

PORTABLES
SONY D -7S PORT 16 TK. PROG CD W CASE 8. AC ADAPTOR 229.95

MI SONY CFD-W888 AM -FM DUB. CASS. WDOLBY & CD PLAYER CALL
TECHNICS SLXP-7S PROGRAMMABLE CD PLAYER WCASE 219.00
TOSHIBA XR-P9 16 TK.PROG.CD W CASE. AC ADAPT & REMOTE 229.95

II AUTOMOTIVE
gia SONY ES -S93 6X9 TRI-AX (SPEAKER PAIR) 56.00
gip PANASONIC EAB-S40 4 DUOCONE. (SPEAKER PAIR) 18.00fit JENSEN JTX-300 6x9 3 -WAY. 150 WATTS (SPEAKER PAIR) 59.00
O., SHERWOOD CRD-210 AM -FM DIG WDOLBY B & C & CD INPUT.. 169.00-' PANASONIC COE-650 DIN MT N DOLBY B,C, DBX & AUTO -REV. 369.95

E.,,,J NSEN CP-4 PACKAGE AM -FM DIGWAUTO-REV.8.6-1/2" COAX . 129.95
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1:1 illinoii audio
Is . 12 E. Delaware Pl., Chicago 60611

SEE A BETTER PRICE? CALL US! WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS!!

1-312-664-0020 10:00-5:00
TOLL FREE
1-800-621-8042

Phone Now Hours:

44 Price Lists II Quotes Mon. thru Sat. Orders es Quotes

VIDEO
EMERSON VCS -966H VHS HO TV.HI-FIW REMOTE
SANSUI SVR-9700HF VHS STEREO HISTEREO-FI W M.T.S. & REMOTE

HEADPHONES
KOSS SST -7 NEW, IMPROVED' DIGITAL READY

CALL
CALL

44.95
SONY MDR -CD -5 SOW' MONITOR HEADPHONES
SENNHEISER HD-414SL OPEN AIR, LIGHT WEIGHT

6439 00

TAPE -AUDIO & VIDEO
BASF CRE 11-90 NEW a-IROMDIOXID EXTRA II 16.90 10
SONY UCX-90 HIGH BIAS CASSETTE 15.0010
TDK SA -90 SUPER AVILYN CASSETTE TAPE 18.00/10
TDK HXS-90 HIGH BIAS, METAL PARTICLE CASSETTE 31.00'10
FUJI M-90 METAL CASSETTE 30.00 10
MAXELL XL 'S' 90 TYPE I OR II (PLEASE SPECIFY) 24.00/10
MAXELL MX -90 METAL CASSETTES 37.00110
MAXELL XL -90 TYPE I OR TYPE II (PLEASE SPECIFY) 18.00 10
SCOTCH T-120 or L-750 EXG HI-FI VIDEOTAPE 64.00 10

CARTRIDGES
SHURE V-15 TYPE 5 MR 137.00
SHURE V-15 VP TYPE 5"P" MOUNT CALL
AUDIO-TECHNICA AT-132EP -P" MOUNT 59.95
AUDIO-TECHNICA AT-122EP -P" MOUNT 27.95

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
TECHNICS SL-P100S PROGRAMMABLE, DIGITAL FILTERED. 199.95
TECHNICS SL -P310 NEW, PROGRAMMABLE WREMOTE CALL
TECHNICS SL -P500 TO' OF THE LINE' CALL
SONY CDP-35 PROGRAMMABLE 199.95
SONY CDP-50 PROGRAMMABLE WREMOTE 249.95
JVC XL-V200B 3 -BEAM. PROGRAMMABLE, DIG. FILTER CALL
TEAC PD-400PROGRAMMABLE W REMOTE 219.95

SEE A BETTER PR CE? CALL USI WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS!!
UPS rates apply on these urds. Prices and Availability Subject to Change

Clearance time required on personal and company checks

Mast.Cord

VISA

- send for free price list -
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Address
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State Zip
or use your address label
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HIGH FIDELITY CI ASSIFIEn
MAIL TO: 825 7th Ave . 7.h floor. New York, N Y 10019
Phone 1-1110041111C-MAGS. In New York call (212) 887-

8458 GENERAL all copy subject to publisher approval
Users of PO Box MUST supply permanent adckess and
telephone number before ad can run
CLOSING DATE: 1st of second month preceding cover
date 15 Word minimum No charge for Zip Code
CLASSIFIED RATES: regular type, per word lx-$2 75
3x-$2.65, 6x -$2 55, 12x-$2 45 Words in caps -15r
extra each IMPERIAL type, per word: lx-$3.75;
$3.115; 511-3.55; 12x-$3.45. Words in eeps-150 emirs
each. Minimum 15 words Box numbers $3 00 additional
per insertion to cover cost of handling and postage.
Display, per inch lx-$350, 3x-$340, 6x-$330, 12x-
$315 PAYMENT WITH ORDER: Send check. M.0
MASTERCARD or VISA No and expiration dale to.
Maria Manasen Classified Dept . HIGH FIDELITY,
825 7th Ave 7th Floor. New York, NY 10019

For Sale

EXPERIENCED FRIENDLY ADVICE!
ACOUSTAT, SAE, HAFLER, SONY,
KLIPSCH, THORENS, FRIED, ADCOM,
MONSTER CABLE. PS, PROTON, CD
PLAYERS, more. Immediate, FREE
Shipping! READ BROTHERS STEREO,
593-C King Street. Charleston, South
Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

CALL THE # 1 DEALER IN THE U.S.A.!!!
Perreaux, Revox, PS Audio, Hailer, New
York Audio Labs, Oracle, Thorens, VPI.
Dual, Proton, Tandberg, Adcom, Denon,
Luxman, Onkyo, Kyocera, SAE, VSP Labs,
Sony, Apt -Holman, Infinity, ADS. Klipsch,
Dahlquist, DCM, Acoustat, OHM Acoustics,
Harman/Kardon, DBX Soundfield,
AudioPro, Celestion, Spica, JBL. Rauna,
Bose, Nitty Gritty, Audioquest. Stax, Grado,
Koetsu, Talisman, AKG and More!
Gorgeous laquer and wood Stereo/Video
Cabinets. AUTOMOTIVE: Sony, Proton,
Concord, Harman/Kardon, Zapco, Ungo
Box, More! CD EXPERTS! FRIENDLY,
EXPERT CONSULTATION. FAST FREE
SHIPPING! MC/VISA/AMEX. REFERENCE
AUDIO SYSTEMS: 18214 Dalton Avenue,
Gardena, CA 90248. (213) 398-4205, (213)
391-2679. Hours: M -F. 9-6 PDT. Sat. 10-2.
'MEMBER-BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU'

WE ARE AMAZING!!!
Amazing offers on hi-fi, video and car
stereo. Choose from: Yamaha, Sony,
Alpine, Kenwood, Infinity, JBL, Meridian,
Carver. Nakamithi, Canton, Mission, PS
Audio, Apogee, Hafler, Stax. Much more.
We have no competitors if you're serious
or curious, you cannot afford to wait. For a
look at the future of electronics retailing,
call or write today: Amazing Intl. Sight &
Sound, Inc.. 1323 South 4th St.,
Philadelphia, PA 19106 (215) 969-1166.

SAVE 50% BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKER SYSTEM Write
McGee Radio Electronics. 1901 McGee Street. Kansa,
City. Missouri f.1105 ran Inn rise1 500 346-2433

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-826-0520 FOR
ACOUSTAT, DAHLQUIST, NAD, HAFLER,
DENON, dbx, 3D, PROTON, TANDBERG,
BELLES, ORACLE, M&K, GRADO, NITTY
GRITTY, AUDIOQUEST, NEC, DUN TEC,
MONSTER, SJMIKO PERREAUX, CWD,
SNELL, B&W DEM, THORENS, VS°, STAX,
SOTA, GRACE, ASTATIC, DYNAVECTOR.
THE SOUND SELLER, 1706 MAIN STREET.
MARINETTE, WI 54143, (715) 735-9002.

DIRECT SIGHT AND SOUND, America's
best kept audio and video secret, continues
to please... Five years and over 40,000
customers later, we still offer the best in
audio, video, and auto sound including
esoterics at ncredible prices! We sell and
service only U.S. warranty merchandise!
Our staff is not only knowledgeable, but
helpful and courteous in choosing the right
component or you. Become one of the
ELITE! Call 404-351-6772. Direct Sight and
Sound, 3095 Bolling Way, Dept. H, Atlanta,
Ga. 30305. MC/VISA/AMEX. COD with
deposit. Free catalog.

A SINGER'S DREAM!

Ire
S

REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS!
Now You can sing with the world's best bands!

The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can remove
most or virkally all of a lead vocal from a standard
stereo record and leave most of the background
untouched! Record with your voice or perform live
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Perfor-
mance yet cannects easily to a home component
stereo system Not an equalizer! We can prove It
works over the phone. Write or call for a Free
Brochure and Demo Record.

LT Sound, Dept. HF-3, P, D. Box 338,
Stone Mountain, GA 300B6 (404) 493-1258
24 HOUR PHONE DEMO UNE: /4041493-6870

EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO REPRODUCTION
SYSTEMS ... REASONABLY PRICED!!
E.A.R.S, P.O. BOX 658-H, WEST COVINA,
CA 91790. 318/961-6158. EVENINGS,
WEEKENDS. STAMP BRINGS MONTHLY
SPECIALS. MC/VISA.

BANG & OLUFSEN FULL LINE, ADS, B&W
AND BOSE SPEAKERS AND OTHER
QUALITY PRODUCTS AT REASONABLE
PRICE. SOUNDCREST, INC., (201) 756-4858

CALL US LAST nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnm
Shop around, Get your best price,
Then call THE SOUND APPROACH.
Guaran-eed LOWEST PRICES on all
HOME and CAR STEREO. Factory fresh,
Fully warranteed. For FAST FREE
DELIVERY and GUARANTEED LOWEST
PRICES, call
THE SCUND APPROACH, 6067 Jericho
-pke.. Commack, New York, 11725 (516)
499-76E0. Visa/MC/Amex.

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES ANYWHERE!
FULL WARRANTY - Most Audio Brands!!
C.D.'s - Car Products - Computers
(Hardware -Software) - Most Video
3randsl! ELECTRIFIED DISCOUNTERS, 996
ORANGE AVENUE, WEST HAVEN, CT
36516, MC/VISA (203) 937-0106.

FACTCRY ORIGINAL DIAMOND NEEDLES
& PH040 CARTRIDGES. MOST POPULAR
LINES AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FOR FREE
CATALOG SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPEC ENVELOPE. LYLE CARTRIDGES,
DEPT. H. BOK 158, VALLEY STREAM, NY
11582. CALL TOLL FREE (800) 221.0906,
N.Y. (516) 599-1112. VISA/MC.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN,
A.D.S.. CROWN, REVOX, HAFLER, ADCOM.
MISSION, MERIDIAN, N.A.D., HARMAN/
KARDON KYOCERA, YAMAHA, LUXMAN,
DENON, KLIPSCH. B & W, POLK, KEF,
D.C.M , E -V, J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG,
BEST PRICES PROFESSIONAL
CONSJLTATION, AMERISOUND SALES,
INC. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST (818) 243-
1168.

THEY DON'T DISCOUNT IT? WE DO! GET
LOW PRICES on ALL types of audio
equip me -it-including high -end and even
esote-ic products not normally discounted!
Now we can save you money on the
equipment you REALLY WANT. Extensive
selec:ion-lo need to settle for second
choice. Thousands of satisfied customers
nationwide. Call us for price quotes or
friencly, expert advice. Catalog S1. 616-451-
3868. VISA/ MC/AMEX. The AUDIO
ADVISOR, INC., 225 Oakes Southwest,
Grand Rapids, MI 49503.

HIGH -END AND HARD -TO -FIND AUDIO
COM DONE NTS. LOW, LOW PRICES! AUDIO
AMERICA CALL 1-804-797-5861
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Compact Discs

.......\ COMPACT DISC CENTER
P 0 8. 616 Chili. Pali NY 17065

15181 664 2550

Nei line 800 232 3687
Many Discs 512 99

Quantity 10 and over only $11 99
52 00 Cont U S shipping

FREE CATALOGUE

...,.. , . :i.ile Toy Fier 8005311303

COMPACT DISCS -Most $12.99-$14.99. 4,000
Plus Titles in Stock. Free Catalogue Plus
Monthly Updates. OZ Records, 5246H
Memorial Drive, Stone Mountain, GA 30083,
(404) 292-5452.

COMPACT DISCS/LASER VIDEO DISCS.
Nice Prices - free lists. MC/VISA. SIGHT 8
SOUND, INC. 18 Bennett Street, Dept. HF,
Boston, MA 02135. (617) 787-4465.

WHERE WAS THAT REVIEW? What did it say') Annotated
Index of Classical CD Reviews. A Guide to recommended
performances Covers HIGH FIDELITY and ten other
magazines 120+ pages of references to over 6000
reviews of more than 2000 compact discs Revised
quarterly $3 75/issue. $12 50/year KEN'S
KOMPENDIUM, 2400 Hawthorne Dr Atlanta. GA 30345

CD list Critics' Choices of the Basic Classical Repertoire
Updated monthly $2 applicable to purchase TELE-SHOP
Box 280893 San Francisco CA 94128

Inventions
Inventors' AIM wants-Ideas. Inventions, New Products.
Improvements on existing products. We present ideas to
manufacturers. Confidentiality Guaranteed. Call Toll Free 1-
800-225-5800 for information kit

Tapes & Records

OPEN REEL TAPE-AMPEX 641/671, USED
ONCE, UNSPLICED, UNBOXED. 7" 1800' or
2400' REELS; 25 FOR $29.00. SAMPLE:
$2.00. TEN 3600' 101/2" REELS: $39.00.
SAMPLE: $4.00. NEW, PREMIUM
CASSETTES; SAMPLE: $1.00. AUDIO
TAPES, BOX 9584-J, ALEXANDRIA. VA
22304. (703) 370-5555 VISA/MC

195 !MOPPING ANY WE ORDER 1-800-245-6000
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LIVE OPERA TAPES, CASSETTES Incredible selection
Free Catalogue, Live Opera. Box 3141 Steinway Station,
L C NY 11103

SOUNDTRACKS. SHOW. NOSTALGIA 8 JAZZ-FREE
Catalog 8 Offering List-A-1 Record Finders. P 0 Box
75071.H, L A CAL 90075

SEARCHING FOR OUT -OF -PRINTS? Try for Discontinued

Records. 444 South Victory, Burbank, California 91502
(213) 849-4791

RARE CLASSICAL AND JAZZ. 150,000 LP's. The Record
Collector, 1158 N. Highland, Los Angeles, CA 90038. (213)
467-2875

SHOW ALBUMS-Rare, out -of -print Ips 64 -page list $1 00
Broadway -Hollywood Recordings. Georgetown, CT 06829

FREE RECORD. CASSETTE AND COMPACT DISC
CATALOG Features a tremendous selection of
remaindered L P and cassette values in all musical
categories Compact disc, cassette and LP new releases at
discount prices Many imports and smaller labels offered
Prompt delivery. Rose Records, Dept H. 214 South
Wabash Avenue, Chicago, IL 60604

IN PRINT 8 OUT OF PRINT RECORDS ALL CATEGORIES

Spectacular Catalog!! $2.00 USA $3 00 Foreign
Serendipity Records, 4775 Durham Road. Guilford, CT
06437 USA

CHRISTMAS: CHICAGO CHAMBER BRASS,
CHILDREN'S CHORUS. CD $16.95, Record/
Cassette $9.98. Shipping $1.50/order FREE
Catalog Specializing Brass! Woodwinds!
Crystal Records, Sedro-Woolley, WA 98281

CASSETTES (1 1 Real-time), RECORDS (DMM) AND
COMPACT DISCS Classical only. Free catalog Gasparo
Co PO Box 120069. Nashville, TN 37212 (615) 254-
8460

REDUCE audio cassette taping costs 70% Use recording
company professional bulk pack instead of expensive
Consumer packaging. All popular major brand equivalents
Only the best Satisfaction or money back Call toll free for
discount price list We only sell cassettes GREENCORP
INC., 1-800-972.0707

Jazz and Rock, discontinued and new, related books Dark
Ages Records, Box 673. Orillia, Ontario L3V6K5

FROM EDISON TO ELVIS (AND BEYOND) LP's. 78's, 45's,
etc Visit or mail in wants. The Olde Tyme Music Scene, 915
Main Street, Boonton. N 07005 ;,01/T155040-Tuesday
thru Sunday

STOP NOISY RECORD WEAR! Preserve
Quality. PROVEN PROCESS. S.A.S.E.
Consumer Information Services, Box
70231, Mobile, Alabama 36607-8231.

VIENNESE OPERETTA RECORDS, INC.
BLUE MAZURKA, COUNTESS MARITZA,
EVA, GYPSY PRINCESS, WIENER GLUT,
MANY OTHER DELIGHTS! LP's, MC's, CD's.
FREE 48 PAGE NEWSLETTER. P.O. BOX 14-
B, BRUNSWICK, MAINE 04011.

Miscellaneous

IS IT TRUE JEEPS FOR $44 THROUGH THE
GOVERNMENT? Call for facts' 1-312-742.1142 Ext. 4671

TERMPAPER ASSISTANCE. 15,278 papers
available! 306 -page catalog-rush $2.00.
Research, 11322 Idaho # 206HE, Los
Angeles 90025. TOLL FREE HOTLINE: 800-
351-0222 (California: 213-477-8226)

EMBARRASSED-CONCERNED? Pharmacist selected,
ethical name -brand birth/disease control products
Pregnancy, ovulation kits. creams, contraceptives.
Discounted Free Catalogue Pro-Tek Pharmaceuticals,
Dept F, PO Box 50188, Tice. FL 33905-0188

Electronics

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS & EQUIPMENT.
Plans and Parts. Build or Buy. Send S.A.S.E.
-CSID Electronics, P.O. Box 1402, Dept. H.F.,
Hope, Arkansas 71801.

Nide()

OPERA ON VIDEO-Greatest
performances-selections-lowest prices,
FREE catalog. C.O.V., Box 578. Riverside,
CT 06878.

r -

HIGH FIDELITY CLASSIFIED
ORDER FORM

Please print or type message below or on sep-
arate paper
Name

Company

Address

City State Zip _

I Phone

Signature

Payment must accompany order

Send to Maria Manasen
HIGH FIDELITY
825 Seventh Avenue
New York, N.Y 10019
(212) 887-8458 or
800-ABC-MAGS

Payment enclosed $
MASTER Card #

VISA Card N

94 HIGH FIDELITY



60011KREMER'S NON -CONFORMIST SPIRIT IS EVIDENT T1110110110UT THE LOCKENNAUS FESTIVAL PERFORMANCES.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE S )

'C'ek's rhapsodic, folk -inflected utterances.
Similarly, in Shostakovich's Two Pieces for
String Octet, Op. 11, the Hagens succeed in
capturing the music's melodramatic, wildly
juxtaposed extremes of mood as well as its
demonic edge. Stravinsky's Concerto in D is
given a graceful. lean performance by the
Kammerorchester der Jungen Deutschen
Philharmonic under the direction of Heinz
Holliger.

Kremer himself appears only in the trio

version of 'Lingo, Waltz, and Ragtime from
Stravinsky's Histoire du soldat. Too many vio-
linists play this music in a desiccated, inex-
pressive manner; Kremer's conception is al-
ternately lilting, surging, and caressing. His
irreverent spirit, which is evident not only in
Ilistoire but throughout the festival perfor-
mances, makes these 1.ockenhaus record-
ings challenging even when they are not en-
tirely successful and bodes well for future
ECM/Lockenhaus collaborations.

K. Robert Schwarz

JOAN MORRIS)
i.kne len*.

Morris, Bolcom. Leroy Parkins, prod. RCA Red

Ci Seal AMK 1-5830 (MO
HARNICK: The Boston Beguine. HARNICK/

BOCK: Artificial Flowers; Just a Map. BURR/SHE-
PARD: Sweet -Mary -Go -to -the -Movies. LEIBER/

STOLLER: Moby Dick. SONDHEIM: The Miller's
Son. ESPY/HYMAN: On the Rising Incidence of
Jogging. WILDER: Did You Ever Cross Over to Sne-

den's? MANDEL/SAHL: Take Us Bock to the Of-
fice Again. BOLCOM: The Some Thing; Lime Jello

Marshmallow Cottage Cheese Surprise. MORRIS/

BOLCOM: Tears at the Happy Hour. NASH-
WEILL: That's Him. SHIRE/MALTBY: I Don't Re-

member Christmas. BLOCK/MULLER/WINKLER:
Tamara, Queen of the Nile.
JOAN MORRIS'S LATEST ALBUM, RECORDED
last December at a pair of Ann Arbor, Michi-
gan, recitals, is an unusually diverse collec-
tion of American cabaret songs interpreted
with inspired straightforwardness. Morris is
perfectly A home with this kind of rerherchi
material, moving from the barbed misan-
thropy of Stephen Sondheim's "The Miller's
Son," to the bleak urban pathos of Charles
Burr's "Sweet -Mary -Go -to -the -Movies," to
the hymnlike nostalgia of Alec Wilder's "Did
You Ever Cross Over to Sneden's?" (an old
Mabel Mercer standard) with miraculous
ease.

The economy of interpretive means that
is Morris's special gift is particularly wel-
come here, and she consistently escapes the
campy archness that is the curse of so many
cabaret singers. William Bolcom, who wrote
the informative liner notes for this RCA Red
Seal Skylark series release and composed
two of the best songs on the album ("The
Same Thing" and "Lime Jello Marshmallow
Cottage Cheese Surprise"), accompanies his
wife with his customary sympathy and flair.

Terry Tearhout

SONY MINOLTA OLYMPUS ftcn
CAMCORDERS

RCA
CMR 200
CMR 300

HITACHI
VM 2100
VM 5000

QUASAR
VM 11
VM 20

PANASONIC
PV 300

MINOLTA
CR 1200 AFS

OLYMPUS
VX 403
VX 801

JYC
GRC-7

A

0
R

C

411.. Is

14.
SONY
CCD V8 AF
HANDY CAM
BMC 660

SANYO
VM 8

KODAK
MVS-3460

ZENITH
VM 6200

CANON
VME-1

WE STOCK CAMCORDER ACCESSORIES

PLANET VIDEO.
VCR-HiFi

NOBODY BEATS US gef*:r

VIDEO TAPE

A MAXELL
I REGULAR
L HGX (HIGH GRADE) C

GOLD HI-FI A

F RX PRO

0 8 MM VIDEO TAPE L

R TC-20 GOLD

TDK
HS (HIGH STANDARD)
EHG (EXTRA HIGH
GRADE)
EHG-HF (HI-FI) A

HD PRO
8 MM VIDEO TAPE L

SONY
DYNAMICRON
ES -HG (HIGH GRADE)
ESX-HIFI (HI-FI)
PRO -X

8MM ALL LENGTHS

SCOTCH

CAMERA Call
PRO Call

ACCESSORIES
AMBICO. RECOTON,
AZDEN. VIDICRAFT,
MONSTER CABLE. Call for
SHOWTIME. RABBIT Price

SONY
COLOR

TV's

PIONEER
CLD 909
LASER

8mrn Digital
Audio Video Recorder

24 Kr PCM
Digital Audio Rec

RCA
ZENITH
HITACHI
CANONSONY

EVS -00 8 MM JVC
SONY
MARANTZ
NEC

SAMSUNG
GOLD STAR
SANYO
PANASONIC
QUASAR
STARTING AT

$249.00

Tell us your calling from
High Fidelity ad to get

31 800 Plymouth Road. Livonia. Michigan 48150 MICHIGAN 313.261.8004 a FREE GIFT`
.800-247-4663

PKA

COD

*WITH PURCHASE

(I,D PIONEER Mill a% M. ell ES a a-S a I" JVC SANYO

I

I
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Critic's
Choice

"The MG -III is a remarkable
speaker at any price; at $2,000'
it will be a runaway best seller"

INTERNATIONAL AUDIO REVIEW (U S A
HOTLINE .31 1984

With me, it's now a question of
trying to live without them, rather
than with them. In other words,
I'm 'hooked'."

HI-FI ANSWERS (U.K I
JULY, 1985

"Here we have a remarkable, true
audiophile speaker."

HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW (U. K.)
JUNE. 1984

"One of the best sounds at the
Riviera (Consumer Electronics
Show)."

AUDIO MAGAZINE
MAY. 1985

"Especially with full orchestral
music, the MG -4 really shows its
full potential."

STEREOPLAY (G ANYI
AUGUST. 1984

"This speaker wi be a classic."
HIGH FIDELITY ID- MARKI
JULY -AUGUST, 19

The Absolute S
SEE REVIEW IN V
AUTUMN, 1984

nd Magazine.

9. NO 35

Magneplanar
MG -Ill

III MAGNEPAN
1645 9th Street

White Bear Lake, MN 55110

Advertising Index
Akai America, Ltd.
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Audio Products International
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Sansui's S -X700 is the intelligent choice for upgrading your
system or starting a new one.

Sansui takes performance and value to heart. That's why our new
S -X700 AM/FM stereo receiver should be the leart of your system.
With solid poweC't llawlessly reproduces the exciting experience of
digital music.

Engineered with traditional attertion to deteil and state-of-the-art
performance, there's no compariscn for pure quality and real value.

Built with a heavy-duty transformer generally used only in higher output
models, plus excli_swe Sansui circL, try. the S-) 700 produces music with
a unique openness and clarity that other receivers just can't match.

Styled for elegaice with a functicnal yet unc uttered appearance, the
all -metal cover, chassis and faceplate are oily an outward iidication of
the S-X700's solid performance capabilities. The solid feel of its controls
confirms the quality of performance which awats you.

So why spend more and get lessor your system? Pu-. Sansui's S -X700
at the heart of it and get pure performance anc value. The idea is just as
smart as it sounds.
40 watts per channel. milimum RMS, both charnels drive, into 8 ohms at 20-20.000 Hz with no
more than 0 044o THD

Start smart urn tit this
pureperformance receiver.

Sansji Electronics Corp., LynchLrst, NJ 07071. Carsoi.CA 90746



They look like receivers...
Until you turn them on!
The Nakamichi SR -3A and SR -2A are unlike any

receiver you've ever heard!
They're designed...and sound...like "separates.'

-like component tuners, preamps and power amps.
They're the first with STASIS power amplifiers

-like our highly acclaimed PA -7 and PA-5-which gives them
an uncanny ability to elicit optimum performance from every loudspeaker.

They're the first with Nakamichi Isolated -Ground Power Supplies
like our Series -7 components-which prevent interstage coupling
and produce a sound stage of extraordinary depth and realism.

And they have a Quartz -Locked PLL Synthesis Tuner that is gaining
a reputation for unusually clean reception with exceptional stereo separation.

Escape from the ordinary.
Experience the reality of Nakamichi Sound.

'STASIS is a trademark of Threshold Corporation

niNakamichi
Nakamichi U S A Corporation 19701 South Vermont Ave CA '2 (2131 538-8150

In Canada W Carsen Co . Ltd . 25 Scarsdale Road UL,' M s. o M39 3u7


